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(57) Abstract

A system and method for finding and serving consumer 
product-Elated information over the Internet (10) to con- 
sumers. The system includes Internet Information servers (33) 
which store information pertaining to Universal Product Num- 
ber (e.g. UPC number) preassigiied to each consumer prod- 
uct registered with the system, along with a list of Uniform 
Resource Locators (URLs) that point to the location of one 
or more infomation resources on the Internet，e.g. World 
Wide Web-sites，which are related to such registered con- 
sumer products. Upon entering the UPC number into the sys- 
tem using a conventional Internet browser program (13)，the 
menu of URLs associated with the entered UPC number is au- 
tomatically displayed for user selection. The displayed menu 
of URLs are categorically arranged according to specific types 
of product information.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING AND SERVING 
CONSUMER PRODUCT RELATED INFORMATION 

OVER THE INTERNET

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

Technical Field

The present invention generally relates to a novel system and 

method for collecting consumer-product relied information and 

transmitting and delivering the same along the consumer-product 

supply and demand chain using the National Information Infrastructure 

(e.g. the Internet)，and more particularly to a novel system and method 

for delivering consumer product related information to consumers 

within retail environments using Internet-based information servers 

and sales agents.

Brief Description of the Prior Art

Dissemination of consumer-product information between 

manufacturers and their retail trading partners must be accurate and 

timely. The traditional methods of phone calls and faxes are time 

consuming and resource intensive. An electronic Universal Product 

Code (UPC) Catalog (i.e. database system), accessible 24 hours a day, is a 

solution. In 1988，QuickResponse Services (QRS), Inc. Of Richmond, 

California, introduced the first independent product information 

database, using the retail industry standard UPC numbering system. 

Today the QRSolutions™ Catalog contains information on over 52 million 

products from over 1500 manufacturers. The QRSolutions Catalog is a 

Window’s-based application providing a critical information flow link 

1
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between the retailers and the manufacturers along the supply and 

demand chain.

After assigning a UPC number to each item, the manufacturer 

organizes and sends the data, via an ekctronic data interchange (i.e.

5 EDI) transmission, or a tape, to QRS, Inc. to be loaded into the UPC 

Catalog database. Changes to the data can be made on a daily basis. 

Retailers with access to a manufacturer’s data can view and download 

the data once it has been adaed or updated. Automatic update 

capabilities ensure the most recent UPC data will be in the EDI mailbox 

10 of each retailer customer quickly.

The effect of a centralized database such as QRS’s UPC Catalog 

improves the flow of merchandise from the manufacturer to the 

retaUer’s selling floor and ultimately to the consumer. With the UPC 

Catalog, accurate, up-to-date product information is available when the 

1 5 retailer needs it，eliminating weeks from the order cycle time.

In addition to the electronic UPC-based product information 

subsystem (i.e. UPC Catalog) described above, a number of other 

information subsystems have been developed for the purpose of 

providing solutions to problems relating to electronic commerce (EC) 

20 merchandising and logistics within the global supply chain. Such 

ancillary information subsystems include, for example: Sales and 

Analysis and Forecasting Subsystems for producing and providing 

retailers with information about what products consumers are buying; 

Collaborative Replenishment Subsystems for determining what products 

25 retailer can be buying in order to satisfy consumer demand at any given 

point of time; and Transportation and Logistics Information Subsystems 

for producing and providing retailers with information about when 

products purchased by them (at wholesale) will be delivered to the 

2
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their stores. Typically, such information subsystems are connected to 

various value added information networks in order to efficiently offer 

such information services to retailers on a global basis.

While the above-described information systems collectively

5 cooperate to optimize the process of moving raw materials into finished 

products and into the hands of consumers，such information systems 

simply fail to address the information needs of the consumers of retail 

products who either require or desire product-related information prior 

to as well as after the purchase of consumer-products.

1 0 Presently, an enormous amount of time, money and effort is being

expended by companies in order to dvertise and sell their products 

and services, and after product purchase has token place, to provide 

product related information, product warranty service and the like. For 

decades, various types of media have been used to realize such 

"15 fundamental business functions.

In recent times, there has been a number of significant 

developments in connection with the global information network called 

the "Internet”，which has greatly influenced many companies to create 

multi-media Internet Web-sites in order to advertise, sell and maintain

2 0 their products and services. Examples of such developments include, for

example: the World Wide Web (WWW) based on the Hypertext Markup 

Language (HTML) and the Hypertext Transmission Protocol (HTTP) by 

Tim Berners-Lee, et al·; easy to use GUI-based Internet navigation tools, 

such as the Netscape® browser from Netscape Communications，Inc.，the 

25 Internet ExplorerTM browser from Microsoft Corporation and the MosaicTM 

browser from Spyglass Corporation; and the Virtual Reality Modelling 

Language (VRML) by Mark Pecse. Such developments in recent times 

have made it very easy for businesses to create 2-D Hypermedia-based 

3
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Ноте Pages and 3-D VR Worlds (i.e. 3-D Web-sites) for the pu؟pose of 

projecting a desired "corporate image" and providing a backdrop for 

financial investment solicitation as well as product dvertising，sales 

and maintenance operations.

5 Presently, a person desiring to acquire information about any

particular product has a number of available search options. In 

particular, he or she may attempt to directly contact the manufacturer， 

wholesaler or reseller by telephone, US mail，e-mail，or through the 

company’s World Wide Web-site (WWW)，if they have one. In the 

1 0 event one decides to acquire product information through the seller's 

WWW site, he or she must first determine the location of its WWW site 

(i.e. Internet address) which oftentimes can involve using Internet 

Search engines such as Yahoo®, AltaVista™，WebCrawler™, LycosTM， 

ExciteTM, or the like. This can be a very time consuming process and 

15 sometimes leMs to a dead end. Once the Internet ddress is obtained, 

one must then review the home page of the company’s Web-site in 

order to find where, if at all，information about a particular product 

resides on the Website. This search process can be both time 

consuming and expensive (in terms of Internet time) and may not turn 

20 up desired information on the product of interest.

In some instances, product brochures bear a preprinted Internet 

address designed to direct or point prospective customers to a particular 

Web-site where more detailed product information can be found. A 

recent example of this "preprinted Web Address" pointing technique is 

25 the 1996 product brochure published by the Sony Corporation for its 

Sony® PCV-70 Personal Computer，which refers prospective customers 

to the Sony Web Address “http://www.sony.com/pc”. While this 

approach provides a direct way of finding product alated information

4
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on the Internet, it is not without its shortcomings and drawbacks.-

In particular，when a company improves，changes or modifies an 

existing Web-site which publishes product and/or service 

advertisements and related information, it is difficult (if not impossible) 

5 not to change the Internet locations (e.g. Web addresses) at which such 

product and/or service advertisements and related information appear. 

Whenever a company decides or is forced to change any of its 

adverHsing, marketing and/or public relations firms， there is a 

substantial likelihood that new Websites will be created and launched 

1 0 for particular products and services, and that the Web addresses of such 

new Websites will no longer correspond with the Web addresses on 

preprinted product brochures in currently circulation at the time. This 

can result in pointing a consumer to erroneous or vacant Websites，that 

present either old or otherwise outdated product and/or service 

15 information, possibly adversely influencing the consumers purchasing 

decision.

Moreover，when a company launches a new Website as part of a 

new advertising and marketing campaign for a particular product, any 

preprinted advertising or marketing material relating to such products 

20 will not reflect the new Web-site addresses which the campaign is 

attempting to get consumers to visit. This fact about preprinted 

advert sing media renders it difficult to unify new and old advertising 

media currently in circulation into an advertising and marketing

campaign having a coherent theme. In short, the inherently static 

25 nature of the "preprinted Web address" pointing technique described

above is wholly incapable of adjusting to the dynamic needs of

advertising, marketing and public relations firms alike.

In addition to the above-described techniques, I-World by

5
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Mecklermedia has recently launched a commercial product finding 

database on the Internet called “Internet Shopper”. Notably，the 

"Internet Shopper" database is organized by specific types of product 

categories covering computer and telecommunication related 

5 technologies. While this product information finding service may be of 

help to those looking to buy computer or communication equipment, it 

fails to provide an easy way to find information on previously 

purchased products, or on products outside of the field of 

communication or computer technology. Consequently, the value of this 

10 prior art technique is limited to those considering the purchase of 

products catalogued within the taxonomy of the "Internet Shopper" 

directory.

In view of the inherent limitations of Ι-World’s "Internet Shopper" 

and other product finding directories on the Internet, such as 

15 "NetBuyer" by Computer Shopper (at "http:"www.netbuyeç^

National Information Infrastructure Testbed (NIIT) organization has 

recently formed a ''confidential committee of NIIT members” under the 

tide “Universal Product and Service Code Project”. The stated problem 

addressed by this Project is how to locate specific goods and services on 

2 0 the Internet， and compare prices and other critical market information.

As publicized in a NIIT Project Abstract，the “Universal Product and 

Service Code Project seeks to make it easier to electronically locate 

goods and services on the Internet using universal product and services 

identifiers and locators. As stated in the Project Abstract, the “NIIT

25 believes that changing the way in which Internet information is 

organized is fundamental to solving this problem. In the Universal 

Product and Service Code Project, NIIT members are currently exploring 

how coding structures can help organize information about products 

6
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accessible using the Internet. NIIT'S goal is to inform the development 

of formalized coding standards that can be used nationally and 

internationally so that users can locate good and services through 

simple searching and browsing methods. In turn, more advanced 

features, such as comparison shopping, can be added as "intelligent 

agent" software programs are refined to enable users to search and 

retrieve products linked to these structures.”

While the NIIT’S Universal Product and Service Code Project seeks 

ways of locating specific goods and services on the Internet, all 

proposals therefor recommend the development of formalized coding 

standards and searching and browsing methods which are expensive 

and difficult to develop and implement on a world-wide basis. 

Moreover， such sought after methods will be virtually useless to 

consumers who have already purchased products and now seek product 

related information on the Internet.

In summary，prior art "demand chain management systems have 

provided: (i) procurement services consisting of UPC Catalogs accessible 

through the Internet and EDI networks; (ii) inventory management 

services consisting of replenishment， sales analysis and forecasting 

services; and (iii) distribution management services consisting of EDI 

and logistics management services. However， prior art "demand chain 

management systems have fail to address the information needs of the 

consumers of retail products who either require or desire product- 

related information prior to as well as after the purchase of consumer- 

products. Consequently，prior art demand chain management systems 

operate in an open-loop mode with a "break" in information flow cycle, 

disabling the manufacturers from communicating with the consumers in 

an efficient manner to satisfy consumer needs.

7
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Thus，it is clear that there is great need in the art for an —proved 

system and method for collecting product related information and 

transmitting and delivering the same between the manufacturers and 

retailers of products to the consumers thereof in various environments, 

while avoiding the shortcomings and drawbacks of prior art systems 

and methodologies.

DISCLOSURE OF THE fENTION

Accordingly, a primary object of the present invention is to 

provide a novel method and apparatus for collecting product-related 

information and transmitting and delivering the same between the 

manufacturers and retailers of products to the consumers thereof in 

retail shopping environments as well as at home, work and on the road, 

while overcoming the shortcomings and drawbacks of prior art systems 

and methodologies.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such 

apparatus in the form of novel consumer-product information collection, 

transmission and delivery system.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system with an Internet-based product information database subsystem 

which, for each commercially availaWe consumer-product， stores 

number of information elements including: the name of the 

manufacturer; the Universal Product Code (UPC) assigned to the product 

by the manufacturer; one or more URLs specifying the location of 

information resources (e.g. Web-pages) on the Internet relating to the 

UPC-labelled consumer-product; and the like.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

8
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system, in which the URLs stored in the Internet-based product 

information database are categorically arranged and displayed 

according to specific types of product information (e.g.，product 

specifications and operation manuals; product wholesakrs and retailers;

5 product advertisements and promotions; product endorsements; product 

updates and reviews; product warranty/servicing; related or 

complementary products; product incentives including rebates, 

discounts and/or coupons; etc.) that relates to the kind of information 

required, desired or otherwise sought by consumers， wholesalers，

1 0 retailers and/or trading partners; product price at which the product is

being offered for sale by a particular retailer; and the like.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system，wherein the information maintained within the Internet-based 

product information database management subsystem provides a 

15 manufacturer-defined consumer-product directory that can be used by 

various persons along the retail supply and demand chain.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system, wherein the manufacturers of consumer-products are linked to 

the rctailers thereof in the middle of the supply and demand chain by

2 0 allowing either trading partner to access consumer-product information

from the Internet-based product information database virtually 24 

hours a day, seven days a week.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system， wherein consumer-product manufacturers, their advertisers, 

25 distributors and retailers are linked to the consumers of such products 

at the end of the supply ^d demand chain, by allowing such parties 

access consumer-product information from the Internet-based product 

information database subsystem virtually 24 hours a day, seven days a

9
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week.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and method of using the same, which will accelerate the 

acceptance of electronic commerce on the Internet and the development 

5 of the ekctronic marketplace，which can be used by consumers and 

small and large businesses alike.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a novel 

system and method for finding and serving consumer-product related 

information on the Internet.

1 0 Another object of the present invention is to provide such a

system and method，wherein virtually any type of product can be 

registered with the system by symbolically linking or relating (i) its 

preassigned Universal Product Number (e.g. UPC or EAN number) or at 

least the Manufacture Identification Number (MIN) portion thereof with

1 5 (ii) the Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) of one or more information 

resources on the Internet (e.g. the home page of the manufacturer's 

Web-site) related to such products.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and method, wherein a Web-based document transport 

20 subsystem is provided for use by manufacturers as well as their 

advertisers and agents in registering the UPNs (e.g. UPC numbers) of 

their products and the URLs of the information resources related to such 

products.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

25 system with an number of different modes of operation, namely: a 

Manufacturer/Product Registration Mode, wherein manufacturers can 

register their companies and consumer products (e.g. UPC numbers and 

URLs) with the system; an UPN-Directed Information Access Mode,

10
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wherein consumers can access and display information . menus 

containing UPC numbers linked to URLs pointing Web pages containing 

consumer product related information by scanning the UPC label on the 

consumer product or by entering the UPC number thereof into a data- 

5 entry screen displayed by the system in this mode; a Manufacturer

Website Search Mode，wherein the home page of a manufacturer’s Web- 

site can be automatically accessed and displayed by scanning the UPC 

label on any consumer product of the manufacturer or by entering the 

UPC number thereof into a data-entry screen display^ by the system 

10 in this mode; a Tidemark-Directed Search Mode enabling consumers to 

use tidemarks and/or t—enames associated with consumer products 

to search for consumer-product related information registered within 

the system; and a Product-Description Directed Search Mode enabling 

consumers to use product descriptors associated with particular 

15 consumer products to search for consumer-product related information 

registered within the system.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system，wherein when the system is in its UPN-Directed Information 

Menu Access Mode, a pmdesignated information resource (e.g. 

20 advertisement, product information, etc.) pertaining to any commercial 

product registered with the system can be automatically accessed from 

the Internet and displayed from the Internet browser by simply 

entering the registered product’s UPN into the Internet browser 

manually or by bar code symbol scanning.

25 Another object of the present invention is to provide such a

system，wherein when the system is in its Trademark-Directed Search 

Mode, a predesignated information resource (e.g. dvertisement， 

product information, etc.) pertaining to any commercial product

11
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registered with the system can be automatically accessed from the 

Internet and displayed from the Internet browser by simply entering 

the registered product’s trademark(s) and/or associated company name 

into the Internet browser.

5 Another object of the present invention is to provide such a

system, wherein when the system is in its Product-Description-Directed 

Search Mode, a predesignated information resource (e.g. advertisement, 

product information, etc.) pertaining to any commercial product 

registered with the system can be automatically accessed from the 

10 Internet and displayed from the Internet browser by simply entering 

the registered product's product description into the Internet browser.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system, wherein a predesignated information resource pertaining to any 

commercial product having been assigned a Universal Product Number 

15 (UPN) can be accessed from the Internet and displayed from the 

Internet browser by simply selecting its and then entering the UPN 

numeric string into an Input Box which pops up on an HTML form 

displayed by an Internet browser.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

20 system in which a relational database，referred to as “an Internet 

Product Directory (IPD)，” is realized on one or more data-synchronized 

IPD Servers for the purpose of registering product related information, 

namely: (i) information representative of commercial product

descriptions, the trademarks used in connection therewith, the company 

25 names providing and/or promoting such products，the E-mail addresses 

of such companies，and the corresponding URLs on the Internet 

specifying current (i.e. up-to-date) Internet Web-site locations 

providing product-related information customized to such products.

12
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Another object of the present invention is to provide .such a 

product information finding and serving system, wherein the URLs 

symbolically linked to each registered product in the IPD Servers 

thereof are categorized as relating primarily to Product Advertisements， 

5 Product Specifications, Product updates. Product Distributors, Product 

Warranty/Servicing, and/or Product Incentives (e.g. rebates, discounts 

and/or coupons), and that such URL categories are graphically displayed 

to the requester by way of easy-to-read display screens during URL 

selection ^d Website connection.

10 A further object of the present invention is to provide a Internet-

based System wherein: ⑴ manufacturers and their agents are enabled 

to simply link (i.e. relate)，manage and update within a centralized 

database, the UPC (and/or UPC/ΕΑΝ) numbers on their products and the 

Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) of HTTP-encoded document (i.e. Web

15 pages) containing particular kinds of consumer product-related 

information published on the Internet by the manufacturers，their 

agents and/or third parties; and ⑵ consumers，in retail stores, at home, 

in the office ^d on the r^d, are enabled to simply access such 

consumer product-related information using such UPC (and/or

20 UPC/ΕΑΝ) numbers and/or by scanning UPC (or UPC/ΕΑΝ) bar code 

symbols encoded with such product identification numbers.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a novel 

method of carrying out electronic-type commercial transactions 

involving the purchase of products which are dvertised on the Internet 

25 at uniform resource locations (URLs) that are registered with the IPI 

system of the present invention.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a novel 

system and method of finding the UPN or USN associated with any

13
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particular registered product，respectively，by simply selecting, a GUI 

button on the Internet browser display screen in order to enter a 

“Tmdemark-Directed Search Mode’，，whereby (i) a dialogue box is 

displayed on the display screen requesting any known tmdemarks 

5 associated with the p^duct, and/or the name of the company that 

makes, sells or distributes the particular product， and (ii) the 

corresp^ding UPN (i.e. UPC number or EAN number) registered with 

the IPD Servers is displayed to the user for acceptance, whereupon the 

Internet Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) are automatically accessed 

1 0 from the IPD Servers and displayed on the display screen of the

Internet browser for subsequent URL selection and Web-site connection.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system ^d method, wherein during the Tmdemark-Directed Search 

Mode, the UPN (e.g. UPC or EAN number) associated with any registered 

1 5 product can be found within the database of the IPD Server using any 

t^demark(s) and/or the company name commonly associated with the 

product.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a novel 

system and method for serving consumer-pmduct related information 

20 to Internet users in retail shopping environments (e.g. departments 

stores, supermarkets，superstores, home-centers and the like) as well as 

at home，work or on the _d.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a consumer 

product information access terminal located at a point-of-sale (POS) 

25 station, wherein the bar code symbol reader integrated with the POS 

station can be used to read the UPC numbers on consumer products 

being offered for sale in the store in order to access consumer product 

related information from hyper-linked Web-sites on the Internet， for 

14
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display on an LCD screen located at the POS station and viewable from 

various viewing positions by the sales clerk as well as consumer 

shoppers.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a system and

5 method, wherein one or more computer-based kiosks are installed 

within retail shopping environments and each such kiosk has an 

automatic bar ^de symbol r^der for riding the UPC numbers on 

consumer products being offered for sale in the store, and also a LCD 

touch-type display screen for displaying product-related information 

10 accessd from hyper-linkd Web-sites on the Internet.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and method, wherein one or more computer-basd kiosks are 

installed within retail shopping environments and each such kiosk has 

an automatic bar code symbol reader for riding the UPC numbers on 

1 5 consumer products being offered for sale in the store, and also a LCD 

touch-type display screen for displaying product-related information 

accessed from hyper-linkd Web-sites on the Internet.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

consumer product information kiosk, wherein the laser scanning bar 

20 code symbol rader can be easily removed from its support stand to 

scan large consumer products that might difficult to present within the 

scanning field while the bar code symbol reader is supported above the 

LCD display panel.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

25 consumer product information kiosk, wherein the laser scanning bar 

code symbol reader has a cordless interface with the kiosk so that it 

may be moved about within a retail store in a portable manner to scan 

UPC labels and access consumer product related information.
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Another object of the present invention is to provide a consumer 

product information kiosk for use with the system hereof, that is 

completely transportable within the store by hand, or may be mounted 

upon a shopping cart or other vehicle for the convenience of shoppers 

5 andthelike.

Another object of the present invention is to provide “virtual” or 

"Cyber" sales and service agents within retail shopping environments by 

installing the computer-based kiosks of the present invention therein.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a Web-based 

10 information delivery system and method, wherein the computer-based 

kiosks employed therein throughout the hosting retailers store are 

capable of displaying the price of products offered for sale in the store 

upon reading the UPC bar code symbol thereon.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a novel 

1 5 method of constructing a relational database for use within the product 

information finding and serving subsystem of the present invention.

Another method of the present invention is to provide such a 

method of database construction, wherein the relational database is 

initially keeded” with: (i) the Manufacturer Base UPC Numbers based on 

20 the six digit UPC Manufacturer Identification Numbers (MIN) assign 

to the manufacturers by the ucc and incorporated into the first six 

characters of each UPC number applied to the products thereof; and (ii)

the URLs of the Web-site home pages of such manufacturers.

Another method of the present invention is to provide such a

25 method of database construction, wherein the "seeded" relational

database is then subsequently extended and refined with the

participation of each registered manufacturer (and/or agents thereof) 

by adding to the heeded” database (iii) the 12 digit UPC numbers 
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assigned to each product sold thereby and the menu of. URLs 

symbolically linked to each such corresp^ding product.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and methd, in which Web-site-based advertising campaigns 

5 can be changed, mMified and/or transform^ in virtually any way 

imaginable by simply restructuring the symbolic links between the 

products and/or services in the campaign using current (i.e. up-to-date) 

Web-site addresses at which Web-site advertisements and information 

sources related thereto are located on the Internet.

10 Another object of the present invention is to provide a novel

system and method of automatically soliciting companies to register 

their pmducts within the databases of such IPD Servers in order that 

product related information of a multimedia nature (e.g. Web-sites)， 

once registered therewith, can be easily found on the Internet by

1 5 anyone using the system and method of the present invention.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a novel 

system and method for finding and serving consumer-product related 

information on the Internet, accessible from the Websites of each 

manufacturer who has registered its UPN/URLs with the system's

2 0 “central” IPD Database.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and method, wherein as part of the consumer product 

registration process, the manufacturer (or retailer) maintains a limited- 

version of UPN/URL database which contains a list of catorogized URLs 

25 for each UPC-encodd product that it sells.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and method, wherein the consumer product related information 

links contained within the limited-version of the UPN/URL Database of 
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each registered manufacturer (or retailer) can accessed frçm the 

manufacturer's (or retailer’s) company Website and served to 

consumers requesting such information by way of UPC (or EAN) number 

entry.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and method，wherein input HTML forms for searching the 

limited-version of the UPN/URL Database of each registered 

manufacturer (or retaUer) can accessed by selecting a predesignated 

Check Button on the GUI to a Website providing access thereto.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and methd，wherein the limited-version of the UPN/URL 

Database of each registered manufacturer (or retailer) is used to update 

a “central” or “master” UPN/URL Database which is continously 

maintained and made accessiWe to consumers (i) through Web-based 

kiosks installed in licensed retail environments and (ii) through 

Internet-enaWed client subsystems located at home，work and in school.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and metbd， wherein at the time of registering each 

manufacturer (or retailer) with the system, an Internet-based 

registration server automatically transmits a computer program to the 

manufacturer's (or retailer’s) computer system for use in constructing 

and maintaining the limited-version UPN/URL Database related to the 

manufacturer’s (retailer’s) products.

Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and method，wherein the limited-version UPN/URL Database of 

each registered manufacturer (or retaUer) can be served from the 

manufacturer’s (or retailer’s) Internet information server using a 

Common Gateway Interface program (CGI).
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Another object of the present invention is to provide such a 

system and method，wherein the limited-version UPN/URL database of 

each registered manufacturer (or retailer) is realized using a cross- 

platform compatible，relational database management system (RDBMS).

5 These and other objects of the present invention will become

apparent hereinafter and in the Claims to Invention

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

1 0 For a more compete understanding of how to practice the Objects

of the Present Invention，the following Detailed Description of the 

Illustrative Embodiments can be read in conjunction with the 

accompanying Drawings，wherein:

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the various information

15 subsystems provided by the consumer-product information collection, 

transmission and delivery system of invention along the consumer- 

product demand chain, namely an Internet-based Product-Information 

(IPI) Finding and Serving Subsystem, a UPC-based Product-Information 

Subsystem (“UPC Catalog”)，an Electronic Trading Information

20 Subsystem, a Saks Analysis and Forecasting Information Subsystem, 

Collaborative Repknishment Information Subsystem, and a 

Transportation and Logistics Information Subsystem;

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of an illustrative embodiment of the 

consumer-product information collection, transmission and delivery 

25 system of the present invention shown embedded with the 

infrastructure of the global computer communications network known 

as the "Internet”，and comprising a plurality of data-synchronized 

Internet Product Directory (IPD) Servers connected to the infrastructure 
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of the Internet，a UPN/URL Database Subsystem (i.e. U؟N/URL 

Database) connected to one or more of the IPD Servers and one or more 

globally-extensive electronic data interchange (EDI) networks，a Web- 

based Document Server connected to at least one of the IPD Servers and

5 the Internet infrastructure， a Web-based Document Administration 

Computer connected to the Web-based Document Server by way of a 

TCP/IP connection, a plurality of Internet Product-Information (IPI) 

Servers connected to the infrastructure of the Internet for serving 

consumer-product related information to consumers in retail stores and 

10 at home，a plurality of Client Subsystems connected to the infrastructure 

of the Internet and allowing manufacturers to transmit consumer- 

product related information to the Web-based Document Server for 

collection and retransmission to the IPD Servers，and a plurality of 

Client Subsystems connected to the infrastructure of the Internet and 

15 allowing consumers in retail stores and at home to request and receive 

consumer-praduct related information from the IPD Servers;

Fig. 2Α is a schematic diagram illustrating the flow of information 

along the consumer-product supply and demand chain，including ⑴ the 

communication link extending between the information subsystems of 

20 manufacturers of UPC-encoded products and the centralized (or master) 

UPN/URL Database Management Subsystem 9 of the consumer-product 

information collection, transmission and delivery system of the present 

invention，(ii) the communication link extending between the UPN/URL 

Database Subsystem and the IPD Servers of the present invention, (111) 

25 the communication link extending between the iro Servers and in-store 

Client Subsystems of retailers, (iv) the communication link extending 

between the IPI Servers and the in-store Client Subsystems of retailers， 

(V) the communication link extending between the IPD Servers ana the 
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Client Subsystems of consumers，and (vi) the communicatiçn link 

extending between the IPI Servers and the Client Subsystems of 

consumers;

Fig. 2Β is block schematic diagram of the IPD Server of the

5 illustrative embodiment, showing its subsystem components namely the 

relational database management subsystem (RDBMS)，common gateway 

interface (CGI), and HTTP (httpd) server;

Fig. 3Α1 is a graphical representation of a first illustrative 

embodiment of the client computer system of the present invention,

1 0 designed for use in desktop environments at home, work and play;

Fig. 3Α2 is a graphical representation of a second illustrative 

embodiment of the client computer system of the present invention 

realized in the form of a bar code driven multi-media kiosk, designed 

for use as a "virtual sales agent" in retail shopping environments such as 

15 department stores, supermarkets，superstores, retail outlets and the 

like;

Fig. ЗАЗ is a graphical representation of a third illustrative 

embodiment of the client computer system of the present invention 

realized in the form of a bar code driven multi-media kiosk, designed

2 0 for use as a "virtual sales agent" in retail shopping environments such as

department stores, supermarkets，superstores, retail outlets and the 

like, and shown as having an integrated “cord-connected" type laser 

scanning bar code symbol reader disposed overhead its LCD touch- 

screen panel，a telephone handset for carrying out telephone calls, and a 

25 credit card transaction terminal for conducting consumer purchase 

transactions and other forms of electronic commerce while using the 

consumer product information finding system of the present invention;

Fig. ЗАЗ’ is a graphical representation of the bar code driven 
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multi-media kiosk shown in Fig. ЗАЗ, wherein the laser ؟canning 

projection-type bar code symbol reader is removed from its support 

stand，by pulling its connector cable out of its cable take-up unit，and 

used to read a bar code symbol on product located a relatively short 

5 distance away from the kiosk;

Fig. 3Α4 is a graphical representation of a fourth illustrative 

embodiment of the client computer system of the present invention 

realized in the form of a bar code driven multi-media kiosk，designed 

for use as a "virtual sales agent” in retail shopping environments such as 

10 department stores，supermarkets, superstores，retail outlets and the 

like，and shown as having an integrated "cordless" type laser scanning 

bar code symbol reader disposed overhead its LCD touch-screen panel，a 

telephone handset for carrying out telephone calls, and a credit card 

transaction terminal for conducting consumer purchase transactions and 

15 other forms of electronic commerce while using the consumer product 

information finding system of the present invention;

Fig. 3Α4’ is a graphical representation of the bar code driven 

multi-media kiosk shown in Fig. 3Α4, wherein the laser scanning 

projection-type bar code symbol reader is removed from its support 

20 stand and used to read a bar code symbol on product located a 

relatively short ^stance away from the kiosk;

Fig. 3Α5 is a graphical representation of a fifth illustrative 

embodiment of the client computer system of the present invention 

realized in the form of a consumer product information access terminal, 

25 designed for use as a kales agent's tool” at a point-of-sale (POS) station 

in retail shopping environments， wherein the information access 

terminal has a bar code symbol reader integrated with the POS station 

for reading the UPC numbers on consumer products being offered for 
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sale in the store，and also a LCD screen capable of being mounted in 

various viewing positions for displaying consumer product-related 

information accessed from a centralized database interconnect to the 

Internet;

5 Fig. ЗВ is a schematic representation of an exemplary display

screen produced by a (graphical user interface) GUI-based web browser 

program running on a client subsystem and providing an on-screen IPD 

Web-site Find button (e^· UPC REQUEST™ Central Website Find button) 

for instantly connecting to the IPD Web-site (e^· UPC REQUEST™ Central 

10 Website) and carrying out the consumer product information finding 

and serving method of the present invention;

Fig. ЗС is a schematic representation of an exemplary display 

screen produced by a GUI-based Internet browser or communication 

program running on a client subsystem and displaying a Netscape-style 

1 5 browser "display framework”，served from the IPD Web-site (e.g. UPC 

REQUESTTM Central Website), and supporting a providing a sponsor frame 

for sponsor advertisement，a control frame with Check-Box type buttons 

for activating any mode of the IPI finding and serving subsystem, and 

an information frame for displaying HTML documents (instructions, 

20 forms，and the like) in accordance with the principles of the present 

invention;

Fig. 4Α1 is a schematic representation of the relational-type IPI 

Registrant Database maintained by each IPD Server configured into the 

system of the illustrative embodiment of the present invention, showing 

25 the information fields for storing (i) the information elements 

representative of the UPN (e.g. UPC data structure, EAN data structure, 

and/or National Drug Code (NDC) data structure)，URLs，trademark(s) 

(TMi)，Company Name (CNi) and company address，Product Description 
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(PD؛) and E-Mail Address (EMA¡) thereof symbolically-linkçd (i.e. 

related) for a number of exemplary IPI Registrants listed (i.e. 

registered) with the IPI Registrant Database maintained by each IPD 

Server;

Fig. 4Α2 is a schematic representation of the information subfield 

structure of the URL Information Field of the IPI Database of Fig. 4Α1， 

showing the Product Advertisement Information Field, the Product 

Specification (Description/Operation) Information Field, the p—uct 

Update Information Field, the Product Distributor/Reseller/Deder 

Information FieW，the Product Warranty/Servicing Information Field， 

the Product Incentive Information Field thereof， the Product Review 

Information FieW， the Related Products Information Field， and 

Miscellaneous Information Fields detailed in greater detail hereinafter;

Fig. 4Β is a schematic representation of the relational-type Non- 

IPI Registrant Database maintained by each IPD Server that is 

configured into the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystemof the illustrative 

embodiment of the present invention, showing the information fields for 

storing (i) the information elements representative of the Company 

Name (CNi) and Company Address，Trademark(s) (TMi) registered by 

the associated Company, and E-Mail Address (EMAi) thereof 

symbolically-linked for a number of exemplary Νοη-ΙΡΙ registrants 

listed within the Non_IF»I Registrant Database maintained by each IPD 

Server;

Fig. 4C is a schematic representation of the structure of a 

relational database management subsystem (RDBMS) used to carry out a 

best-mMe emhdiment of the the IPI Registrant Database represented 

in Figs. 4Α1 and 4Α2 hereof;

Fig. 4C1 is a schematic representation illustrating the information 
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fields of the table entitled "Manufacturer” used in the RDBMS shown in 

Figs. 4Α1 and 4Α2 hereof;

Fig. 4C2 is a schematic representation illustrating the information 

fields of the table entitled "Consumer Product" used in the RDBMS 

shown in Figs. 4Α1 and 4Α2 hereof;

Fig. 4C3 is a schematic representation illustrating the information 

fields of the table entitled ‘(Information Resources on the WWW” used in 

the RDBMS shown in Figs. 4Α1 and 4Α2 hereof;

Fig. 4D is a schematic representation illustrating the information 

fields of the table entitled letailer” used in the RDBMS shown in Figs. 

4Α1 and 4Α2 hereof;

Fig. 5Α is a schematic diagram illustrating the high level structure 

of communication protocol that can be used among the client subsystem 

Ca, the IPD Server Sb, and the Web，based Document Server Swd (30) of 

the IPI Finding And Serving Subsystem hereof when, from any 

particular client subsystem， the subystem is engaged is in 

Manufacturer/Product Registration Mode of operation, requesting as 

input a URL which automatically connects the client subsystem to the 

Web Document Server associated with the Manufacturer/Product 

Registration Subsystem of the present invention;

Fig. 5Β is a schematic diagram illustrating the high level structure 

of a communication protocol that can be used among the client 

subsystem Ca, the IPD Server sb, and the IPI Server Sc of the IPI 

Finding And Serving Subsystem hereof when the subsystem is in its 

Manufacturer Website Search Mode of deration，requesting as input a 

UPN (e.g. UPC or EAN) associated with a manufacturers product，and 

providing as output the URL of the home page of the manufacturer's 

Web-site and automatically displaying the same;
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Fig. 5C is a schematic diagram illustrating the high level structure 

of a communication protocol that can be used among the client 

subsystem Ca，the IPD Server Sb, and the IPI Server Sc of the IPI 

Finding And Serving Subsystem hereof when the subsystem is in its 

5 UPN-Directed Information Access Mode of operation, request

a UPN associated with the consumer product, and providing as output 

the set of URL(S) registered with the consumer product indentified by 

the UPN within the database of the system and pointing to HTTP- 

encoded documents containing particular types of product-related 

10 information;

Fig. 5D is a schematic diagram illustrating the high level structure 

of a communication protocol that can be used among the client 

subsystem Ca, the IPD Server Sb，and the IPI Server Sc of the IPI 

Finding And Serving Subsystem hereof when the subsystem is in its 

15 Trademark-Directed Search Mode of operation, requesting as input a 

trademark and/or company name，^d providing as output the product 

descriptor(s) and a UPN (or set thereof) related to the trademark within 

the database of the system and pointing to HTTP-encoded documents 

containing particular types of product-related information;

20 Fig. 5Ε is a schematic diagram illustrating the high level structure

of a communication protocol that can be used among the client 

subsystem Ca, the IPD Server Sb, and the IPI Server Sc of the IPI 

Finding And Serving Subsystem hereof when the subsystem is in its 

Product-Description Directed Search Mode of operation, requesting as 

25 input a product descriptor related to the consumer product on which 

information is sought and providing as output the trademark, company 

name and URL(S) related to the product descriptor within the database 

of the system and pointing to HTTP-encoded documents containing
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particular types of product-related information;

Fig. 6Α provides a high level flow chart illustrating the steps 

involved in carrying out the communication protocol shown in Fig. 5Α 

when the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem is in its 

5 Manufacturer/Product Registration Mode of operation;

Fig. 6Β provides a high level flow chart illustrating the steps 

involved in carrying out the communication protocol shown in Fig. 5Β 

when the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem is in its Manufacturer 

Website Search Mode of operation;

10 Fig. 6C provides a high level flow chart illustrating the steps

involved in carrying out the communication protocol shown in Fig. 5D 

when the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem is in its UPN-Directed 

Information Access Mode of operation;

Figs. 6D1 through 6D3，taken together，provides a high level flow

15 chart illustrating the steps involved in carrying out the communication 

protocol shown in Fig. 5C when the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem 

is in its Trademark-Directed Search Mode of operation;

Fig. 6Ы through 6Ε3, taken together，provides a high level flow 

chart illustrating the steps involved in carrying out the communication 

20 protocol shown in Fig. 5Ε when the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem 

is in its ProductDescription Directed Search Mode of operation;

Fig. 7 is schematic representation of an exemplary embodiment of 

the IPI Finding and Delivery Subsystem of the present invention 

showing the various constituent subsystems thereof; and

25 Fig. 8 a schematic representation of portfolio of Web-sites

supported and managed by the UPN/URL database management 

subsystem with the assistance of the manufacturer/product registration 

subsystem and Web-enabled client subsystems operated by 
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manufacturers and/or their agents in accordance with the information 

management principles of the present invention.

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE fENTIQN
5

Referring to the accompanying Drawings，like structures and 

elements shown throughout the figures thereof shall be indicated with 

like reference numerals.

10 Overview Of The System Of The Present Invention

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the consumer-product information 

collection, transmission and delivery system of the present invention is 

generally indicated by reference numeral 1 and comprises an 

15 integration of information subsystems，namely: an IPI finding and 

serving subsystem 2 for allowing consumers to find product related 

information on the Internet (e.g. WWW) at particular Uniform Resource 

Locators (URLs), using UPC numbers and/or trademarks and tradenames 

symbolically-linked or related thereto; a UPC Product-Information 

20 Subsystem (“UPC Catalog") 3 for providing retailers with accurate up-to^ 

date product information on numerous consumer-products offered for 

wholesale to retailers by manufacturers registering there products 

therewith; a Electronic Trading Information Subsystem 4 for providing 

trading partners (e.g. a manufacturer and a retailer) to sell and 

25 purchase consumer goods by sending and receiving documents (e.g. 

purchase orders, invoices，advance slip notices, etc.) to consummate 

purchase and sale transactions using either Value Added Network 

(VAN) based EDI transmission or Internet (e.g. HTTP, SMTP，etc.) based 

electronic document communications; a Sales Analysis and Forecasting
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Information Subsystem 5 for providing retailers with information about 

what products consumers are currently buying at retail stores or expect 

to be buying in the near future; Collaborative Replenishment 

Information Subsystem 6 for determining what products retailers can 

5 be buying in order to satisfy consumer demand at any given point in 

time; a Transportation and Logistics Information Subsystem 7 for 

providing retailers with information about when ordered products 

(purchased by retailers at wholesale) will be delivered to the retailer’s 

stores; and Input/Output Port Connecting Subsystems 8 for 

10 interconnecting the input and output ports of the above-identified 

subsystems through the infrastructure of the Internet and various 

value-added EDI networks of global extent. Notably, unlike prior art 

supply chain management systems, the consumer-product information 

collection, transmission and delivery system of the present invention 

15 embraces the manufacturers, retailers, and consumers of UPC-encoded 

products, and not simply the manufacturers and retailers thereof. As 

will become apparent hereinafter, this important feature of the present 

invention allows manufacturers and retailers to deliver valuable 

product related information to the consumers of their products, thereby 

20 increasing consumer purchases， consumer satisfaction and consumer 

loyalty. Prior art supply chain management systems simply have no 

way or means of providing such information services to the consumers 

of UPC-encoded products along the consumer-product supply and 

demand chain.

25 As shown in Fig. 2, the consumer-product information collection,

transmission and delivery system illustrated in Fig. 1 is realized as an 

arrangement of system components， namely: a central UPN/URL 

Database Management Subsystem 9 for storing and serving various 
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types of consumer-product information to retailers， manufacturers and 

consumers alike (e.g.，the name of the product’s manufacturer; the 

Universal Product Code (UPC) or European Article Number (EAN) 

assigned to the product by the manufacturer; one or more URLs 

5 specifying the location of information resources on the Internet at which 

particular kinds of information relating to the consumer-product can be 

found; merchMdise classification; style number; t^dename; information 

specifying the size, color and other relevant characteristics of the 

consumer-product, where applicable; ordering criteria; availability and 

10 booking dates, etc.); a globally-based (packet-switched) digital 

telecommunications network (such as the Internet) 10 having an 

infrastructure including Internet Service Providers (ISPs), Network 

Service Providers (NSPs), routers, telecommunication lines, channels, 

etc., for supporting packet-switched type digital data 

15 telecommunications using the TCP/IP networking protocol well known 

in the art; one or more Internet Product Finding Directory (IPD) Servers， 

each indicated by reference numeral 11 and being connected to the 

Internet at strategically different locations via the Internet 

infrastructure 10 and data-synchroni^d with each other in order that 

20 each such Server maintains mirrored a relational-type database 

structure as represented in Figs. 4Α and 4Β; a plurality of Internet 

Product-Information (IPI) Servers, each indicated by reference numeral 

12 and being connected to the Internet via the Internet infrastructure; a 

plurality of User (or Client) Computers，each indicated by reference 

25 numeral 13, being connected to the Internet via the Internet 

infrastructure and available to consumers (Cl, C2, C3,...,Ci); one or more 

data communication (i.e. EDI) networks 14, comprising data collection 

nodes 15 and communication links 16, operably connected to the 
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centralized UPN/URL Database Management Subsystem 9, ea٩h Client 

Computer 13 available to a Manufacturer ( Ц, Μ2, М3，..，Mj) and Retailer 

(Rpl؛, R3,.., Rk) within the retail supply and demand chain; a Web- 

based Document Server 30 connected to at least one of the IPD Servers

5 11 and the Internet infrastructure, for transferring documents and

messages to remote CUent Computer Systems during the registration of 

manufacturers and consumer products with the system hereof and 

periodically updating product-related information with the IPD Servers 

11 in an automatic manner; and an Web-based Document

10 Administration Computer 31 connected to the Web-based Document 

Server 30 by way of a TCP/IP connection 32, for administrating the 

registration of manufacturers and products with the system，initiating 

the transfer of consumer product related information (e.g. menu of 

URLs) between the remote Client Computer Systems and Web-Based

15 Document Server 30, transferring such information to the IPD Servers 

11, and maintaining local records of such information transfers and the 

like. As will become apparent hereinafter，Web-based Document

Server 30 and Web-based Document Administration Computer 31 

provide a subsystem for (i) managing the process of regstering

20 qualified manufacturers and their consumer products and related Web 

pages (e.g. UPC numbers and URLs)，and (ii) updating the product- 

related information with the IPD Servers 11 in an automatic manner to 

ensu e accurate links between UPNs and URLs within the UPN/URL 

Database Management Subsystem. The subsystem comprising the Web-

25 based Document Server 30 and Web-based Document Administration 

Computer 31 shall be referred to as the Manufacturer/Product 

Registration Subsystem of the consumer product information finding 

and delivery subsystem 2 and indicated by reference numeral 33
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throughout the figure drawings hereof.

Preferably, the centralized UPN/URL Database Management 

Subsystem 9 and at least one of the IPD Servers 11 are located at a 

secured information storage/processing center 17, along with a 

5 multiprocessor (or mainframe) computer system, information servers, 

routers, data communication lines，disk storage devices (e.g. RAIDs)， 

tape drives and tape-library system, uninterrupted power supplies 

(UPS)，and other peripheral technology to provide on-line, batch and 

back-up operations. However，the IPI Servers, the Client Computers and 

10 the other IPD Servers (if provided for database mirroring purposes)， 

typically will be located throughout the world, as the distribution of 

manufacturers, retaUers and consumers who are encouraged to use the 

system are scattered across the Planet.

In the illustrative embodiment， the Web-based Document Server 

1 5 30 is a Windows NT Server running WebDox™ Server software from

Premenos Corporation of Concord, California. The Windows NT Server 

can be realized using a suitable computer system having a Pentium® or 

higher CPU, 64 MB of RAM or higher，running (i) Microsoft Windows NT 

Server 4.0 or higher Operating System software from Microsoft 

20 Corporation, (ii) Microsoft Internet Information Server 2.0 or higher 

from Microsoft Corporation, and (iii) Microsoft SQL Server 6.5 or higher 

software from Microsoft Corporation. Also， the WebDoxTM Server ط 

provided with a dedicated Internet connection (i.e. ISDN or better) to 

the Internet infrastructure 10.

25 The EDI administration computer 31 is either a Windows 95 or

Windows NT Computer system running WebDox AdminTM software from 

Premenos Corporation of Concord, California. The Windows 95 or 

Windows NT computer system 31 can be realized using a suitaWe 
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computer system having an Intel 486 or higher CPU, 12 MB of .RAM or 

higher, running Microsoft Windows 95 or Windows NT 4.0 or higher, 

and having a TCP/IP connection 31 to the WebDoxTM Server 30.

In order to use the WebDox™ system, each remote Client Computer 

5 System 13 includes either a Windows 95 or Windows NT Computer 

system running WebDox RemoteTM software from Premenos Corporation 

of Concord, California. The Windows 95 or Windows NT computer 

system 13 can be realized using a suitable computer system having a 

Intel 486 or higher CPU, 16 MB of RAM or higher，and a VGA monitor or 

10 better, and running ⑴ Microsoft Windows 95 or Windows NT 3.51 or 

higher Operating System (OS) software, and (ii) Microsoft Internet 

Explorer 3.0 or higher from Microsoft Corporation. Also，the WebDox 

Remote™ Server is provided with a dial-up Internet connection (i.e. 

14,400 bps or better) to the Internet infrastructure. The function of 

15 the Web-based Document Server 30，Web-based Administration System

31 and remote client subsystems 13 running the Premenos® WebDox 

Remote™ software is to provide a Web-based Document Transport 

System for automatically transferring information (e.g. UPN/URLs) from 

manufacturers to the IPD Servers of the system in order to periodically 

20 update the same. While the illustrative embodiment of this Web-based

Document Transport System has been described in terms of its 

implementation using the WebDox™ system from Premenos，ft is 

understood that other commercially available electronic document 

transport systems (e.g. COMMERCE:FORMS™ Electronic Business Forms 

25 Package from Sterling Commerce，Inc.， http://www.stercomm.com) can 

be used to carry out this subsystem. The operation of this Web-Based 

Document Transport System will be described in detail hereinafter with 

respect to the collection and delivery of consumer product-related
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information to the IPDs hereof.

The major subsystem components comprising the consumer- 

product information collection, transmission and delivery system of the 

present invention will be described in greater detail below.

5 In the illustrative embodiment of the present invention, the UPC

Product-Information Subsystem 2 is realized using the UPN/URL 

Database Management Subsystem 9 and data communication networks 

14 of the enabling technology platform shown in Fig. 2· Preferably, the 

product procurement services delivered by the UPN/URL Database 

10 Management Subsystem 9 are provided by modifying the prior art 

QRSolutions UPC Catalog currently implemented by QuickResponse 

Services, Inc.，so that this subsystem includes the database structures 

(i.e. information fields and data elements) of the IPD Database Server 11 

which are neither found in or suggest by the prior art QRSolutions UPC 

15 Catalog. The structure and operation of the UPN/URL Database 

Management Subsystem and IPD Server of the present invention will be 

described in greater detail hereinafter. The information services 

supported by the UPC Productlnformation Subsystem 3 include those 

provided by the prior art QRSolutions UPC Catalog, and also a number of 

20 additional information services that can be used to carry out Product 

Registration within the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystemof the 

present invention. These additional information services will be 

described in greater detail hereinafter with reference to Fig. 2Α.

The Electronic Trading Information Subsystem 4 is realized using 

25 the UPN/URL Database Management Subsystem 9，Client Computer 

Systems 13 and data communication networks 14 of the enabling 

technology platform shown in Fig. 2. Preferably, the inventory 

procurement services delivered by the Electronic Trading Subsystem 4 
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are provided by the prior art QRSolutions Econnect and Electronic Data 

Interchange Services currently being implemented by QuickResponse 

Services，Inc.

Sale Analysis and Forecasting Information Subsystem 5 is realized 

using information storage/processing center 1，Client Computer Systems 

13，and the data communication networks 14 of the enabling technology 

platform shown in Fig. 2. Preferably, the product inventory 

management services delivered by the Sale Analysis and Forecasting 

Information Subsystóm 5 are provided by the prior art QRSolutions Sale 

Analysis and Forecasting Information Services currently being 

implemented by QuickResponse Services, Inc.

The Collaborative Replenishment Information Subsystem 4 is 

realized using information storage/processing center 17, Client 

Computer Systems 13 and the data communication networks 114 of the 

enabling technology platform shown in Fig. 2. Preferably, the product 

inventory management services delivered by the Collaborative 

Replenishment Information Subsystem 6 are provided by the prior art 

QRSolutions Replenishment Services currently being implemented by 

QuickResponse Services，Inc.

The Transportation and Logistics Information Subsystem 7 is 

realized using information storage/processing center 17， CHent 

Computer Systems 13, and the data communication networks 14 of the 

enabling technology platform shown in Fig. 2. Preferably，the product 

distribution management services delivered by the Transportation and 

Logistics Information Subsystem 7 are provided by the prior art 

QRSolutions EDI and Logistics Management Services currently being 

implemented by QuickResponse Services，Inc.

In the illustrative embodiment of the system of the present 
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invention, each Client Computer 13 has a conventional GUI-based web 

browser program (e.g. Netscape，Internet Explorer，Mosaic，etc.) with a 

plug-in type module, such as CyberFinder™ navigational software by 

Aladdin Systems, Inc.，of Watsonville, Californh, that provides an on- 

screen graphical icon for a “IPI Web-site Find" function. An exemplary 

display screen 18 produced by such a GUI-based web browser program 

is set forth in Fig. ЗВ. Alternatively, the URL of the home page of the 

IPI Web-site can be recorded as a browser “bookmark” for easy recall 

and access through a conventional GUI-based Internet browser. Once at 

the home page of the IPI Web-site, an Internet user can find product- 

related information on the Internet in essentially the same way as when 

using the web browser program of Fig. ЗВ. As shown, the on-screen 

radio button 19 functions as an “IPI Web-site Find” Button (or Consumer 

Product Information Button) for instantly connecting the client 

subsystem to a particular IPI Web-site (i.e. hosted on each mirrored IPD 

Server) and especially adapted for carrying out the IPI finding and 

serving method of the present invention. In general，each IPI Web-site 

can be sponsored by a retail store subscribing to the consumer product 

information service hereof，or by one or manufacturers and/or service 

providers. The URL for the home page of any particular IPI Web-site 

can be selected with marketing considerations in mind, for example, 

“http://www.ipf.C0m” or “http://www.upcrequest.com” similar in form 

with the URLs of other information search-engines and directories 

currently available on the Internet. upon selecting the IPI Web-site 

Find Button 19 (e.g. by a clicking of the mouse thereon shown in Figs. ЗВ 

and ЗС)，the user is automatically connected to the home-page of the IPI 

Web-site (hosted on each mirrored IPD Server) which, as shown in Figs. 

ЗВ and ЗС, supports a Netscape-style “framework”， within which web-
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pages accessed through the IPI web-site are displayed. An excellent 

tutorial on “framing” entitled “THE Netscape Frames Tutorial ™ (2nd 

edition)" by Charlton D. Rose set forth at the URL: 

“http://www.newbie.net/frames/”，last visited by Applicant on March 

5 26，1997.

As shown in Fig. ЗС, the IPI Web-site of the illustrative 

emMdiment has a framework characterized by three-display fíelds, 

namely: a sponsor frame 20Α; a control frame 20Β; and an information 

display frame 20C for displaying web pages. In alternative 

10 embodiments，there many be more or less display frames than that 

shown in Fig. ЗС. Each frame acts as a separate display screen where 

variables such as web-pages, scrolling， page colors, etc.， are 

independently controllable. In practice，it is suggested that the physical 

layout of the Netscape-style browser "framework" be designed to 

15 simultaneously accommodate the needs of the consumers using the 

particular Client Subsystems of the present invention, as well as the 

needs of the retailers who typically will host client subsystems hereof 

either (1) physically within their stores，and/or (2) electronically on 

their WWW sites using Web browser framing techniques as well.

20 In the case of Client Subsystems physically hosted (i.e. located)

within the environment of retail stores, a three-field browser 

framework as shown in Fig. ЗС will be highly effective in meeting the 

needs of the retaUer，consumer, and business organization delivering the 

IPI Finding and Serving Subsystemof the present invention (hereinafter 

2 5 the “IPI Provider”). As shown in Fig. ЗС，the first (top-most) display 

field, the sponsor frame 20Α，can be used to display to the consumer, a 

Web page (e.g. HTML-encMed document) containing a message that the 

IPI Finding and Serving Subsystemis being delivered to the consumer 
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by the IPI Provider under，for example, the sponsorship of ei٠ther:⑴ 

the hosting retailer; (2) one or more advertisers posting advertising 

"banners" in the display frame 20Α; or (3) the consumer him or her self 

by paying a subscription fee or the like. Understandably, the method of

5 sponsorship empl^ed will vary from embodiment to embodiment of 

the present invention. An exemplary message for this display screen 

might read, for example, as follows:

10 “Welcome to the UPC Request™ Consumer
Product-Information rinding and Serving System 
sponsored by THE HOME DEPOT for your 
shopping convenience and pkasure."

15
The height of the sponsor frame 20Α need only be a small fraction of 

the consumer’s display screen (e.g. 3/4 inches) to convey this message 

to the consumers during use of the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystemof 

the present invention witnin the retailer’s real (or virtual) shopping

20 environment.

As shown in Mg. ЗС, the second (left-most) display field，the

control frame 20Β, is used to display a HTML-encoded document

containing a GUI-based "control panel" 21 for the consumer product

information finding and serving subsystem of the present invention. In

25 the illustrative embodiment， this control panel 21 includes five Check 

Box type buttons, namely: a first Check Box type button 21Α which, 

when selected, automatically activées the Manufacturer/Product 

Registration Mode of the subsystem; a second Check Box type button 

21Β which, when selected, automatically activates the Manufacturer 

30 Website Search Mode of the subsystem; a third Check Box type button 
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21C which, when selected，automatically activates the UPN:Directed 

Information Access Mode of the subsystem; a fourth Check Box type 

button 21D which, when selected, automatically activates the 

Trademark-Directed Search Mode; and a fifth Check Box type button 21F 

which, when selected, automatically activates the Product-Description 

Directed Search Mode of operation of the subsytem. Each of these 

Check Box type buttons is hot-linked to a particular HTML-encoded 

document residing on the IPD Server(s) 11 of the subsystem hereof.

As illustrated in Fig. 2Β, each IPD Server 11 comprises a 

relational-database management subsystem (RDBMS) 11 A, a HTTP 

Server lie, and a common gateway interface program (CGI) 11Β for 

interfacing the RDBMS 11Α with the HTTP Server lie. In the illustrative 

embodiment, each synchronized IPD Server 11 can be realized by, for 

example, the PowerMac® 8550/200 Internet Server from Apple 

Computer, Inc.，the Origin 200 Server or the 〇2 Desktop Workstation 

from Silicon Graphics，Inc， or any other suitaWe computing machine. 

Each such computing machine also comprises: relational-database 

managment software and Web-site development software for realizing 

RDBMS 11 A; CGI scripting software for realizing CGI 11Β; and HTTP 

software for realizing HTTP Server lie in the web-based, client-server 

type computer system architecture of the illustrative embodiment. 

The RDBMS 11Α has serveral functions，namely: (i) to maintain the IPI 

Web-sites hereof; and (ii) to maintain the IPI Registrant Database and 

the Νοη·ΙΡΙ Registrant Database schematically illustrated in Figs. 4Α 

and 4Β, respectively. The function of the CGI 11Β is to provide an 

interface between the HTTP Server lie and the RDBMS 11Α while 

enabling the five primary modes of operation of the consumer product 

information finding and delivery subsystem hereof. The function of the
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HTTP Server lie is to (i) support HTTP and (ii) serve HTMLëncoded 

pages from IPI Web-sites ^d database requests from the IPI ^d Non- 

IPI Registrant Databases. The relational database management system 

(RDBM) llA can be constructed using a database programming 

5 lanuaguage such as the 4th Dimension® SQL Language，the Sybase 

language，or any other suitable database 'language which allows for 

database programming ^d database connectivity over the Internet. A 

suitable development program for creating dynamic Web-sites with the 

integrated database structures of Figs. 4Α and 4Β is the “4D Web 

1 0 SmartServer" or 4D Version 6.0，both from ACI，Inc. It is uMerstood， 

however, that database development programs such as Oracle, Sybase 

SQL, Powersoft，Microsoft Access 97，etc. can be usd to construct ^d 

maintain the relational database management subsystems of the type 

illustrated in Figs. 4Α and 4Β.

15 As shown in Fig. 1, each IPD Server 11 is interfaced with an ISP

10A in a conventional manner. The actual number of IPD Servers 11 

used in any particular application will depend on various factors 

including, for example, user demand, Internet traffic conditions, 

network router capacity and performance，etc. Each such IPD Server 11 

20 is assigned astatic IP ddress and a common domain name on the

Internet according to the Domain Name System (DNS) well known in the 

art. Data synchronization among such databases can be achieved using 

conventional data synchronization techniques well known in the art. In 

Edition, a backup and mirroring program can be used to maintain data 

25 security. Preferably, the synchronized IPD Servers are maintained by a 

team of network managers under supervision of one or more 

webmasters.

Notably, the three-field Netscape-style display framework served
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from the IPD Servers 11 hereof to client subsystems 13 çmployed 

within the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystemprovides a unique and 

effective way of satisfactorily addressing the needs of consumers, 

hosting retailers, manufacturers and the IPI Provider(s) alike. It is 

understood, however， that in alternative embodiments of the present 

invention, it may be desirable or necessary to refrain from serving 

"framed" browser display screens from the IPD Servers 11 to the client 

subsystems 13 without detracting from the present invention.

Each IPI Server 12 can be realized by, for example，the 

PowerMac® 8550/200 Internet Server from Apple Computer，Inc·，the 

Origin 200 Server or 02 Desktop Workstation from Silicon Graphics，Inc.， 

or any other computing machine that can perform the function of a 

Server in a web-based, client-server type computer system architecture 

of the illustrative embodiment. As shown in Fig. 1, each IPI Server 12 

is interfaced with an ISP 10Α in a conventional manner Each such IPI

Server 12 is assigned a static IP address and a unique domain name on 

the Internet. Each IPI Server 12 is also provided with (i) Web-site 

development software for creating HTML-encoded multimedia pages 

for Web-site development， and (ii) Web-site server software for 

supporting HTTP and serving HTML-formatted pages of hypermedia- 

type Web-sites containing product related information of a multi-media 

nature. Such Web-sites can be expressed in HTML and/or VRML or any 

other suitaWe language which allows for Web-site construction and

webmasters.

Web-site connectivity. Web-site management software，such as Adobe®

SiteMill™, can be used to maintain correct hyper-links for any

particular Web-site. Preferably，the IPI Servers 12 are maintained by

a team of network managers under supervision of one or more
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Each Client Computer Subsystem (hereinafter “cUent subsystem”) 

13 can be realized by any computing system employing operating 

system (OS) software (e.g. Macintosh，Windows 95，Windows NT，Unix， 

etc.) which supports an Internet browser program (e.g. Netscape 

Navigator, Microsoft Internet Explorer，NCSC’s Mosaic，etc.)· The 

operating system should also include: (1) Internet networking software 

that supports the TCP/IP networking protocol (required by HTTP, FTP 

and the like) and provides a GUI-based Web browser interface; and (2) 

Ekctronic Data Interchange (EDI) networking software that supports EDI 

between two or more client subsystems over the VAN-based EDI 

network 14 illustrated in Fig. 2. Alternatively, client subsystems may 

also be realized by any of the following systems: (i) a Newton 

MessagePad 130 (running the Newton 2.0 operating System and 

NetHopperTM Internet Software); (ii) a PippinTM computer system from 

Apple Computer，Inc.; (iii) a network computer (NC) that supports the 

Java™ programming language and Java appkts expressed therewith; (iv) 

a Sony® WebTV Internet Terminal (supported by the WebTV Service 

provided by WebTV Network, Inc.); or the like. As shown in Fig. 1， 

each Client Computer is interfaced with an ISP 10Α in a conventional 

manner. Each such client subsystem may be assigned a static IP 

address and a unique domain name on the Internet，or one may be 

dynamically assigned thereto by way of its ISP depending on its 

connectivity. Optionally, any client subsystem may include Web-site 

server software for creating and maintaining one or more hypermedia- 

type Web-sites in a manner well known in the art.

Typically, each cHent subsystem 13 will be maintained by either 

present or future manufacturers, retailers and/or consumers of 

products, about which information can be found on the Internet. As
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shown in Fig. 3Α1，any client subsystem of the present invention may 

be realized as a desktop computer workstation comprising: a processor 

and memory 19; a visual display monitor 20; a keyboard 21 ; a GUI 

mouse 22; and a bar code symbol reader 23 for reading UPC and other 

5 types of bar code symbols printed on products，brochures，documents， 

and the like.

As shown in Fig. 3Α2, any Client Computer 13 may also be realized 

in the form of a Web-based multi-media kiosk, designed for use as a 

“virtual sales agent” within retail shopping environments. As shown, 

1 0 the Web-based kiosk of the present invention comprises: a floor，wall or 

ceiling supported housing 25; an onmidirectional laser bar code symbol 

reader (e.g. Metrologie MS 6720 Laser Scanner) 26 for reading UPC (and 

other type of) symbols printed on products, brochures, documents and 

the like; an active-matrix LCD-type visual display screen 27 for viewing 

15 product related information automatically displayed thereon in 

response to the entry of the UPC numbers scanned into the UPC Number 

Entry Window 21D below the IPI Finder button 21Α of Control Strip 20Β 

displayed on the client subsystem, as shown in Fig. ЗС; a touch-screen 

type keyboard and pointing device 28 for clicking on anchored links on 

20 Web pages, entering information into client subsystem during its use;

audio-speakers 29Α for supporting multimedia Web-site that may be 

visisted when using the client subsystem; a color or black/white printer 

for printer 29Β for printing out Web pages under consumer command 

during an information finding session using the system; and also, one or 

25 more floppy-disc (or otherwise removable) drive units 29C, accessible to 

the consumer for recording promotional and trial versions of 

information-based consumer products (e.g. video an audio recordings, 

computer softeware products，and the like) on removable information
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storage media (e.g· 1.44MB floppy discs，100MB Zip® floppy d١scs, lGB 

Jazz® floppy discs，etc.) supplied by either the retailer or consumer. 

Optionally, the kiosk can be provided with a steroscopic micropolaring 

LCD panel from Vrex，Inc. of Elmsford，NY so that micropolarized

5 spatially-mulitplexed images (SMIs) of 3-D objects represented with 

VRML-encoded Web pages can be stereoscopically perceived by 

consumers when viewed through either an electrically-passive 

polarizing visor structure supported from the housing of the kiosk, or a 

pair of polarizing eyeglasses tethered to the kiosk housing and doned by 

10 the consumer. Notably, by virtue of its compact size Md low power 

requirements， this Web-based kiosk can be easily located in 

supermarkets， department stores, superstores, home-centers， discount 

retail outlets, or any other public location where consumer-products are 

being sold，offered for sa e，and/or serviced.

15 As shown in Fig. ЗАЗ，any Client Computer 13 within the system

hereof may be realized in the form of the Web-based multi-media kiosk 

34, also designed for use as a "virtual sales agent" within retail shopping 

environments. As shown, the Web-based kiosk 34 comprises: an ultra- 

compact housing 35 capable of being supported upon a pair of support 

20 rods (35Α), a vertical support surface (e.g. wall)，a horizontal support 

surface (e.g. countertop), or supported from a ceiling or pedestal; an 

onmidirectional laser bar code symbol reader (e.g. Metrologie MS 6720 

Laser Scanner) 36, modified with handle 36Α，for reding UPC (and 

other type of) symbols printed on products, brochures, documents and

25 the like; an active-matrix LCD-type visual display screen 37 for viewing 

product related information automatically displayed thereon in 

response to the entry of the UPC numbers scanned into the UPC Number 

Entry Window 21D displayed on the client subsystem; a touch-screen
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type keyboard and pointing device 38 for clicking on anchored links on 

Web pages，entering information into client subsystem during its use; 

^dio-speakers 39Α for supporting multimedia Web-site that may be 

visisted when using the client subsystem; a color or black/white printer 

for printer 39Β for printing out Web pages under consumer соттаМ 

during an information fhding session using the system; a scanner 

support stand 40 with guide flanges 41Α and 41Β, for guidably

receiving and supporting the scanner 36 as shown in Fig. ЗАЗ; a

recoilable scanner cable 42, dispensed from cable cartridge 43 and

guided through hole 44 in scanner support bridge 40; a telephone

handset 45 and associated communication apparatus for making 

telephone call over a public telecommunications switching network 

(PSTN) independent of the operation of the Web-browser of the kiosk; 

and a mag-stripe card reader 46 and associated credit transaction 

terminal for automatically dialing up consumer credit and like 

databases over the PSTN (or Internet) upon scanning mag-stripe card 

47 through reader 46. Optionally, the kiosk may also inchde one or 

more floppy-disc (or otherwise removable) drive units (not shown) 

accessible to the consumer for recording promotional and trial versions 

of information-ba^d consumer products (e.g. video an audio recordings, 

computer softeware products, and the like) on removable information 

storage media (e.g. 1.44MB floppy discs，100MB Zip® floppy discs，lGB 

Jazz® floppy discs, etc.) supplied by either the retaUer or consumer. 

Also，the kiosk can be provided with a steroscopic micropolaring LCD 

panel from VRex, Inc. of Elmsford, NY so that micropolarized spatially- 

mulitpkxed images (SMIs) of 3-D objects represented with VRML- 

encMed Web pages can be stereoscopically perceived by consumers 

when viewed through either an electrically-passive polarizing visor 
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Structure supported from the housing of the kiosk, or a .pair of 

polarizing eyeglasses tethered to the kiosk housing and doned by the 

consumer. Notably, by virtue of its compact size and low power 

requirements， this Web-based kiosk can be easily located in

5 supermarkets， department stores, superstores, home(enters， discount 

retail outlets，or any other public location where consumer-products are 

being sold, offered for sale, and/or serviced.

As shown in Fig. ЗАЗ, the bar code symbol reader is supported 

within its support stand/bridge 40. In this configuration, the laser 

10 scanning field of the reader is projected downwardly upon the surface 

of the LCD touch screen display panel. By virtue of the angle of tilt of 

the display panel 37 relative to the ground surface of the retail store, 

and the projection angle of the laser scanning field relative to the 

display panel surface, will enable the consumer to easy read the bar 

15 code symbol on most consumer product by simply presenting the bar 

code symbol to the scanning window. In the event the the product is 

too large to lift from the floor to the scanning window，the consumer can 

simply remove the bar code symbol reader 36 from its support stand 

40, as shown in Fig. ЗАЗ'，by pulling cord 42 out of its takeup 

20 compartment 43 so that the reader is positioned to read the bar code 

symbol 49 on the retail consumer product 48. When symbol scanning is 

competed, the bar code symbol reader is lifted back into its st^d 

support postion, between support guides 41Α and 41Β, while the cord 

42 is automatically recoiled back into storage compartment 43, as 

25 shown in Fig. ЗАЗ. While the consumer uses the kiosk to scan UPC (or 

UPC/ΕΑΝ) symbols on products, to find, access ^d display consumer 

product-related information on the display panel 37, he or she may 

choose or need to use telephone 45 to speak with a manufacturer’s
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representative and engage in electronic commerce, and/or .use the 

magstripe card r^der 46 to r^d magstripe cards (e.g. credit cards) to 

pay for consumer purchases made over the Internet using the kiosk of 

the present invention. Where the Web-browser of the client subsystem 

5 13 is provided with a bar code symbol r^der，the consumer may at

particular EC-oriented Web_sites scan UPC (and/or UPC/ΕΑΝ) numbers 

on products with his or her home (e.g. in the pantry) in order to 

remotely order products for purchase and direct shipment to the 

consumer's home by a particular delivery service. The consumer 

10 p^duct information delivery system of the present invention shall 

enable an infinite array of applications with regard to electronic 

commerce and home shopping, now made possible by the present 

invention.

As shown in Fig. 3Α4，the Web-enabled kiosk of Fig. ЗАЗ is 

1 5 modfified to include a bar code symbol r^der having a "cordless-type” 

scanner interface, thereby eliminating the need for the 

communication/scanner cable 42 shown in Fig. ЗАЗ. RF-based wireless 

interfaces, as disclosed in US Letters Patents and Published 

International Patent Applications, incorporated herein by referernce, 

20 can be used to realize this cordless-type scanner interface arranged 

between the bar code symbol reader 36 and the Web-enabled acccess 

terminal integrated within the information kiosk. In all other respects， 

the kiosk shown in Figs. 3Α4 and 3Α4’ is similar to the kiosk shown in 

Figs. ЗАЗ and ЗАЗ’ and described above.

25 In Fig. 3Α5, a fifth illustrative embodiment of the client computer

system hereof is realized in the form of a consumer product information 

access terminal integrated within a point-of-sale (POS) station in retail 

shopping environments. While this emhdiment of the client computer 
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system hereof is particularly adapted form use by sales clerks, at POS 

stations, as well as by store employees behind retail 

information/service counters, it may also be used consumers and 

shoppers alike provided the necessary accomodations are made as

5 described hereinbelow.

As shown in Fig. 3Α5，a client subsystem 13 hereof is realized as 

consumer product information access terminal 60 comprising: a POS 

station 61 having a cash register computer 61Α and keyboard 61Β, and 

a price/UPC database 61C containing price and UPC number information 

10 tables; an Web-enabled computer terminal 62 connecting the POS 

station 61 to the Internet infrastructure 10 through an ISP 10A; a bar 

code symbol reader 63 connected to the POS station 61; a 15’ diagonal 

active-matrix LCD panel 64, operably connected to the output of the 

Web-enabled computer system 62 and the output of the cash register 

1 5 computer 61Α，and having a swivel-base 65 that allows the LCD panel to 

be oriented in various viewing positions for displaying consumer 

product-related information accessed from the IPI Registrant Database 

shown in Figs. 4Α1 and 4Α2，as well as price information accessed from 

the price/UPC database 61C. The advantage of this client computer 

20 subsystem is that enables a retails sales clerk check out customer 

purchases in a conventional manner, and conveniently access the IPI 

Finding and Serving Subsystem when check-out business is relatively 

slow，to answer any questions that consumers may have regarding a 

particular product in the retail store. This system will be ideal in retail 

25 environments having a high level of customer service and large retail 

service staff. In such instances，the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem 

hereof enpowers retail sales clerks, at the POS counters as well as 

customer service counters, by enabling them to quickly access any item 
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of product related information linked to products in their sÇres by 

manufacturers ^d their agents.

In alternative embodiments，any Client Computer 13 can be 

reali^d as a network computer (NC)，a Web-τν™ type Internet 

5 Terminal，a Newton Messagehd® PDA，or any other device providing 

Internet access to the IPI Web-site (i.e. mirrored IPD Servers) of the 

present invention. Notably, the same functionalities provided within 

the Web-based kiosk described above can be embodkd with such 

alternative embodiments of client computer system.

10

The Database Structure of the IPD Server

In the illustrative embodiment of the present invention, each 

data-synchronized IPD Server 11 of the preferred embodiment 

maintains at least two different relational type databases, namely: a IPI 

15 Registrant Database for storing information about manufa^^

products are registered with the system; ^d a Νοη-ΙΡΙ Registrant 

Database for storing information about manufacturers whose products 

are not registered with the system. A schematic representation of the 

IPI Registrant Database is shown in Fig. 4Α1, whereas a schematic 

20 representation of the Νοη-ΙΡΙ Registrant Database is shown in Fig. 4Β.

As shown in Fig. 4Α1, the relational-type IPI Registrant Database 

maintai^d by each IPD Server comprises a plurality of labelled 

information fields for each product "registered” therewith, namely: an 

IPN Information Field for storing information (e.g. numeric or 

25 alphanumeric string) representative of the Universal Product Number 

(e.g. twelve-digit UPC Version A number，eight-digit UPC Version E 

number，thirteen-digit UPC/ΕΑΝ number, or twelve-digit UPC Version 

A number plus five-digit Add-On Code Segment number frequently 
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used in the publishing industry) assigned to the consumer prçduct; a 

Company Name Information Field for storing information (e.g. numeric 

or alphanumeric string) representative of the name of the company 

making， selling or distributing the corresponding product; a URL 

Information Field(s) for storing information (e.g. numeric or 

alphanumeric string) representative of the Universal Resource Locator 

(URL) or Universal Resource Locators (URLs) at which information 

resource(s) of the multimedia type can be found on the Internet relating 

to the corresponding consumer product; a Trademark Information Field 

for storing information (e.g. text and/or alphanumeric strings) 

representative of each trademark (or Domain Name) used in connection 

with the promotion, sale, distribution and/or use of the corresponding 

product, and preferably registered with the United States Patent and 

Trademark Office (USPTO) or other governmental or quasi- 

governmental agency (e.g. INTERNIC or Network Solutions，Inc·); a 

Product Description Information Field for storing information (e.g. text 

strings) descriptive of the corresponding product; an E-mail Address 

Information Field for storing information (e.g. numeric or alphanumeric 

string) representative of the email address of the corresponding 

company (e.g. manufacturer) on the Internet; and a Status Information 

Field for storing information (e.g. numeric or alphanumeric string) 

representative of whether the company (e.g. manufacturer) associated 

registered product has paid their monthly, quarterly or annual 

registration fees associated with registration within the IPD Servers of 

the information finding and serving subsystem hereof. Notably, each 

information item contained with the information field shown along the 

same horizontal line of Fig. 4Α1 are related or linked.

In general，the URL stored in the URL Information Field specifies 
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the address of an information resource on the Internet (e.g. Web), and 

thus may point to any one of the following types of information 

resources: a HTML document or file on the World Wide Web (expressed 

in the HyperText Markup Language); a single record in a database; the

5 front-end of an Internet program such as Gopher; or the results of a 

query made using another program. In accordance with convention, the 

syntactic structure of each URL generally comprises: a Protocol Specifier, 

such as “http”，“ftp”，“gopher”，“news”，or “mailto”，and specifies the type 

of resource that the URL is pointing (i.e. connecting) to; a Host Indicator,

1 0 represented by double slashes “//'，if the URL is requesting information 

from a Web Server; Server Name comprising a Internet Domain Name 

(e.g. “WWW."), the address of the Web Server (e.g. “ibm.”)， and a

designator (e.g. “com”，“edu”，“int”，“mil”，“net”，“org”，etc.) identifying 

who owns the server or where it is located; a Path Name，such as

15 “Products/Computers/”， indicating a path to the destination information 

file on the identified Server; and a Resource Name (including file 

extension, e.g. “.html”)， such as “aptiva.html”， identifying the actual 

named information file that contains actual information resource 

specified by the URL.

20 As used herein as well as in the Claims to Invention，the term

"registered" and the varients thereof shall be understood to mean listed 

or having an entry within a database. Such listing or entry can be 

achieved in a variety of ways including, but not limited to: (i) by specific 

request of the associated company or business; or (ii) by the system

25 administrator without a request and/or authorization of the 

corresponding company or business linked to the product.

Notably，each information item contained with the information 

field shown along the same horizontal line of Fig. 4Α1 are symbolically
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related or linked. Different products of the same registrant or related 

registrant may also be linked together so that a user looking for 

information about a particular product is automatically provided URLs 

which are assigned to related products of the registrant which may 

5 satisfy the goals or objectives of a particular advertising and/or 

marketing campaign or p^duct promotion program of the registrant 

company. As it may be desired to relate particular products at

particular points in time, the relationships therebetween can be 

dynamically changed within the IPI Registrant Database by a 

10 straightforward database updating operation carried out by a system 

administrator (or manager) who, in theory, can be located virtually 

anywhere throughout the world. Expectedly, such database updating 

operations would be carried out using appropriate system access and 

security proadures well known in the art.

15 Inasmuch as the UPC data structure is presently employed as a

universal product identifier (i.e. a primary data structure) in a majority 

of industries throughout the world, its twelve-digit numeric string (for 

UPC Version A) or eight-digit numeric string (for UPC Version E) will be 

a preferid UPN (in many applications) for purposes of carrying out the 

20 principles of the present invention. This twelve (12) digit human- 

readable number，printed on the bottom of each UPC label (and en^ded 

within the bars and spaces of the UPC label itself), comprises: (i) a six 

digit manufacturer number assigned to the manufacturer by the 

Uniform Code Council，Inc. (ucc) of Dayton, Ohio, and consisting of a one

25 digit “number system" number and a five digit manufacturer code;⑻ 

five digit "product” number assigned to the product by the 

manufacturer; and (iii) a one digit ^dulo check digit (mathematically 

calculated) and added to each UPC number to check that the code has
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been read correctly by the bar code symbol reader.

In order to provide the requester greater control over what 

information is actually displayed on its client subsystem，the URL 

Information Field of the IPI Database shown in Fig. 4Α1 contains a 

5 number of information subfields. As shown in Fig. 4Α2，these 

information subfields comprise: a Product Advertisement Information 

Field for storing information representative of URLs pointing to 

information on the Internet relating to advertising and/or promotion of 

the product; a Product Specification (i.e. Description) Information Field 

10 for storing information representative of URLs pointing to information 

on the Internet relating to specifications on the product; a Product 

Update Information Field for storing information representative of URLs 

pointing to information on the Internet relating to product updates， 

recalls，notices，etc; a Product Distributor (e.g. Wholesaler and/or 

15 Resale) Information Field for storing information representative of 

URLs pointing to information on the Internet relating to distribution， 

sale and/or ordering of the product; a Product Warranty/Servicing 

Information Field for storing information representative of URLs 

pointing to information on the Internet relating to warranty，extended 

2 0 warranty offerings， servicing and maintainence of the product; a 

Product Incentive Information Field (e.g. rebates, discounts and/or 

coupons) for storing information representative of URLs pointing to 

information on the Internet relating to rebates, discounts and sales on 

the product; a Product Review Information Field for storing information 

25 representative of URLs pointing to information on the Internet relating 

to reviews， analysis， testing, inspection and/or comparison of the 

product; and Miscellaneous Information Field(s) for storing information 

representative of URLs pointing to information on the Internet relating
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to miscellaneous aspects of the product (e.g.，direct product sale؟ on the 

WWW, product installation/set-up and operating manuals，company 

reports (lOKs, annual reports，etc·)，Md the like. Each URL symbolically 

linked to a UPC-labelled product registered in the Registered IPI 

5 Database is categori^d within one or more of these URL categories.

The list of URLs recordable in the IPI Registrant Database for each 

registered UPC-labelled product is virtually unlimited. Below are just a 

few examples of how the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystemhereof can 

be u^d as a virtual sales agent that provides valuejdded services to 

10 consumers，retailers and the like.

For each CD so^d recording, the URL list may contain a URL that 

points to a promotional QuickTime® video recording or the like on the 

WWW for reviewing and evaluation by the consumer. The promotional 

song can be by a commissioned or endorsing artist，as is typically done 

15 in conventional Mvertising programs. The same can be done for video 

recordings on tape ^d digital video discs (DVDs). The URL may also 

provide the consumer with a down-lodable trial version of the product 

for a limited time period.

For each computer software product, the URL list may contain a 

2 0 URL that points to a multi-media clip on the WWW that provides a 

demonstration of the solutions that the software product provides, as 

well as the functions аМ development tools that it enables. It may also 

provide the consumer with a down-hdable version of the software 

product for a time-limited trial period.

25 For electronic consumer products, the URL list may contain a URL

that points to a multi-media clip on the WWW that provides an audio- 

visual demonstration of the product in various user environments. Also, 

the URL can contain a URL that points to a Web-based specification 
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Sheet that can printed out in an retail environment, at home， work or on 

the road.

For groceries and like articles，the URL list may contain a URL that 

points to a multi-media clip on the WWW that provides an QuickTime® 

5 video recording or the like of the product, illustrating various cooking 

recipes and uses to which the product can be put. Also, the URL can 

contain a URL that points to a Web-based Discount Coupon that can 

printed out in the store, at home or work.

For toys, the URL list may contain a URL that points to a multi- 

1 0 media clip on the WWW that provides an audio-visual demonstration of 

the toy along with promotional endorsements by the various characters 

used in its advertising campaign.

For clothing, garments，or accessories (e.g. wearing apparel)，the 

URL list may contain a URL that points to a multi-media clip on the 

1 5 WWW that provides an QuickTime® video recording or the like of the 

clothing clothing, garments，and/or accessories being modelled by 

stunning fashion models. Ideally, such video recordings, linked to 

paricular articles of wearing apparel by their UPC number, can be used 

to extend and augment the Wvertising campaign being carrkd out in 

20 other forms of media (e.g. television，radio，print, billboards, etc·).

Preferrably, the manufacturer, its marketing personnel and 

advertising agents will actively participate in the creation of the product 

related information resources, as well as the placement of their URLs 

into the above-defied (or like) URL categories maintained within the 

25 Database of the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystemhereof. Also, using 

the Manufacturer/Product Registration Subsystem hereof, 

manufacturers and/or their agents can easily link their UPNs (e.g. UPC 

and/or EANs) with such URLs and manage the same in a dynamic
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manner to ensure that product related information on the Internet is 

accurately linked to the UPNs of the manufacturer's products. Through 

such active participation, the business objectives of any particular 

manufacturers or retailer can be promotód by way of the IPI Finding 

5 and Serving Subsystem of the present invention. In this way, the

information requesting consumer is provided with only the kinds of 

product-related information which he or she seeks.

As shown in Fig. 4Β, the Νοη-ΙΡΙ Registrant Database maintained 

by each IPD Server comprises a plurality of labeled information fields 

10 for each product that is not currently registered with the IPD Server, 

namely: an IPSN (i‘e‘ IPN) information Field for storing information (e.g. 

numeric or alphanumeric string) representative of the Universal

Product Number (e.g. a UPC number from a UPC numbering system, or 

an EAN numbering system) assigned to the поп-registered product; a 

1 5 Company Name Information Field for storing information (e.g. numeric 

or alphanumeric string) representative of the name of the company 

making， selling or distributing the corresponding non-registered 

product; a Trademark Information Field for storing information (e.g. text

and/or alphanumeric strings) representative of each tidemark u^d in

20 connection the promotion, sale, distribution and/or use of the

corresponding product，and preferably registead

other governmental agency; a Product Description

storing information (e.g. text strings) descriptive

with the USPTO or

Information Field for

of the corresponding

product; and an E-mail Address Information Field for storing 

25 information (e.g. numeric or alphanumeric string) representative of the

e-mail address of the corresponding company (e.g. manufacturer) on the

Internet; a Status Information Field for storing information (e.g. 

numeric or alphanumeric string) representative of whether the
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company associated поп-registered product has been solicited, by the 

IPD Server, and on what dates registration solicitation has occurred. 

Notably，each information item contained with the information field 

shown along the same horizontal line of Fig. 4Α1 are related or linked. 

The information required to construct the Νοη-ΙΡΙ Registrant Database 

shown in Fig. 4Β can be readily obtained from a number of 

commercially or publicly available information sources (e.g·， the 

Universal Code Council, Inc·，Dayton，Ohio; Quickresponse Services, Inc. 

Of Richm^d. California; General Electric Information Services (GEIS) of 

Delaware，Maryland; etc.

Constructing The IPI Registrant Database Within
The IPI Finding And Serving Subsystem Hereof

The utility of the product finding functionalities of the IPI Finding 

and Serving Subsystem hereof depends in large part of the number of 

consumer-products registered with its RDBMS 11 A, illustrated in Fig. 2Β. 

In principle, numerous techniques may be employed separately ^d in 

combination with each other in order to construct the IPI and Νοη-ΙΡΙ 

Registrant Databases supported by the network of IPD Servers of the 

present invention. Six such techniques will be detailled below.

According to a first database construction technique, the 

dminstrator of the IPI Registrant Database would transmit p^duct 

Registration Requests (PRRs) in the form of electronic documents to each 

and every the manufacturer having been issued, for exampk，a six digit 

UPC Manufacturer Identification Number (MIN) by the ucc, Inc. Such 

electronic documents can be transmitted using conventional MIME 

protocols such as, for example, STMP. The Product Registration Request 

document would seek to ascertain from the manufacturers the various
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information items (including the menu of URLs) identified in the IPI 

Registrant Database of Fig. 4Α1. In response to the Product Registration 

Request， each solicited manufacturer would send back to the 

adminstrator of the IPI Registrant Database (for each of its consumer 

5 products) its UPC number and a menu of URLs indicating the location of 

the information resources identified in the Product Registration Request 

document. This information can then be used to readily construct the 

IPI Registrant Database of the illustrative embodiment.

According to a second database construction technique, a global 

10 advertising campaign would launched (over various media) in order to 

solicit the various information elements identified in the IPI Registrant 

Database of Fig. 4Α1 and thus register the products of the 

manufacturers selling UPC-labelled products. Preferably, such 

information would be collected by way of an electronic document 

15 transfer subsystem setup to cooperate with the system of the present 

invention in order to facilitate database construction operations.

According to a third database construction technique，the IPI 

system itself would continuously solicit consumer product registrations 

over time in order to collect information from companies responding 

20 favorably to the solicitations. While such solicitation efforts can involve 

the issuance of product registration requests using various types of 

media，it is preferred that the information coUection operations are 

carried out using electronic document transfer techniques described 

hereinabove.

25 According to a fourth database construction technique, a number of

commercial on-line Internet search engines，such as Altavista™，Yahoo™， 

WebCrawkr™, Lycos™，Excite™, as well as powerful off-line parallel- 

processing search engines, would be enlisted to analyze (i.e. mine) 
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information on the World Wide Web in order to collect and link the 

information elements specified in the IPI Registrant Database of Fig. 

4Α1.

Once an “initial” IPI Registrant Database has been constructed

5 using any one or more of the four database construction techniques 

described hereinabove, manufacturers registered therewith can be 

perkdically contacted using Web-based electronic document (i.e. 

message) transfer techniques in order to request updating and 

confirmation of the UPN/URL listings contained within the database of 

10 the IPI subsystem of the present invention.

According to a fifth database and preferred construction technique 

of the present invention, the Registrant IPI Database of the system 

would be initially "seeded” with several items of information obtained 

and related without the assistance of manufacturers of UPC-labelled 

15 products. Such information items include: (1) the six digit UPC 

Manufacturer Wentification Numbers encoded in the UPC symbols (and 

numbers) applied to the products of such ucc-registered manufacturers; 

and (2) the URLs of the Web home pages of such manufacturers.

The first step of this database construction method involves 

20 obtaining the six digit Manufacturer Identification Numbers (MINs) 

uniquely issued to manufacturers by the Uniform Code Council，Inc. of 

Dayton, Ohio. Such MINs can be obtained from various commerical 

sources inchding GE Information Services, QuickResponse Services, Inc·， 

as well as the ucc. At present, about 180,000 Manufacturers

25 Wentification Numbers have been issued to manufacturers by the UCC.

A string of six zeros (i.e. 000000) may be added to each one of these 

180,000 or so six digit Manufacturer Identification Number in order to 

produce 180,000 or so 12 digit numbers (i.e. hereinafter referred to as 
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“Manufacturer’s Reference Numbers) for the 180,000 or so 

manufacturers listed in the IPI Registrant Database under construction.

As each such Manufacturer Reference Number has the same length as a

UPC number of its manufacturer，this number can be conveniently

5 thought of as the “Manufacturer Reference UPC Number” which can be 

stored in the UPN Information Field of the Database along with the

corresponding manufacturers name being stored in the Company Name

Information Field.

The second step of the method involves finding the URL of the 

10 Web home page of each of the 180,000 manufacturers who have been 

assigned a Manufacturers Identification Code and are listed in the 

Database. Such URL information can be found using a number of 

available techniques: (i) using a commercially available search engine to 

search the WWW in order to find the URL of the home page of each 

15 manufacturer's Web-site，if it has one, using the name and address 

thereof obtained during the first step above; or (ii) using a commercially 

available (INTERNIC-enabled) Domain Name search service that uses the 

names and addresses of the manufacturers (obtained during the first 

step above) in order to determine whether a particular manufacturer 

20 has a registered domain name on the Internet，and if so, is the domain 

name being actively used in a URL that points to the home page of the 

manufacturer's Web-site. Once obtained, such URLs are then added to 

the IPI Database, along with the e-mail and/or other address of the 

manufacturer symbolically linked thereto (if available).

25 Having constructed the "seeded" Database, it can then be used to

connect the client subsystem of users to the home page of Web-sites of 

manufacturers of particular products. Initially, when an Internet user 

provides the UPC number of a particular product as input to the Input
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Box OI the HTML form displayed in the information display fram۶ of the 

client subsystem (e.g. when operated in its Manufacturer Website 

Search Mode)，then the IPD Server need only compare the first six digits 

of the entered UPC number against the first six-digits of the 

5 Manufacturer Reference UPC Numbers (i.e. Manufacture Identification

Numbers) listed in the “seeded" Database. The corresponding (home- 

page) URL of the matching manufacturer is returned to the client 

subsystem Ca for display. In instances of an initially seeded Database，in 

which only the “Manufacturer Reference UPC Numbers” are listed 

1 0 therein，the requesting client subsystems arc provided with the URLs of 

the home pages of the symbolically linked manufacturers. Then as 

manufacturers begin to register their consumer products with the 

system (e.g. in response to mass e-mailings, advertisements and/or 

marketing and promotional efforts，etc·)，the IPD Database will return a 

15 menu of “hot-linked” URLs， for each registered product， pointing to 

various types of product-related information resources on the Internet 

(described above) that can be easily accessed by simply clicking thereon 

in a conventional manner. Over time. Manufacturer Reference UPC 

Numbers and the URLs of the "home pages" of such manufacturers will 

20 become replaced by the UPC numbers of registered products and the 

menu of URLs on the WWW symbolically linked thereto by the 

manufacturers, thereby allowing consumers and users of the system to 

precisely pinpoint consumer product-related information on the WWW 

which has been specified by the manufacturer, its marketing 

25 department and/or advertising agency. With manufacturer's and 

advertiser’s participation and feedback, the intially seeded Database 

described hereinabove will quickly grow into a robust relational 

database richly filled with the various information items described in 
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Figs. 4Α1 and 4Α2，including the symbolically linked UPCs and URLs 

that point to very specific consumer product related information 

resources (i.e. files) stored within IPI Servers of the system located 

across the global expanse of the Internet.

5 According to a sixth database construction technique of the

present invention, the Registrant IPI Database of the system would be 

constructed by allowing each manufacturer to construct a limited or 

restricted version of the master UPN/URL Database (i.e. Registrant IPI 

Database) of the system, wherein only UPC-encoded products of the 

10 registered manufacturer and Web-based information items related 

thereto are entered into the database. As will be described in greater 

detail herebelow in connection with the third method of Product 

Registration in the subsystem hereof, the creation of such limited- 

version UPN/URL databases can be carried out by providing each 

15 registered manufacturer with a computer program that allows its 

dminstrators to construct and manage a limited UPN/URL database in a 

“turn-key” manner. Also, from its Website，the manufacturer can serve 

the limited UPN/URL database over the Internet to consumers. As part 

of the registration process, each registered manufacturer transmits its 

20 limited UPN/URL database to Web-server 30 which then integrates all 

such databases in order to update the master UPN/URL database (IPI 

Registrant Database) of the system.

Overview of Modes of Operation For IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem

2 5 In order to enter a primary mode of operation of the IPI Finding

and Serving Subsystem, the consumer or retail sales clerk sekcts a 

particular mode activation button (e.g. 21Α，21Β，21C, 21D or 21Ε) 

displayed in the control frame 21Β of the GUI browser program at the
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requesting client subsystem 13. Upon making the selection, the Web 

browser at the client subsystem 13 automatically requests a particular 

HTML-encoded form (typically residing on the IPD Server(s) 11). This 

HTML form corresponds to the selected mode of operation, and is 

5 displayed within the information display frame 20C of the Web bro^

of the requesting client subsystem The HTML-encoded form 

corresponds to the selected mode and is linked to a CGI-script related to 

the sekcted mode and possibly to other HTML forms required to carry 

out the database access and/or management process associated 

10 therewith. The requesting client subsystem then enters the information 

requested by the HTML form displayed within the information display 

frame 2oC of the Web browser's GUI inferface. Information entry into 

the HTML form can be carried out using bar code symbol reading 

equipment，keyboard or keypad, speech dictation equipment (by Dragon 

1 5 Systems, Inc. of Newton, Massachusetts), and the like.

In general，the particular messages which will be displayed within 

the HTML forms during any particular mode of operation will depend 

upon several factors namely: whether the IPI Web-site is intended for 

access by bar code driven kiosks (i.e client subsystems 13) as shown, for 

20 example, in Figs. 3Α2, ЗАЗ, 3Α4, and 3Α5 located within retail 

environments; or whether the IPI Web-site is intended for access by 

desktop, laptop and palmtop client computer systems 13 as shown, for 

example, in Fig. 3Α1 located at home, in the office or on the road.

For example，if the IPI Web-site supported by the IPI Finding 

25 and Serving Subsystem hereof is intended for access by bar code driven 

kiosks, then the HTTP documents related to the IPI Website will be 

particularly adapted to facilatate the use of bar code symbol reader at 

the client subsystem. This way UPNs (e.g. UPC or EAN symbols) can be
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easily entered into the subsystem without manual key-entry operations. 

In constrast, if the IPI Web-site supported by the IPI Finding and 

Serving Subsystem hereof is intended for access by client subsystems 

not having bar code symbol readers (e.g. Web-enaMed computer 

5 systems at home，in the office or on the road)，then the HTTP documents 

related to the IPI Website will be particularly adapted to facilate the 

use of data-entry display screens at the client subsystem. This way， 

UPNs (e.g. UPC or EAN symbols) can be easily entered into the 

subsystem using bar code symbol scanners avoiding manual key-entry 

10 operations. In the illustrative embodiment, bar code-code driven and 

manual data-entry IPI Websites are served from a "framed” GUI 

interface, in which the control strip 21Β has five (5) Check Boxes 21Α 

through 21Ε described above which enables the consumer，retail 

sa es/service personel as well as manufacturers to select the particular 

15 mode of operation that suits his or her consumer product information 

needs at any particular instance in time.

Manufacturer/Product Registration Mode Of Operation

Referring to Fig. 5Α, the high level structure is shown for a 

20 communication protocol that can be used among a client subsystem Ca, 

an IPD Server Sb, and an IPI Server Sc of the IPI finding and serving 

subsystem hereof when it is induced into the Manufacturer/Product 

Registration Mode of operation from the point of view of the depicted 

client subsystem. Fig. 6Α provides a high level flow chart illustrating 

25 the steps involved in carrying out this communication protocol when the 

IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem is in its Manufacturer/Product 

Registration Mode of operation.

As indicated at Block A in Fig. 6Α, when selected from the user
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interface of an IPI Website, the first Check Box type button 21Α 

automatically activates the Manufacturer/Product Registration Mode of 

the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem by sending an HTTP request to 

the IPD Server(s) 11 based on a URL hot-linkd to the seleced Check 

5 Box. As indicated at Block B in Fig. 6Α, this causes a HTMLen^ded 

document residing on the IPD Server(s) 11 to be served from the HTTP 

Server thereof to requesting client subsytem for display on the 

information display frame 20C thereof. The HTML document of the 

illustrative emMdiment displays several types of information relevant 

10 to the Manufacturer/Pmduct Registration Mode, namely: eligiblity 

requirements (i.e. qualifications) for a manufacturer to register with the 

IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem; optional ways of registering 

consumer products and product-related information with the 

Manufacturer/Product Registration Subsystem hereof 33; ways of 

15 acquiring computer software necessary for managing consumer 

product-related information (e.g. UPNs，URLs，trademarks and product 

descriptors) on a particular computing platform using EDI techniques 

supported by the Manufacturer/Product Regisrtation Subsystem 33; etc; 

and one or more Check Boxes embodying links (i.e. anchors) to HTML 

20 documents, CGI scripts and the like designed to faciltate this mode of 

operation. Notably， at least one of these HTML documents will be 

located on the Web Document Server 30 of the Manufacturer/Product 

Registration Subsystem 33, providing manufacturers (and/or their 

designated information-managers and agents) with a point of entry into 

25 the manufacturer/product registration process hereof. As indicated at

Block c in Fig. 6Α, the manufacturer and or its agent follow the 

instructions displayed on the HTML document， linking to the Web 

Document Server 30 of the Manufacturer/Product Registration 
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Subsystem 33 and filling out the various HTML forms transmitted to the 

requesting client subsystem, downloading Web-based EDI software for 

UPN/URL management; and the like. While carrying out registration of 

manufacterers with the subsystem is relatively straightforward，there

5 are a number of different ways of carrying out the Product Registration 

Mode of the subsystem. These alternative techniques will be described 

below.

The first method illustrated in Fig. 2 involves by carrying out FTP 

between a client subsystem of the registering manufacturer (or its 

10 agent) M¡ and an IPD Server in order to update the IPI Registrant 

Database associated therewith. This can be carried out by the 

manufacturer’s officer or agent surfing to the IPI Website, selecting the 

“Product Registration Mode” from the control strip, and then following 

the instructions displayed on the various screens of the Website in this 

15 mode. When using the first method，product UPCs，URLs and other 

information elements can be formatted within suitable Product 

Registation Forms and transmited by FTP from the client subsystem or 

Database Server of a registering manufacturer to the IPD Server 11 so 

that the IPI Registrant Database thereof can be updated accordingly. 

20 The first method will be desireable typically when registering a few 

consumer-products.

The second method illustrated in Fig. 2Α, involves first carrying 

out EDI between a client subsystem of the registering manufactureer (or 

its agent) and the UPN/URL Database Subsystem 9, and then carrying 

25 out FTP or SMTP between the client subsystem and an IPD Server in 

order to update the IPI Registrant Database maintained therein. The 

second method will be desireable when a manufacturer needs or desires 

to register a large number of consumer-products. The details of these
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information transmission methods will be described below.

When using the second method, conventional EDI protocols can be 

used to transmit product UPCs，URLs and other information elements 

from client subsystems or Database Servers of manufacters to the 

5 UPN/URL Database Subsystem 9 of the present invention. FTP can be 

used to transmit UPCs and URLs from the UPN/URL Database Subsystem 

to each IPD Server in the system so that the IPI Registrant Database 

thereof can be updated accordingly. Once registered with the system 

using either of these methods in the Product Registration Mode, such 

10 consumer-products can be easy found on the Internet by anyone 

wishing to use the product finding techniques of the present invention.

The third method involves by carrying out electronic document 

interchange over the Internet between the WebDox Remote™ Computer 

System 13 and the WebDox™ Server 30 of the system of the present 

1 5 invention, and communication between the WebDox™ Server 30 and the 

WebDox™ Admin computer system 31 of the system hereof. The 

various steps involved in this embodiment of the consumer product 

registration process will be described in detail below.

When the manufacturer selects the "Product Registration Mode” of 

20 the system, a Manufacturer Registration Form is automatically 

downloaded from the WebDox™ Server 30 to the Manufacturer’s client 

computer system 13 (i.e. the WebDox Remote™ Computer System). At

the end of the downloading process, a Manufacturer Registration Form is 

presented (i.e. displayed) and the manufacturer then enters some 

25 requested indentification information (e.g. Manufacturer's Company 

Name, Address, Name of CEO and President， phone number， 6-digit 

Manufacturer Indentification Number assigned by the ucc， etc.) and 

presses the "Send" button on the Manufacturer Registration Form. The 
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form is then transmitted immediately via the Internet and received by 

the WebDox™ Server 30. At the WebDox™ Server 30, an automated 

process takes the information in the Manufacturer Registration Form 

and registers the Manufacturer with the system.

5 Upon registering the manufacturer with the system, the

manufacturer is asked to select which version of "customized” WebDox 

Remote™ software (i.e_ the UPN/URL Registration Application) the 

manufacturer would like downhded to its client computer system 13 

(e.g. WebDox Remote with UPN/URL Database and CGI for MacOS 

1 0 Webserver, WebDox Remote with UPN/URL Database and CGI for UNIX 

Web Server，or WebDox Remote with UPN/URL Database and CGI for NT 

Web Server). Once the manufacturer makes its selection, the 

customized WebDox Remote software is automatically downhded to 

the manufacturer's client computer system 13. This downloaded 

15 software includes a computer program that automatically generates (on 

the manufacturer’s) client subsystem, a relational database management 

system (RDBMS) which allows the manufacturer (or its agents) to easily 

construct and maintain a UPN/URL database (akin to that specified in 

Fig. 4Α1) but restricted to containing information relating only to the

20 manufacturer's products. Thus, when the manufacturer attempts to 

enter a UPC number into the manufacturer’s UPN/URL database that 

does not contain the б-digit Manufacturer Indentification Number 

assigned to the manufacturer by the ucc, the RDBMS automatically 

blocks all such information entries. Consequently, the UPN/URL 

25 database can only maintain information pertaining to the registered 

manufacturer's products and information relating thereto on the 

Internet. As the manfacturer Mds or removes pmducts from its retail 

or wholesale line, the database adminstrator simply adds or removes
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the UPC and URL information relating thereto from the RDBMS. As will 

be described in greater detail hereinafter, such database changes are 

periodically transmitted to the WebDoxTM Server 30 so that the IPI 

Registrant Database (i.e. master UPN/URL database) of the system 

5 (maintained on the IPD Servers thereof) can be updated in a timely 

manner.

Preferrably，the limited or restricted version of the UPN/URL 

database maintained by each registered manufacturer on its client 

subsystem 13 is connected to the manufacturer’s Internet Server 12’ by 

1 0 a Common Gateway Interface program (CGI) 40，or other suitable means， 

as shown in Fig. 2. In this way, the manufacturer’s limited version of 

the UPN/URL database can be made accessible to consumers world-wide 

from the manufacturer’s Website which，in the illustrative embodiment， 

is assumed hosted on an Internet information server 12۶ that is similar 

15 to an IPI Server 12 described in detail hereinabove. In order to simply 

the process of serving of the manufacturer’s limited-version of the 

UPN/URL database on the WWW, it is preferred that the CGI 40, and 

input and output forms and methods for searching and the displaying 

the results from the limited-version UPN/URL database are predesigned 

20 for use with manfacturer's Internet Server 12' (taking into 

consideration its operating system and the like). This way, prior to

registration the manufacturer need only make a selection of the type of 

customized WebDox Remore software it needs for its computing and 

Internet serving platform(s). Then, during software download, the 

25 WebDox Server 30 simply transmits the suitible version of the 

customized WebDox Remote software to the manufacturer so that it can 

create, maintain and serve (on the WWW) its limited version of the 

UPN/URL database in a “turn-key” manner.
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In the illustrative embodiment of the present invention, the 

homepage of each registered manufacturer’s Website will display a 

visually conspicous radio button labelled “UPC Request™ Product Finder’， 

or the like. Moreover，whenever a consumer attempts to search the 

5 manufacturer's limited-version UPN/URL database for products not 

registerable to the manufacturer (i.e. using UPC numbers not containing 

the manufacturer’s 6-digit ucc Manufacturer Indentification Number), 

the limited-version of the UPN/URL database will automatically display 

an HTML-encoded message from the manufacturer's Website, urging the 

10 consumer to surf to the IPI Registrant Database of the system 

(maintained on the network of IPD servers 11). Preferrably, such 

HTML-encoded messages will have a hot-linked URL (i.e. anchor) to 

Website(s) providing consumer access to the “master” UPN/URL 

database.

15 The WebDox Remote™ computer system 13 available to each

registered manufacturer has both online and offline modes of operation. 

In the offline mode, the manufacturer responds to a UPN/URL 

Registration Request from the WebDox™ Server in the following manner. 

First the WebDox Remote™ software analyzes the limited-version of the 

20 UPN/URL database that it has been currently created and maintained by 

the manufacturer or its designee. Thereafter, the WebDox software 

automatically creates a UPN/URL Registration Response document which 

contains a set of currently active URLs specifying the address location of 

Web-based information resources associated with each UPC-encoded 

25 product of the manufacturer. Then, WebDox Remote™ program 

establishes an Internet connection with the WebDox™ Server, through a 

،،Get/Send Mail" option. This delivers the UPN/URL Registration 

Response (document) to the WebDox™ Server 30 and retrieves any 
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documents which are waiting thereat for the manufacturer. These new 

documents are listed by WebDox RemoteTM program and presented in 

the InBasket of the manufacturer's WebDox Remote™ computer system

13.

5 In the online mode，WebDox Remote™ (under the control of the

Form Application) can also send UPN/URL Registration Request 

documents immediately. For very sensitive applications (i.e. Just-in- 

Time)，this ensures that the UPN/URL Registration Response document is 

received at the WebDox™ Server 30 the moment that the manufacturer 

10 competes the document.

In general，the WebDox™ Server 30 provides a high-volume 

document processing and mailboxing environment between the WebDox 

Server and the WebDox Remote™ system of each registered 

manufacturer. WebDox™ Server 30 performs: permanent storage and 

15 tracking of all UPN/URL Registration Request documents sent and 

UPN/URL Registration Response documents received; automatic 

reconciliation of acknowledgments from WebDox Remote™ program; 

Automatic creation of user-friendly receipt messages to the 

manufacturer; “mailboxing” of outbound UPN/URL Registration 

20 documents for retrieval by manufacturer; and automatic manufacturer 

and profile creation based on forms received from manufacturers. The 

WebDox™ Server 30 consists of online components that run as 

extensions to Microsoft's Internet Information Server (IIS) using the 

ISAPI interface. This provides higher performance and lower hardware 

25 requirements than a conventional CGI Web Interface. Processing 

intensive tasks are performed asynchronosly from the Web server. An 

integrated queuing and dispatching system manages the processing of 

documents and interaction with the corresponding application. For large 
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volume situations，the WebDox™ Server components can be deployed on 

different machines，the WebDox™ Server components (ISAPI extensions) 

on one machine, the processing components and database on another 

machine.

5 Data for UPN/URL Registration Request documents to be sent to

manufacturers is extracted from the IPI Registrant Database using an 

interface or utility program. The document data (e.g. information fields 

associated with UPN/URL registration) can then be accepted by We№ox 

in a direct manner after formatting. The UPN/URL Registration Request 

10 document shouW be formatted to a fUe structure created during the 

design of the UPN/URL Registration Application. The WebDox™ Server 

30 then converts the application data into a UPN/URL Registration 

request document (i.e. data package). The data package for each 

manufacturer is then stored (as a message) in an assigned Mailbox of 

15 the WebDox™ Server 30. These messages are then available to be 

retrieved by the registered manufacturers using WebDox Remote’s™ 

،،Get/Send Mail” feature.

As discussed above，the WebDox Remote™ program transmits 

messages (e.g. UPN/URL Registration Response documents) to the 

20 WebDox™ Server 30，where，after passing security checks, they are 

placed in the We№ox Mailbox system. Incoming (document) messages 

are received from the Mailbox, processed, ^d converted into data files 

for direct transfer to the database managment system handling the IPI 

Registrant Database.

25 For each document received，the We№ox™ Server 30 will return a

message to the manufacturer confirming receipt of the document. 

WebDox Remote™ system also returns delivery confirmations to the 

We№ox Server. These messages are used by the We№ox™ Server to 
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track the status of messages. WebDox™ Server 30 maintains Mailbox 

FUes for all inbound and outbound messages. The status of messages is 

updated on an ongoing basis as acknowledgement messages are 

received allowing timely and precise audits.

5 WebDox Admin™ Computer system 31 provides an easy-to-use

tools to manage the community of manufacturers，review the status of 

documents，and configure the WebDox™ Server 30, including: ad hoc 

maintainence of manufacturer information; online display of the 

Mailbox permitting inquiry into document status or document activity 

10 for particular manufacturers，and the ablity to reset document status;

creation and maintainence of UPN/URL Registration Profiles; preparation 

of “releases” of new and updated UPN/URL Registration Applications; 

Distribution of new and updated UPN/URL Registration Applications; 

and automatic inventory and tracking of UPN/URL Registration

15 Applications distributed to manufacturers.

In the preferred embodiment, UPN/URL Registration Application 

design and development is carried out on a Windows 95 or NT 

workstation. The UPN/URL Registration Application is developed, 

tested, and then fully implemented for production with manufacturers.

20 New or updated UPN/URL Registration Applications are registered with 

the WebDox Admin™ computór system 31 and are then distributed to 

the manufacturers as described herein above.

In the preferred embodiment， UPN/URL· Registration Applications 

are developed using Microsoft Visual BasicTM and related software tools.

25 These products provide rapid design and creation of the screen-based 

forms that the manufacturer uses. In addition, the “intelligence" behind 

the form, in the UPN/URL Registration Application, can be very 

powerful, making the manufacturer’s work easier while ensuring that
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the user and Server application receive high quality data.

The WebDox Admin™ system handles the distribution of UPN/URL 

Registration Applications to manufacturers. New UPN/URL Registration 

Applications can be sent to some or all of the existing manufacturers 

assigned UPC Manufacturer Identification Numbers. Updates to 

UPN/URL Registration Applications can be sent to manufacturers who 

are currently using that UPN/URL Application. The actual update is 

distributed by siding a small notification message to each 

manufacturer, which then results in the remote site downloading the 

new forms from the WebDoxTM Server 30，as hereinbefore descrikd 

above.

Manufacturer Website Search Mode Of Operation

Referring to Fig. 5Β, the high level structure is shown for a 

communication protocol that can be used among a client subsystem Ca， 

an IPD Server Sb, Md an IPI Server Sc of the IPI fading and serving 

subsystem hereof when it is induced into the Manufacturer Website 

Search Mode of operation from the point of view of the depicted client 

subsystem. Fig. 6Β provides a high level flow chart illustrating the

steps involved in carrying out this communication protocol when the IPI 

Finding and Serving Subsystem is in its Manufacturer Website Search 

Mode of operation.

As indicated at Block A in Fig. 6Β, when selected from the user- 

interface of a bar-code driven IPI Website, the second Check Box type 

button 21Β automatically activates the Manufacturer Website Search 

Mode of the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystemby sending an HTTP 

request to the IPD Server(s) 11 based on a URL hot-linked to the 

selected Check Box. As indicated at Block B in Fig. 6Β，this causes a
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particular type of HTML-encoded document (i.e. called an “HTML form” 

or “Web form document") residing on the IPD Server(s) 11 to be sent to 

the Web browser of the requesting client subsystem 13 and displayed 

on the information display frame 20C thereof (requesting this mode of 

5 service). As in the Manufacturer Website Search Mode described above, 

the HTML form sent in the Manufacturer Website Search Mode may also 

use any HTML format comm^ds，such as heders, paragraphs，and lists, 

but must include three unique items，namely: the METHOD by which the 

user input is to be sent; the ACTION, which specifies a URL to which the 

10 user input is to be sent, presumably, a CGI script within CGI 11Β that 

will act upon the request appropriately; and a SUBMIT button, to send 

the completed form over the Internet via HTTP. In the illustrative 

embodiment, user input (i.e. a UPC or EAN number associated with a 

particular consumer product) is obtained by an Input Box, which allows 

1 5 the user (i.e. retail sales clerk or consumer) to type in or scan in a UPC 

or EAN number assigned to a consumer product on which product 

related information is sought.

As indicated at Block c in Fig. 6Β, the consumer or retail clerk 

scans the bar ^ded consumer product，or enters the UPC or EAN 

20 number thereon into the Input Box of the HTML form，and selects the

SUBMIT button thereon. In response thereto, the Web browser on the 

client subsystem 13 sends a GET request to the HTTP Server lie of the 

IPD Server 11. When selecting the SUBMIT button on the HTML form, 

the Web browser executes the METHOD associated with the HTML form 

25 and sends the stored UPC (or EAN) value to the URL specified by

ACTION associated with the HTML form (i.e. the Web browser performs 

the action specified in the ACTION). The ACTION of the HTML form 

specifies the URL of the CGI script within CGI 11Β that will process the
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request from the HTML form. This amounts to the Web .browser 

constructing a GET request for that URL，with the arguments (the query 

string) being attached to the end of the URL. The arguments of the 

HTML form are specified by the INPUT items of the HTML form (i.e. the 

UPC or EAN number on the consumer product on which information is 

sought).

In general，the HTTP and HTML protocols provide three ways to 

pass the input (e.g. UPC or EAN number) from the users to scripts on the 

IPD Serverll (i.e. HTTP Server). All three methods accomplish the same 

thing: they allow the Web browser to pass information to a script on the 

IPD Server 11. A script may use any of the three methods，and some 

really robust Web gateways (CGI) 11Β are able to deal with Web clients 

13 that use any of the three methods. The way these methods are 

implemented on the HTTP Server 11 depends on the specific operating 

system that it uses，and is defined as part as the system-specific CGI 

11Β. The same HTML form used in this mode might cause completely 

different things to happen on two different servers, but it would 

produce te same result for the user.

The first method，used in the illustrative embodiment, passes the 

scanned UPC or EAN number (input) as part of a GET request，attached 

to the end of the URL after a question mark This convention means

that what follows the is a query, and (on a UNIX-based server) is 

copied into the environment variable QUERY_STRING ny the HTTPD 

Server lie before calling the CGI script. When the script executes, it 

gets the query string from this environment variable. The query string 

consists of a series of terms, each of which is a name and a value, e.g. 

ΕΑΝ=9781558603769, having a single term and single value. In the 

case where the query string conskts of two or more terms，then each
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term is separate by the character

The second way that the scanned UPC or EAN number can be sent 

from the Web browser of the client subsystem 13 to the HTTP Server 

lie is with a path extension. In this convention, the client subsystem 

5 sends a GET request for the URL of the Web script 11Β, with the extra 

information attached to the URL as if it were part of a longer name. The 

HTTP (httpd) program 11Β discovers this extra path and calls the script 

with the environment variaWe PATH-INFO set to the extra characters.

The third way to pass information to the server is through the

1 0 POST method. When used with a script，the input UPC or EAN number

from the HTML form is sent from the Web browser of the client 

subsystem 13 to the HTTP Server lie as an HTTP object. This means 

that the client subsystem may send information to the HTTP Server lie 

in the same way as the HTTP server sends the information to the client 

15 subsystem, which could be a full HTML document. When the POST 

method is used ona UNIX-based system，the information from the Web 

browser of the client subsystem is passed to the Web script 11Β through 

standard input，rather than an environment variable.

The above three ways of passing information from users of client 

20 subsystems 13 to the CGI scripts 11Β on the IPD Server 11 of the 

system hereof are specified in the HTML, HTTP and CGI standards, and 

depend on the specific operating system that the HTTP Server 11Β. The 

details of how the CGI script must be written and how the input UPC or 

EAN number from the HTML form is received are drastically different

2 5 for Macintosh, Microsoft Windows NT, and the UNIX platforms. All of the

events described above must happen on each of these platforms，but the 

way they happen is completely different on different computing 

platforms. These differences are specified in the CGI standard for each 
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operating system. These differences should not be apparent to the Web 

browser program of the client subsystems or the users thereof，but will 

matter to the creators of the CGI script 11Β.

As indicated at Block D in Fig. 6C, the HTTP (httpd) program lie

5 passing the arguments (the UPC or EAN numbers in the query string) to 

the CGI program 11Β and the CGI script translates the query string into 

a proper query for use in searching the RDBMS 11Α of the IPD Server

11. As indicated at Block E in Fig. 6C，the translated query is used to 

search the RDBMS 11A in order to find the set of URLs pointing to HTML

10 documents (i.e. Web Pages) pubHshed on the Internet and containing 

information relating to the consumer product having the input UPC or 

EAN number. The result rcturned from the RDBMS 11Α is an ASCII 

record specifying the the set of URLs pointing to HTML documents 

published on the Internet and containing information relating to the

1 5 consumer product having the input UPC or EAN number entered into the 

HTML form. In order for the Web browser of the requesting client 

subsystem to display the results of the database search using the UPC or 

EAN input, the ASCII record must be converted into a HTML document 

(i.e. output HTML form). As indicated at Block F in Fig. 6Β, the CGI lie

20 creates the elements of an output HTML form (Web output form)， 

inserts the result from the RDBMS 11Α into the output form, and sets 

the Content-type to be text/html. The CGI script may translate, filter, 

augmentand reformat the result from the database search in any way so 

long as the result is an HTML document or some format that the Web

25 browser of the client subsystem can display.

As indicated at Block G，the menu of URLs retrieved from the 

database search is displayed in the Web output form. At Block H，the 

consumer or retail sales clerk can link to a desired consumer product 
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related information resource (HTML document) by sekcting (rom the 

information menu, the URL anchored to the information resource in the 

displayed information menu.

5 UPN-Directed Information Access Mode of Operation

Referring to Fig. 5C, the high level structure is shown for a 

communication protocol that can be used among a client subsystem Ca, 

an IPD Server Sb, and an IPI Server Sc of the IPI finding and serving 

subsystem hereof when it is induced into the UPN-Directed Information 

1 0 Access Mode of operation from the point of view of the depicted client 

subsystem. Fig. 6C provides a high level flow chart illustrating the 

steps involved in carrying out this communication protocol when the IPI 

Finding and Serving Subsystem is in its UPN-Directed Information 

Access Mode of operation.

15 As indicated at Block A in Fig. 6C, when selected from the user-

interface of an IPI Website, the third Check Box type button 21C 

automatically activates the UPN-Directed Information Access Mode of 

the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem by sending an HTTP request to 

the IPD Server(s) 11 based on a URL hot-linked to the selected Check 

20 Box.

As indicated at Block B in Fig. 6C, this causes a particular type of 

HTML-encoded document (i.e. called an “HTML form” or “Web form 

document”)residing on the IPD Server(s) 11 to be sent to the Web 

browser of the requesting client subsystem 13 and displayed on the 

25 information display frame 20C thereof (requesting this mode of service).

As in the Manufacturer Website Search Mode described above, the 

HTML form sent in the UPN-Directed Information Access Mode may also 

use any HTML format commands，such as heders, paragraphs，and lists， 
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but must include three unique items, namely: the METHOD by yhich the 

user input is to be sent; the ACTION, which specifies a URL to which the 

user input is to be sent，presumably，a CGI script within CGI 11Β that 

will act upon the request appropriately; and a SUBMIT button, to send 

the completed form over the Internet via HTTP. In the illustrative 

embodiment，user input (i.e. a UPC or EAN number associated with a 

particular consumer product) is obtained by an Input Box, which allows 

the user (i.e. retail sales clerk or consumer) to type in or scan in a UPC 

or EAN number assigned to a consumer product on which product 

related information is sought.

As indicated at Block c in Fig. 6C, the consumer or retail clerk 

scans the bar coded consumer product, or enters the UPC or EAN 

number thereon into the Input Box of the HTML form，and selects the 

SUBMIT button thereon. In response thereto, the Web browser on the 

client subsystem 13 sends a GET request to the HTTP Server lie of the 

IPD Server 11. When selecting the SUBMIT button on the HTML form， 

the Web browser executes the METHOD associated with the HTML form 

and sends the stored UPC (or EAN) value to the URL specified by 

ACTION associated with the HTML form (i.e. the Web browser performs 

the action specified in the ACTION). The ACTION of the HTML form 

specifies the URL of the CGI script within CGI 11Β that will process the 

request from the HTML form. This amounts to the Web browser 

constructing a GET request for that URL, with the arguments (the query 

string) being attached to the end of the URL. The arguments of the 

HTML form are specified by the INPUT items of the HTML form (i.e. the 

UPC or EAN number on the consumer product on which information is 

sought).

As indicated at Block D，the HTTP (httpd) program lie passes the 
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arguments (the UPC or EAN numbers in the query string) to the CGI 

program 11Β and the CGI script translates the Web query string into a 

proper query to the RDBMS 11Α of the IPD Server 11.

As indicated at Block E, the translated query is used to search the

5 RDBMS 11Α and find the set of URLs (i) linked to the registered 

consumer product (by the manufacturer or agent thereof) assigned the 

UPC or EAN number entered into the Input Box of the HTML form，and 

(ii) pointing to HTML (or FTP) documents on the WWW containing 

particular types of consumer product related information. The result

10 returned from the RDBMS 11Α is an ASCII record specifying the set of 

URLs satisfying the above criteria. In order for the Web browser of the 

requesting client subsystem to display the results of the database 

search during this mode, the ASCII record must be converted into a 

HTML document (i.e. Web output form).

15 As indicated at Block F, the CGI script 11Β creates the elements of

an HTML document (Web output form), inserts the result from the 

RDBMS 11Α into the Web output form, and sets the Content-type of this 

HTML document to text/html. In the illustrative embodiment，when the 

Web output form is displayed by the requesting client subsystem, a set 

20 of URLs categorized by particular product information types is displayed 

on the information display frame 20C. Notably, this set of URLs points 

to particular types of consumer product related information registered 

within the RDBMS 11Α of the system.

As indicated at Block G，the consumer or retail sales clerk can then

25 access and display any HTML document (Web page) located at a 

particular URL within the information menu by selecting the same using 

a touch screen, mouse, or other input selection device.
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Trademark-Directed Search Mode Of Operation

Referring to Fig. 5D，the high level structure is shown for a 

communication protocol that can be used among a client subsystem Ca, 

an IPD Server Sb, and an IPI Server Sc of the IPI finding and serving 

5 subsystem hereof when it is induced into the Trademark-Directed Seach 

Mode of operation from the point of view of the depicted client 

subsystem. Figs. 6D1 through 6D23, taken together, provides a high 

level flow chart illustrating the steps involved in carrying out this 

communication protocol when the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem is 

10 in its Trademark-Directed Search Mode of operation.

As indicated at Block A in Fig. 6D1, when selected from the user- 

interface of an IPI Website，the fourth Check Box type button 21D 

automatically activates the Trademark-Directed Search Mode of the IPI 

Finding and Serving Subsystemby sending an HTTP request to the IPD 

15 Server(s) 11 based on a URL hot-linked to the selected Check Box.

As indicated at Block B in Fig. 6D1，this causes a particular type of 

HTML-encoded document (i.e. called an “HTML form” or “Web input 

form document”)residing on the IPD Server(s) 11 to be sent to the Web 

browser of the requesting client subsystem 13 and displayed on the 

20 information display frame 21C thereof (requesting this mode of service).

As in the UPN-Directed Information Access Mode described above, the 

HTML form sent in the Trademark-Directed Search Mode may also use 

any HTML format commands，such as heders, paragraphs, and lists, but 

must include three unique items，namely: the METHOD by which the 

25 user input is to be sent; the ACTION, which specifies a URL to which the 

user input is to be sent，presumably，a CGI script within CGI 11Β that 

will act upon the request appropriately; and a SUBMIT button, to send 

the completed form over the Internet via HTTP. In the illustrative 
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embodiment, user input (i.e. the trademark or tradename used with a 

particular consumer product on which information is sought) is obtained 

by an Input Box, which allows the user (i.e. retail sales clerk or 

consumer) to type in the tidemark or tmdename believed or otherwise 

known to be used in connection with a particular consumer product on 

which information is sought.

As indicated at Block c in Fig. 6D1, the consumer or retail clerk 

enters the trademark or tradename into the Input Box of the HTML 

form，and selects the SUBMIT button thereon. In response thereto, the 

Web browser on the client subsystem 13 sends a GET request to the 

HTTP Server lie of the IPD Server 11. When selecting the SUBMIT 

button on the HTML form, the Web browser executes the METHOD 

associated with the HTML form and sends the stored trademark value to 

the URL specified by ACTION associated with the HTML form (i.e. the 

Web browser performs the action specified in the ACTION). The ACTION 

of the HTML form specifies the URL of the CGI script within CGI 11Β that 

will process the request from the HTML form. This amounts to the Web 

browser constructing a GET request for that URL, with the arguments 

(the query string) being attached to the end of the URL. The arguments 

of the HTML form are specified by the INPUT items of the HTML form 

(i.e. the trademark or tradename used in connection with the consumer 

product on which information is sought).

As indicated at Block D in Fig. 6D1, the HTTP (httpd) program lie 

passes the arguments (the trademark or tradename in the query string) 

to the CGI program 11Β and the CGI script translates the Web query 

string into a proper query to the RDBMS 11Α of the IPD Server 11.

As indicated at Block E in Fig. 6D1, the translated query is used to 

search the RDBMS 11Α in order to find all registered consumer products
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having product descriptions (PD) registercd within the RDBMS that are 

related to the trademark or tradename entered into the Input Box of the 

HTML form. The result returned from the RDBMS 11Α is an ASCII 

record specifying each triplet data set (Product Description, UPN and 

5 Manufacturer) which satisfies the above tmdemark search criteria (to a 

particular degree) entend into the Input Box of the HTML form. In 

order for the Web browser of the requesting client subsystem to display 

the results of the database search during this mode, the ASCII record 

must be converted into another HTML form for use in refining the 

1 0 consumer product information search.

At Block F in Fig. 6D2，the CGI script 11Β creates the elements of 

another HTML document (Web auxiliary input form)，inserts the 

preliminary search result from the RDBMS 11Α into the Web auxiliary 

input form，^d sets the Content-type of this HTML document to 

15 text/html. In the illustrative embodiment， the Web auxiliary-input 

form has an ACTION which specifies the URL of a CGI script within CGI 

11Β that will act upon the request appropriately as if the system where 

in UPN-Directód Information Access Mode. The Web auxiliary input 

form includes an Input Box listing all triplet data sets (i.e. Product 

20 Description, Manufacturers and UPN number) satisfying the input 

trademark search criteria entend in the primary Web input document， 

descrikd hereinabove. The qualifying triplets listed in the Input Box 

are provided with a Radio-Button to allow the consumer or retail sales 

clerk to select one of the triplets from the list thereof for use in a 

25 subsequent refi^d search of the RDBMS 11 A. The Web auxiliary-input 

form also has a SUBMIT button for sending the HTML form back to the 

HTTP Server lie for processing.

As indicatód at Block G in Fig. 6D2，when the consumer or retails 
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sales clerk makes a selection with the Radio-Button and then sgects the 

SUBMIT button，the Web browser on the client subsystem 13 sends a 

request to the HTTP program lie of the IPD Server 11 to get the 

completed HTML form.

5 As indicated at Block H in Fig. 6D2, the HTTP (httpd) program lie

passes the arguments (the trademark or tradename in the query string) 

to the CGI program 11Β，and the CGI script translates the Web query 

string into a proper query for use in searching RDBMS 11Α of the IPD 

Server 11. At Block I in Fig. 6D2，the query is used to search the RDBMS 

10 11Α in order to find the set of URLs (i) related to the registered

consumer product (by the manufacturer or agent thereof) assigned the 

UPN, (Product Description and Manufacturer) entered into the Input Box 

of the HTML (auxiliary) form，and (ii) pointing to HTML (or FTP) 

documents on the WWW containing particular types of consumer 

15 product related information. The result returned from the RDBMS 11Α 

is an ASCII record specifying the set of URLs satisfying the above 

criteria. In order for the Web browser of the requesting client 

subsystem to display the results of the database search during this 

mode, the ASCII record must be converted into a HTML document (i.e.

20 Web output form).

At Block ل in Fig. 6D2, the CGI script 11Β creates the ekments of 

an HTML document (Web output form)，inserts the result from the 

RDBMS 11Α into the Web output form, sets the Content-type of this 

HTML document to text/html, and send the HTML form to the 

25 requesting client subsystem.

At Block K in Fig. 6D3，the set of URLs categorized by particular 

product information types is displayed within the output HTML form on 

the information display frame 20C. Notably，this set of URLs points to 
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particular types of consumer product related information registered 

within the RDBMS 11Α of the system by the manufacturer of the 

product or its agent(s) thereof using the UPN/URL management tools 

accessible during the Manufacturer/Product Registration Mode hereof.

5 As indicated at Block L in Fig. 6D3，the consumer or retail sales

clerk can access and display any HTML document (Web page) located at 

a particular URL within the displayed information menu by selecting the 

same using a touch screen，mouse, or other input selection device 

available at the requesting client subsystem 13.

10

Product-Description Directed Mode Of Operation

Referring to Fig. 5Ε, the high level structure is shown for a 

communication protocol that can be u^d among a client subsystem Ca, 

an IPD Server Sb, ^d an IPI Server Sc of the IPI Finding and Serving 

15 Subsystem hereof when it is induced into the Product-Description 

Directed Mode of operation from the point of view of the depictód client 

subsystem. Figs. 6Ε1 through 6Ε3 provides a high level flow chart 

illustrating the steps involved in carrying out this communication 

protocol when the IPI Finding ^d Serving Subsystem is in its Product- 

20 Description Directed Mode of operation.

As indicated at Block A in Fig. 6Ε1, when selected from the user- 

interface of an IPI Website，the fifth Check Box type button 21Ε 

automatically activates the Product-Description Directed Search Mode of 

the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystemby sending an HTTP request to 

25 the IPD Server(s) 11 based on a URL hot-linked to the selected Check 

Box.

As indicated at Block B in Fig. 6Ε1，this causes a particular type of 

HTML-encodd document (i.e. called an “HTML form” or “Web input
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form document”)residing on the IPD Server(s) 11 to be sent to the Web 

browser of the requesting client subsystem 13 ^d displayed on the 

information display frame 21C thereof (requesting this mode of service). 

As in the Trademark-Directed Search Mode described above, the HTML 

form sent in the Product-Description Directed Search Mode may also use 

any HTML format commMds, such as headers, paragraphs, and lists, but 

must include three unique items，namely: the METHOD by which the 

user input is to be sent; the ACTION, which specifies a URL to which the 

user input is to be sent，presumably，a CGI script within CGI 11Β that 

will act upon the request appropriately; and a SUBMIT button, to s^d 

the completed form over the Internet via HTTP. In the illustrative 

embodiment， user input (i.e. the description or descriptor for a 

particular consumer product on which information is sought) is obtained 

by an Input Box, which allows the user (i.e. retail sales clerk or 

consumer) to type in the product description for a particular consumer 

product on which information is sought.

As indicated at Block c in Fig. 6Ε1，the consumer or retail clerk 

enters the product description into the Input Box of the HTML form, and 

selects the SUBMIT button thereon. In response thereto， the Web 

browser on the client subsystem 13 sends a GET request to the HTTP 

Server lie of the IPD Server 11. When selecting the SUBMIT button on 

the HTML form, the Web browser executes the METHOD associatód with 

the HTML form and sends the stored product description to the URL 

specified by ACTION associated with the HTML form (i.e. the Web 

browser performs the action specified in the ACTION). The ACTION of 

the HTML form specifies the URL of the CGI script within CGI llB that 

will process the request from the HTML form. This amounts to the Web 

browser constructing a GET request for that URL，with the arguments
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(the query String) being attached to the end of the URL. The ٩rguments 

of the HTML form are specified by the INPUT items of the HTML form 

(i.e. the product description for the consumer product on which 

information is sought).

5 As indicated at Block D in Fig. 6Ε1, the HTTP (httpd) program lie

passes the arguments (the product description in the query string) to 

the CGI program 11Β and the CGI script translates the Web query string 

into a proper query to the RDBMS 11Α of the IPD Server 11.

As indicated at Block E in Fig. 6Ε1, the translated query is used to 

10 search the RDBMS 11Α in order to find all registóred consumer products 

having trademarks or tradenames within the RDBMS that are linked to 

the product description entered into the Input Box of the HTML form. 

The result returned from the RDBMS llA is an ASCII record specifying 

each triplet data set (Trademark，UPN and Manufacturer) which satisfies 

15 the above product-description search criteria (to a particular degree) 

entered into the Input Box of the HTML form. In order for the Web 

browser of the requesting client subsystem to display the results of the 

database search during this mode, the ASCII record must be converted 

into another HTML form for use in refining the consumer product 

2 0 information search.

At Block F in Fig. 6Ε2，the CGI script llB creates the elements of 

another HTML document (Web auxiliary input form)，inserts the 

prelimary search result from the RDBMS llA into the Web auxiliary 

input form，and sets the Content-type of this HTML document to 

25 text/html. In the illustrative embodiment, the Web auxiliary-input 

form has an ACTION which specifies the URL of a CGI script within CGI 

llB that will act upon the request appropriately as if the system where 

in UPN-Directed Information Access Mode. The Web auxiliary input
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form includes an Input Box listing all triplet data sets (i.e. T؟ademark， 

Manufacturer， and UPN number) satisfying the input product- 

description search criteria entered in the primary Web input document， 

described hereinabove. The qualifying triplets listed in the Input Box 

5 are providd with a Mdio-Button to allow the consumer or retail sales 

clerk to select one of the triplets from the list thereof for use in a 

subsequent refind search of the RDBMS 11 A. The Web auxiliary-input 

form also has a SUBMIT button for sending the HTML form back to the 

HTTP Server lie for processing.

10 As indicated at Block G in Fig. 6Ε2, when the consumer or retails

sales clerk makes a selection with the Radio-Button and then selects the 

SUBMIT button, the Web browser on the client subsystem 13 sends a 

request to the HTTP Server lie of the IPD Server 11.

As indicated at Block H in Fig. 6Ε2, the HTTP (httpd) program lie

15 passes the arguments (the product description in the query string) to 

the CGI program 11Β，and the CGI script translates the Web query string 

into a proper query for use in searching RDBMS 11Α of the IPD Server 

11.

At Block I in Fig. 6Ε2，the query is used to search the RDBMS 11Α

2 0 in order to find the set of URLs (i) linked to the registered consumer 

product (by the manufacturer or agent thereof) assigned the UPN, 

(Tidemark and Manufacturer) entered into the Input Box of the HTML 

(auxiliary) form，and (ii) pointing to HTML (or FTP) documents on the 

WWW containing particular types of consumer product related 

25 information. The result returned from the RDBMS 11A is an ASCII 

record specifying the set of URLs satisfying the above search criteria. In 

order for the Web browser of the requesting client subsystem to display 

the results of the database search during this mode, the ASCII record
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must be converted into a HTML document (i.e. output HTML forn^).

At Block ل in Fig. 6Ε2，the CGI script 11Β creates the elements of an 

output HTML form, inserts the result from the RDBMS 11Α thereinto, 

and sets the Contenttype of this HTML document to text/html and send 

5 a request to the HTTP lie to get the HTML form.

At Block K in Fig. 6Ε3, the set of URLs categorized by particular 

product information types is displayed within the output HTML form on 

the information display frame 20C. Notably，this set of URLs points to 

particular types of consumer p^duct related information registered 

10 within the RDBMS 11Α of the system by the manufacturer of the 

product or its agent(s) thereof using the UPNIL management tools 

accessible during the Manufacturer/Product Registration Mode hereof.

As indicated at Block L in Fig. 6Ε3, the consumer or retail sa es 

clerk can access and display any HTML document (Web page) located at 

15 a particular URL within the displayed information menu by selecting the 

same using a touch screen, mouse, or other input selection device 

available at the requesting client subsystem 13.

The protocols described above can be realized using any suitable 

programming language including, for example, an object-oriented 

20 programming language such as the Java™ programming language.

Registration Solicitation Mode Of The IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem

In the illustrative embodiments of the present invention, the 

data-synchronized IPD Servers of the system hereof are also provided 

25 with an “Automated Registration Solicitation Mode” ргод^

webmaster (or administrator) of the IPI Web-site(s). In this mode， 

each IPD Server analyzes the data collected within its Non-IPI 

Registrant Database. The data analysis procedure seeks to determine:
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(1) which “unregistered” products in the Νοη-ΙΡΙ Registrant Database 

were the subject of an information request at the IPD Server; (2) how 

many hits (requests) where made for the product within a 

predetermined length of time (e.g. one week) by Internet users; and (3) 

5 whether the number of requests exceeds a particular "request 

threshold" (e.g. 100 requests in week period). Then for each 

unregistered product which has exceeded the request threshold, the IPD 

Server automatically sends an E-mail message to the associated 

company. Preferably，the E-mail message is designed to (i) inform the 

10 company of recent information requests for their products, and (ii) 

solicit the registration of such products with the IPD Server. Once 

registered with the system，such products can be easy found on the 

Internet by anyone wishing to use the product information finding 

techniques of the present invention.

15

Operation of the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem and Method Hereof

When the Check Box button 21C is sekcted from the control 

frame 20Β, the IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem enters its “UPN- 

20 Directed Information Access Mode” illustrated in Fig. 6C. Preferably，the 

user is provided with a choice of language (e.g. English, German, French， 

Japanese，Chinese, etc.) by way of an appropriate menu-selection screen. 

After the desired language sekction is made, the home page is 

displayed upon the client subsystem’s display screen. A typical display 

25 screen produced from the IPD Server might read as follows:

“Welcome to UPC-REQUESTTM，the only 
Universal Product-Information Finding and 
Serving System on the Intórnet.
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Have you purchased a particular product，or 
considering the purchase of a particular 
product, on which you would like current， 
up-wdate information from the 

5 manufacturer or Mvertiser?

Look no further than the UPC-REQUEST™ 
Universal Product-Information Finding and 
Serving System."

10

When the subsystem is in its “UPN-Directed Information Access

Mode"， a Web-based information resource pertaining to any 

commercial product registead with the system can be displa^d and 

selected by the user in order to automatically access the same from 

15 the Internet. Such information resources can include

dvertisements， specifications, operation descriptions, product 

simulations, purchase information, maintenance information， 

warranty and servicing information, product updates, 

distributor/reseller information, incentives (e.g. discounts, rebates, 

20 coupons, etc.), electronic data transaction screens，etc. In this тМе, 

desiad product information is obtai^d by simply entering the 

registered product’s UPN (e.g. its UPC'S 12 digit numerical string) into 

the Inout Box of the HTML form displayd in the information display 

frame 20C. Such data entry can be carried out manually using a 

25 keyboard data entry techniques，or automatically using an bar сМе

symbol reader connected to the client subsystem as discussed in 

detail above. When using the seeded IPI Database described 

hereinabove, only the first six digits of the UPC number need be 

entend into the dialogue box. An exemplary display screen 

3 0 produced from the IPD Server might be as follows:
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“Simply enter the 12 digit UPC the particular . 
product; click REQUEST, and then wait for the 
display of the list of Web locators (URLs) at which 
the desired product information can be found on 
the Internet?”

In response to such data entry operations，a list or menu of 

URLs organized according to information subfield classifications as set 

forth, for example，in Fig. 4Α2, are displayed on cUent subsystem Ca 

making the request of the IPD Server. At this stage，another display 

screen associatód with the HTML form produced from the the IPD 

Server would appear with an exemplary message as follows:

“Please select the URL from the displayed URL
Menu using the information subfield product 
information category displayed above. This will 
connect you to the product information related to 
the selected URL. You can return to the URL 
display list at anytime.”

Upon selecting a particular URL from the displayed URL menu, 

video and audio information content are automatically served from 

the IPI Server 12 hosting the sekcted URL and thereafter displayed 

on the client subsystem 13.

When the Check Box button 21D is sdected，the IPI Finding 

and Searching Subsystem enters its Trademark-Directed Search 

Mode, illustrated in Figs. 6D1 through 6D3. Preferably，the user is 

provided with a choice of language (e.g. English, German，French, 

Japanese, Chinese, etc.) by way of an appropriate menu-selection 

screen.

When the system is in its Trademark-Directed Search Mode， a 

predesignated information resource pertaining to any commercial
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product registered with the system can be automatically accessed 

from the Internet and displayed from the Internet browser of a 

client subsystem 13. Such information resources can include 

advertisements, specifications， operation descriptions, 

productsimulations， product upgrade information, purchase 

information, maintenance information, warranty and servicing 

information, etc. In this mode, desired pmduct information is 

obtained by simply entering the registered product’s tmdemark(s) 

and/or associated company name into the Input Box of the HTML 

form displayed on the information display frame 20C of the client 

subsystem. An exemplary message associated with the HTML form 

produced from the IPD Server 11 might be as follows:

"Simply enter the tmdemark used in connection 
with the particular product and/or the company 
name of the product’s manufacturer; click REQUEST, 
and then wait for the display of a list of Web 
locators (URLs) at which desired types of product 
information can be found on the Internet?"

In response to such data entry operations, a list of URLs 

organized according to the information subfield classifications set 

forth in Fig. 4Α2 are displayed on client subsystem placing the 

request. upon selecting a particular URL from the displayed list 

thereof, video and audio information content are automatically served 

from the IPI Server hosting the selected URL ^d thereafter 

displayed on the client subsystem.

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, the 

UPN-Directed Information Access Mode and the Tidemark-Directed 

Search Mode can be integrated into a single server application so that
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there is no need or desire to manually select between mode activation 

buttons 21C and 21D， respectively. In such an embodiment， the 

interaction between the IPD Server and the requesting client 

subsystem can be designed to support the following Web server

5 display screens and script underlying the same:

“Welcome to UPC-REQUESTTM， the only 
Universal Product-Information Finding and 
Serving System on the Internet.

10 Have you purchased a particular product， or 
considering the purchase of a particular 
product, on which you would like current, up- 
to-date information from the manufacturer or

15
advertiser?

Look no further than the UPC-REQUEST™ 
Universal Product Information Finding and 
Serving System."

20 “Simply enter the 12 digit UPC number of the 
particular product，click REQUEST, and select 
from the displayed menu of Web locators 
(URLs) to find the desired product 
information on the WWW.

25
“If you do not know the UPC number 
associatód with the product you are looking 
for，then simply enter the trademark used in 
connection with the particular product

30 and/or the company name of the 
manufacturer，then click REQUEST, and wait for 
the display of the list of Web locators (URLs) 
at which the desired product information
can be found?

35
"Please select the URL from the displayed URL 
list by clicking on it. This will connect you 
to the product information related to t h e
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selected URL. You can return to the URL 
display list at anytime.”

Notably，such an integrated Web server application can be realized in

5 a variety of ways. The exact words and graphics used to create an 

interactive script for an integrated Web server application will vary 

from embodiment to embodiment of the present invention.

In instances when an IPI Website in accordance with the 

present invention is being served to consumers in retail environments

1 0 using a computer-based kiosk as shown in Fig. 3Α2, the consumer as 

well as retail sales clerk is presented with the option of ascertaining 

the price of an product in the store. This is achieved by simply 

depressing the “Price Display” button 21F on Control Strip 20Β，shown 

in Fig. ЗС，to engage the system in its price lookup/display mode. In

1 5 this mode of operation，the consumer then need only scan the UPC bar

code symbol on the product using bar code scanner 26 in order for 

the price to be looked-up in the Product Price Database maintained in 

the Retailer’s Price Server (RPS) 35, and displayed on the kiosk 

display screen. In general，the Product Price Database of the hosting 

20 retailer can be made accessible by the computer-based kiosk in 

several possible ways. As shown in Fig. 2, one way is to place the 

retailer's RPS on Internet (by using an HTTP server) and connect the 

RPS to the IPD Server 11 of the system by way of a CGI well known in 

the art. The CGI can be made accessible only by authorized client

2 5 subsystems (e.g. computer-based kiosks installed in the hosting

retailer’s store and possibly adminstrators of the information delivery 

system of the present invention). An alternative technique of 

connecting the Product Price Database to each computer-based kiosk 

would involve providing the RPS with a direct interface to each 
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computer-based kiosk in the hosting retailer’s store(s). This 

alternative technique may require the use of computer networking 

technology well known in the art.

5 A Best Mode Embodiment of IPI Finding and Serving Subsystem Of 
The Present Invention

The IPI finding subsystem (i.e. system) of the present invention 

can be realized on the Internet in a variety of different ways. Each 

10 embodiment of the system will provide manufacturers，retailers, 

consumers and sponsors with various benefits hitherto unacWevable 

using prior art systems and methodologies. A best mode embodiment 

of the system will now be described below with reference to Intent- 

to-Use (ITU) servicemarks that Applicant has sought to register under 

15 the Lanham Act and ultimately use in reducing the Internet-based 

consumer product information finding system to commercial practice 

in the near future. The inventive subject matter hereindisclosed can 

be readily applied to carry out such an Internet-based information 

finding and delivery system.

20 According to the best mode embodiment，the IPI Finding and

Serving Subsystem 2，referred to as the “UPC REQUEST™ Consumer 

Product Information Finding System" in Figs. 7 and 8 hereof， 

comprises an integration of several subsystems including， for 

example: the UPC REQUEST™ Manufacturer/Product Registration 

25 Subsystem 33 (e.g. Web Document Server 30 and Workstation 31) 

including Wed-based and Value Added Networks (VAN)-based 

infrastructure and processes 14 for supporting EDI and UPN/URL 

database management operations by manufacturers and/or their 

agents; the UPC REQUEST™ Database Management Subsystem 9
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interfaced with the UPC REQUESTTM Manufacturer/Product Registration 

Subsystem 33; numerous UPC REQUESTTM kiosks (e.g. client subsystems 

13) installed in retail stores，retail outlets and the like，each having a 

bar code symbol driven Internet browser providing access to the 

Internet through an Internet Service Provider (ISP); and all of the 

Web-enabled client subsystems 13 located in consumer homes, in 

consumer offices and on the road, having access to the Internet 

through an ISP. While distributed geographically, these subsystems 

are integrated through the infrastructure of the Internet.

The function of the UPC REQUEST™ Manufacturer/Product 

Registration Subsystem 33 is two-fold: to enable qualified 

manufacturers to quickly and easily register their companies with the 

System (i.e. the UPC REQUEST™ Database Management Subsystem 9) 

by way of a Web-enabled computer system of their choice; and ⑵ 

enable manufacturers and/or their agents to easily link, manage and 

update their UPC numbers and linked URLs using any Web-enabled 

computer system 13 running the EDI-based UPN/URL Database 

Management software (downloaded during manufacturer 

registration)，and periodically transmit such updated information to 

the UPC REQUEST™ Database Management Subsystem in order to 

update each manufacturers information within the UPC REQUEST™ 

Database (i.e.，IPI Database shown in Figs. 4Α1 and 4Α2).

The function of the UPC REQUEST™ Database Management 

Subsystem 9 is to maintain and update the UPC REQUEST™ Database 

(shown in Figs. 4Α1，4Α2 and Figs. 4C through 4C4)，which contains 

various information items regarding registered manufacturers, 

service-subscribing retaUers, and registered consumer products 

including, for example，UPC (and/or UPC/ΕΑΝ) numbers assigned to
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consumer products and linked URLs pointing to published HTTP- 

encoded documents (i.e. Web pages) containing particular types of 

information related to such products.

Within the store of each retailer subscribing to the UPC 

5 REQUEST™ Consumer Information Service，the function of the UPC 

REQUEST™ kiosk is to provide consumer access to the UPC REQUEST™ 

Retailer Website (e.g. UPC REQUEST™ @ Wal-Mart, UPC REQUEST™ @ 

Home Depot，etc·). The UPC REQUEST™ Retailer Website served to 

kiosks with the retailer’s store provides consumer access to UPN/URL 

1 0 information links relating only to those products sold by the retaUer 

and maintained within the UPC REQUEST™ Database Management 

System by the manufacturer or agent thereof. If desired by the 

subscribing retailer，its UPC REQUEST™ RetaUer Website can be freely 

served to customers over the Internet, e.g. accessiWe from a hot-link

1 5 embedded somewhere in the retaUer’s Web-site.

Within the realm of the UPC REQUEST™ System 2，the function of 

the Web-enabled client computer system 13 of each consumer， 

wherever it may be located (e.g. at home，in the office or on the road), 

is to provide consumer access the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website

2 0 which is freely served over the Internet to any consumer having a

Web-enabled computer system. Unlike each UPC REQUEST™ RetaUer 

Website maintained by the the UPC REQUEST™ Database Management 

System，the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website provides consumer access 

to UPN/URL information links relating to every product maintained 

25 within the UPC REQUEST™ Database Management System by every 

registered manufacturer. Any attempt by a consumer to access 

information from a particular UPC REQUEST™ Retailer Website 

regarding a product not sold in the retailer’s store will automatically
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result in a link over to the UPC REQUESTTM Central Website.

A Brief Description Of The UPC REQUEST™ Service

When installed in retail stores，the UPC REQUEST™ System

5 provide will provide five revolutionary Internet-based consumer 

information services under the servicemarks HOME-PAGE™, INFO- 

LINK™，CYBER-SERVICE™，TRADE-MARK™ and PRODUCT-TYPE™, 

respectively. Each of these information services is accessible to 

consumers and sales clerks alike from a UPC REQUEST™ Retailer 

1 0 Website (e.g. UPC REQUEST™ @ Home Depot Website) accessed within a 

retail store，as well as from on the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website.

In the UPC REQUEST™ version of the IPI F nding and Serving

Subsystem of the present invention, the INFO-LINKTM provision is 

supported during and enabled by Manufacturer/Product Registration 

1 5 Mode; the HOME-PAGE™ provision is supported during and enabled by 

the Manufacturer Website Search Mode; the CYBER-SERVICE™ 

provision is supported during and enabled by UPN-Directed 

Information Access Mode; TRADE-MARK™ provision is supported 

during and enabled by the Tidemark-Directed Search Mode; and 

20 PRODUCT-TYPETM provision is supported during and enabled by the

Product-Description Directed Search Mode. Each of these system 

modes have been described in great detail hereinabove.

To constantly remind the public at large of the “fee-paying” 

sponsors of the UPC REQUEST™ System, all Web pages displayed by 

25 the UPC REQUESTTM System in a retail store (e.g. on UPC REQUEST™ @ 

Home Depot Website)，or on the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website，will 

be displayed within a three-frame display “framework” comprising a 

sponsor frame，a control frame，and an information frame.
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The "sponsor frame’’，located on the upper-most portio؟ of the 

Internet browser screen，displays the sponsor’s greeting such as，for 

آةلج١ء١حدآل , ،،Welcome to UPC REQUEST，sponsored by Visa and. Federal 
Express ’’

The "control frame", located on the leftmost side of the Internet 

browser screen, will provide five mode activations buttons. The 'first 

mode activation button 21Α enables consumers to request the INFO- 

LINK™ service. The second mode activation button 21Β enables 

consumers to request the HOME-PAGETM service. The third mode 

activation button 21C enables consumers to request CYBER-SERVICE™. 

The fourth mode activation button 21D enables consumers to request 

TRADE-MARK™. The fifth mode activation button 21Ε enables 

consumers to request PRODUCT-TYPETM. A sixth button enables the 

download a free plug-in software module which automatically installs 

a "Product Information" button on the graphical user interface of the 

consumer's Internet browser, so that the UPC REQUEST™ Central 

Website can be accessed anywhere in the world with a single click of 

the mouse button.

The “information frame”， occupying the balance of the Internet 

browser screen，will display: all HTTP (i.e. Web) and FTP pages 

launched by in-store scanning of UPC-labelled products during HOME- 

PAGETM or CYBER-SERVICETM; all HTTP and FTP pages launched by 

clicking on hypertext-links embedded within Web pages accessed 

through a particular UPC REQUEST™ Retailer Website in retail stores or 

from the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website; as well as all information 

search and display (menu) screens served by a UPC REQUEST™ 

Retailer Website ot the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website.

In retail stores subscribing to the UPC REQUESTTM System，HOME-
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PAGETM manufacturer's website search site will enaWe consumers to 

automatically access the WWW Home Page of any registered 

manufacturer by scanning the UPC (or UPC/ΕΑΝ) bar code symbol on 

any product thereof using the bar code symbol reader associated with 

5 a UPC REQUESTTM kiosk. In general, the UPC REQUEST™ kiosk can be 

realized by any Web-enabled computer system 13 having an Internet 

browser program, on-line access to the UPC REQUEST™ Retailer 

Website, and optionally a touch-screen display panel. The UPC 

REQUESTTM kiosk may, however，be realized as an inexpensive Internet 

1 0 access terminal comprising a Web-enabled network computer (NC), an

LCD touch-screen panel，and a laser scanning bar code symbol reader 

integrated within an ultra-compact housing that is mountable within 

diverse locations within retail stores. As shown in Fig. 3Α5, the UPC 

REQUESTTM kiosk may also be integrated within a conventional Point Of 

1 5 Sale (POS) station having a laser scanning bar code symbol reader and 

a large rotatable LCD display panel. Being as easy to install as a 

telephone modem，UPC REQUEST™ kiosks of this design can be widely 

deployed throughout retail stores world-wide with minimal 

modifications to the preexisting information infrastructure.

20 At home，in the office, or on the road，HOME-PAGETM enables

consumers to automatically access the WWW Home Page of any 

registered manufacturer by entering the UPN (or UPC/ΕΑΝ number) 

on any product into the search screen served up by a particular UPC 

REQUESTTM Retailer Website，or by the UPC REQUESTTM Central Website.

25 INFO-LINK™，carried out using EDI-based UPN/URL Database

Management software (downloaded from Manufacturer/Product

Registration Subsystem 33), enables manufacturers to simply relate 

(link), manage and update therein (i) the UPN (or UPC/ΕΑΝ number)
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on any product with (ii) the Internet address (i.e. URL) of product- 

related Web pages published on the Internet by the manufacturer, its 

agents, or others, for subsequent access and display by consumers 

using CYBER-SERVICE™. While the INFO-LINK™ service would be 

5 made accessible through UPC REQUESTTM kiosks 13 in retail stores (i.e.

for the sake of vendors who frequent the same)，the actual UPN/URL 

information linking and management operations associated with the 

INFO-LINK™ service will typically occur in the “back-offices” of 

registered manufacturers using Internet-enabled computer systems 

1 0 accessing INFO-LINK™ through a hotlinked URL posted on the UPC

REQUEST™ Retailer Website and/or the UPC REQUEST™ Central 

Website.

CYBER-SERVICETM，accessible through a particular UPC REQUESTTM 

Retail Website or the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website, enables

1 5 consumers at home，in the office, on the road, and in retail stores，to 

quickly access particular types of product-related information which 

have been published on the WWW by registered manufacturers，their 

agents and others about consumer products registered with the UPC 

REQUEST™ Database Management System. CYBER-SERVICE™ displays

20 such product-related information in a menu-like format organized by 

particular information types (e.g.， Product Advertisements， Product 

Endorsements，Product Reviews，Product Rebates and Incentives, 

Product Description, Product Manual/Instructions, Product updates 

(at FTP Sites)，Warranty and Repair Service, Direct Product Purchase，

25 Retailers, Wholesalers, Complementary Products, Company Annual 

Report， Stock Purchase, etc·). Each displayed information menu 

associated with a consumer product contains hyper-linked URLs 

pointing to HTTP-documents containing particular types of product- 
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related information linked to the product by the manufacture『 or its 

agent.

When CYBER-SERVICE™ is select^ from a particular UPC 

REQUESTTM Retail Website, each product-related Web page listed in the 

5 displayed "information menu" can be accessed and displayd simply 

by touching the corresponding Internet address (i.e. URL) displayed 

on the touch-screen display panel of the UPC REQUESTTM kiosk in the 

retail store. When CYBER-SERVICE™ is selected from the UPC 

REQUESTTM Central Website, each product-related Web page Íistód in 

10 the displayed “information menu" can be accessed and displapd 

simply by clicking the display screen thereof accessed by an Internet- 

enabled computer system.

TRADE-MARRTM，accessible through a particular UPC REQUESTTM 

Retail Website or the UPC REQUESTTM Central Website, enables 

15 consumers to quickly access particular types of product-related 

information from the UPC REQUESTTM Database，by using the 

trademark or todename of the related product. When this mMe of 

service is requested, a search screen is displayd within the 

information frame so that the consumer or sales clerk can enter the 

20 tidemark or todename for the relatód consumer product.

PRODUCT-TYPETM，accessible through a particular UPC REQUESTTM 

Retail Website or the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website，enables 

consumers to quickly access particular types of product-related 

information from he UPC REQUEST™ Database，by using a descriptive 

25 term for the related product. When this mode of service is 

requested, a search screen is displayed within the information frame 

so that the consumer or sales clerk can enter a descriptive term for 

the rehted consumer product.
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To maximize value to a particular retail store's customçrs，each 

UPC REQUEST™ Retail Website served at each retail store subscriber 

would be made accessible to consumers outside their retail stores (e.g. 

at home, in the office or on the road) by several Internet access 

5 methods including，for example: through a hot-linked URL posted on 

the retail store's Website，pointing to the UPC REQUEST™ Retail 

Webshe; through a publicly accessible URL,

e.g.http://www.upcrequest.com/ @ retail store; etc.

10 Benefits Provided To Sponsors Promoting The UPC REQUEST™ System

HOME-PAGETM and CYBER-SERVICETM will foster customer loyalty 

and patronage with sponsors by providing consumers with valuable 

product-related information before and after product purchases.

1 5 CYBER-SERVICETM will provide sponsors with an economical and

effective way of marketing products and services to their customers 

and shoppers worldwide.

HOME-PAGE™ will provide sponsors with valuable advertising 

space on the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website, for subleasing to 

20 retailers, manufacturers and business concerns.

INFO-LINK™ will provide sponsors with an effective way of 

promoting their products and/or services among manufacturers， 

retailers and consumers using the UPC REQUESTTM System.

25 Benefits Provided To Customers Using The UPC REQUEST™ System
In Retail Stores

HOME-PAGE™ will allow customers to automatically access Home 

Page of any manufacturer's Website by simply scanning the UPC bar
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code symbol on any product thereof at any UPC REQ^JEST™ 

information kiosk in a retailer’s store.

CYBER-SERVICE™ will allow customers to quickly access (by 

touch-screen URL selection) particular types of product-related 

information that have been published on the World Wide Web 

(WWW) by manufacturers, their agents or others, and registered 

within the UPC REQUESTTM Database through INFO-LINK™.

TRADE-MARKTM will allow customers to quickly access product 

related information menus from the UPC REQUEST™ Database using 

trademarks or t^denames used in connection with the product on 

which information is being sought.

PRODUCT-TYPE™ will allow customers to quickly access product 

related information menus from the UPC REQUESTTM Database using 

descriptive terms related to the product on which information is 

being sought.

Benefits Provided To Customers Using The UPC REQUEST™ System At 
Home. In The Office. Or On The Road

HOME-PAGE™ will allow customers to automatically access the 

Home Page of any manufacturer's Website by simply entering the UPC 

(or UPC/ΕΑΝ) number on any consumer product，into a UPC REQUESTTM 

search screen served from the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website and 

accessible to anyone using an Internet-enabled computer system at 

home，in the office, or on the road.

CYBER-SERVICE™ will allow customers to quickly access from 

the UPC REQUEST™ Database, particular types of product-related 

information that have been published on the WWW by 

manufacturers, their agents or others，and registered within the UPC
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REQUEST™ Database through the INFO-LINK™ service.

TRADE-MARKTM will allow customers to quickly access product 

related information menus from the UPC REQUEST™ Database using 

trademarks or tradenames used in connection with the product on 

5 which information is being sought.

PRODUCT-TYPE™ will allow customers to quickly access product 

related information menus from the UPC REQUEST™ Database using 

descriptive terms related to the product on which information is 

being sought.

10

Benefits Provided To Retailers Providing UPC REQUEST™ System In 
Their Stores

HOME-PAGETM and CYBER-SERVICETM will foster customer loyalty 

15 and patronage with retailers by providing shoppers with valuable 

product-related information before and after product purchases.

CYBER-SERVICE™ will provide retailers with an economical and 

effective way of marketing its products to customers and shoppers 

within its stores.

2 0 CYBER-SERVICE™ will provide retail sa es personnel with an

opportunity to learn about a retailer’s products by scanning the UPC 

bar code symbols on such products, and selecting product-related 

Web pages for in-store review and sales-training sessions whenever 

customer demand allows.

25 HOME-PAGE™ and CYBER-SERVICE™ will provide retailers with

valuable advertising space in their stores for subleasing to 

manufacturers and others (e.g. local sponsors) in order to self-finance 

the store-wide delivery of the UPC REQUESTTM Service.

TRADE-MARK™ will allow sales clerks and customers to quickly
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access product related information menus from the UPC REQUEST™ 

Database using tidemarks or t^denames used in connection with the 

product on which information is being sought.

PRODUCT-TYPE™ will allow sales clerks and customers to quickly

5 access product related information menus from the UPC REQUEST™ 

Database using descriptive terms related to the product on which 

information is being sought.

Proposed Revenue Model For the UPC REQUEST™ System

1 0 The UPC REQUESTTM System will generate revenue from at least

four sources: Manufacturer Fees paid by manufacturers who want to 

register their products and product-relatód Web pages with the UPC 

REQUEST™ Database; Retailer Fees paid by retailers who want to 

provide bar code driven access to the UPC REQUEST™ System in retail 

1 5 stores; Sponsor Fees paid by Sponsors of the UPC REQUEST™ System;

and Advertiser Fees paid by advertisers on the UPC REQUESTTM Central 

Website.

Manufacturers desiring to register their consumer products and 

product-relatód Web pages within the UPC REQUEST™ Database would 

20 pay a one-time Manufacture Registration Fee，based on volume of 

sales. An annual maintenance fee may be desired or necessary. 

Minimally, such fees shou d cover the cost of the EDI and UPN/URL 

Database Management software (and updates) automatically 

downhded to each manufacturer upon registration. Such Web-bawd 

25 EDI software enables manufacturers to easily manage the UPC 

numbers and Web page URLs associated with their changing product 

lines, and automatically transmit such information to the UPC 

REQUEST™ Manufacturer/Product Registration Subsystem in order 
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that the UPC REQUESTTM Database Management Subsystem is 

periodically updated.

Retailers providing bar code driven access to the UPC REQUESTTM 

System in their retail stores would pay an annual Retailer License Fee 

5 based on the number of UPC REQUEST™ kiosks deployed therein 

(within store isles, at POS stations and behind information/service 

counters).

Each sponsor of the UPC REQUEST™ System would pay an 

annual Sponsor Fee for the right to display its name， 

10 trademark/servicemark and/or message in hypertext within a 

selected portion of the sponsor frame displayed by licensed UPC 

REQUESTTM kiosks in retail stores，as well as Internet-enable computer 

systems accessing the UPC REQUEST™ Central Website. For marketing 

reasons, it would be desirable to limit the number of sponsors of the

1 5 UPC REQUESTTM System at any instant in time.

Advertisers, who advertise on the UPC REQUEST™ Central 

Website, would pay an Advertiser Fee based on the time and location 

that the Web advertisement is displayed.

20 Usage Of The UPC REQUEST™ In Diverse Retail Markets

The UPC REQUESTTM System can be used to provide consumers 

quick access to useful product-related information in diverse types of 

retail shopping environments including, for example, retail

2 5 superstores, discount department stores, home-improvement stores,

computer superstores，drugstores and pharmacies，music stores, video 

rental stores, bookstores, supermarkets, grocery stores and the like. 

Each of these retail markets provides a unique environment in which 

the UPC REQUESTTM System can be used by manufacturers of consumer 
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products to effectively deliver product-related informat.ion to 

consumers in retail stores，at home，in the office or on the road, before 

and after consumer purchases.

As the UPC REQUESTTM System provides manufacturers with an

5 effective way ^d means of making direct contact with present aM 

future customers, it enables both manufacturers and retailers alike to 

influence demand in ways that have hitherto have been unavailable. 

Such features of the UPC REQUESTTM System present enormous growth 

opportunities in retail supply and dem^d chain management across 

10 diverse markets within our ever expMding global economy.

Modifications of the Illustrative Embodiments of the Invention

The present invention has been described in great detail with 

reference to the above illustrative emhdiments. It is understood, 

1 5 however，that numerous modifications will readily occur to those with 

ordinary skill in the art having had the benefit of reading the present 

disclosure.

For example, in the illustrative embodiments described 

hereinabove, separate databases are maintained by each data- 

20 synchronized IPD Server for (i) registered products within the system, 

and (ii) поп-registered products within the system. Notably，the 

reasons for using a dual database design of this sort would be based 

largely on economics, namely: only those companies who have paid 

the required maintenance (or registration) fees get their products and 

25 linked-URLs "registered" with the system, whereas non-paying 

companies ^d organizations do not get their products and linked- 

URLs registered with the system, regardless of how such product-URL 

information is ascertained (e.g. by solicitation versus data-mining).
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Thus it is contemplated that in some embodiments of the 

present invention，each IPD Server will be designed to maintain only 

a single database for maintaining product-URL information currently 

availaWe on the Internet. In such embodiments of the present 

5 invention, the concept of "поп-registered" products will be altogether 

avoided, since the system implementation and administration may be 

designed to not require companies to pay maintenance (or 

registration) fees in order that their products and linked URLs are 

registered with the IPI system. Instead, some alternative income 

10 producing scheme will be used in such embodiments of the present 

invention (e.g. user fees, subscription fees, Internet browser-licensing 

fees, etc.) for system maintenance and administration.

When practicing the system and method of the present 

invention, it is preferred that the UPC label (with its human-readable 

15 UPC number) assigned to the particular product be attached, 

embossed or otherwise embodied on an accessible surface thereof. In 

addition to applying the UPC label to the external packaging of the 

product，it is preferred that the UPC label also be printed on any and 

all product instructions and manuals provided with the product. In 

20 this way，the UPC number can be easily read by a human being and 

then used to access a desired type of product information using the 

system and method of the present invention.

In order that the system hereof can be used to find information 

pertaining to large products such as automobiles，motorcycles， 

2 5 skidoos，farm machinery, boats, etc·，the present invention also 

contemplates assigning UPNs (e.g. UPC or EAN numbers) to such 

products and attaching, embossing or otherwise embodying the same 

on an accessible surface thereof. Also，the UPN label can be printed 
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on all instruction booklets and/or operating manuals normally 

provided with the product. In this way， information related to any 

particular product that is posted anywhere on the Internet and 

linked to URLs registered with the IPD Servers 11 of the system 

5 hereof can be r^dily forad using the uniquely assigned UPC number 

assigned thereto by the manufacturer at the time of sale. Notably 

multimedia information about such products can be most helpful in 

regard to the operation, repair and servicing of such products.

The system and method of the present invention has been 

10 shown to combine the use of UPNs, trademarks and company names 

when making a product information request of the system. It is 

understood, however， that the present invention can be practiced 

using anyone of these items of information, alone or in combination 

with each other，in order to place a product information request with

1 5 the system hereof.

Also, while the system of the illustrative emhdiment has been 

shown used to collect， transport and serve information related to 

consumer praducts，it is underst^d that the system can be used to 

link the URLs of HTML (and other Internet) documents with consumer 

20 services assig^d uniform service numbers (USN) which may be 

based on the UPC or EAN numbering system，or some other suitable 

system. In such alternative embodiments，the IPI Database wouW 

contain information pertaining to uniform service numbers (USN) that 

have been linked to the URLs of HTML or like documents on the

2 5 Internet by the manufacturer or its agents, in essentially the same

manner as conducted for consumer products. Such USN/URL 

management operations can be carried out in a similar to that 

described in connection with UPN/URL management along the retail
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supply and demand chain.

In connection with the consumer service information 

embodiment of the present invention, it is understood that at present， 

few (if any) services have been assigned a UPC (or EAN) number in 

5 the manner that nearly all consumer products have been assigned in 

the contempory period. In spite of this fact, however, the present 

invention contemplates the need and utility of widespread 

assignment of UPC, EAN or similar numbers by service providers to 

particular services (as well as the imprinting of UPC, EAN or similar

1 0 symbols on printed service brochures and advertisements. Notably,

assigning uniform service numbers (USNs) to particular services, and 

labelling printed and graphical brochures and advertisements with 

such universal numbers，will provide a number of new opportunities 

hitherto unavailable.

15 In particular, service-related information could be easily found

(i.e. located and accessed) on Web-sites using the system and method 

of the present invention, and thereafter the service easily procured 

through an electronic data transaction. In accordance with the 

present invention, this can be achieved by uniquely identifying and

2 0 assigning “particular” services by a Universal Service Code (use)

which has many if not all of the attributes of a conventional UPC. 

While not necessary, a single digit may be optionally added to the use 

in order to demark that services are being identified rather than 

products. An example of such use labelling would be printing an 

2 5 assigned UPC label (number) on: admission tickets to a theatrical， 

dramatic or musical performance and/or its playbill; admission tickets 

to a movie; admission tickets to a concert and/or its concert program; 

admission tickets to a sporting event and/or its sports program;
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admission tickets to an art， science or history museum; admission 

tickets to the zoo or botanical gardens; and the like. The UPC label 

would be encoded to identify a particular event at which an 

entertainment, ducational or professional service is provided. The 

5 UPC label printed on the tangible medium associated with the 

promotion of or access to the particular service would then be 

registead with the IPSI Registrant Database of the system hereof, 

along with the name of the provider of the service，and a list of URLs 

that identify the Web locations at which particular kinds of 

10 information related to the particular service can be found (in 

accordance with the categories of Fig. 4Α2).

These and all other such modifications and variations are 

deemed to be within the scope and spirit of the present invention as 

defied by the accompanying Claims to Invention.
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CLAIMS ΤΟ INVENTION

1· A system of finding and serving information pertaining to a

particular product on the Internet，said system comprising:

5

10

15

20

25

URL/UPN information storage

information representative of (i) a plurality 

numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of 

means for storing

of universal product

products, and (ii) a

plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs, each 

said URL specifying the location of an information resource located on 

the Internet related to a particular one of said products;

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client subsystem, for information about one of said plurality of 

products located on the Internet，wherein said request is transmitted 

to said Internet database server and includes information 

representative of the UPN assigned to said product;

product-related information storage means for storing 

information related to said plurality of products; and

information delivery means, responsive to said request 

servicing means， for serving to said client subsystem, information 

related to one of said plurality of products specified by the URL 

symbolically linked to the UPN included in said request made by said 

client subsystem.

2. The system of claim 1，wherein said UPN assigned to each said 

product is a unique Uniform Product ade (UPC) number assig^d to 

said product.

3. The system of claim 1, which further comprises said client
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subsystem, wherein said client subsystem includes a Internet 

browser program having an on-screen product finder button which， 

when selec^d, results in a dialogue box requesting that the UPN 

associated with said request be entered into said client subsystem.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein said product related information is 

of a multi-media nature.

5. A method of finding and serving information pertaining to a 

particular product on the Internet，said method comprising the steps 

of:

(a) storing information representative of (i) a plurality of 

universal p^duct numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of 

products, and (ii) a plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said 

plurality of UPNs，each said URL specifying the location of an 

information resource located on the Internet related to a particular 

one of said products;

(b) storing information related to said plurality of products;

(c) transmitting a request from a client subsystem， for 

information about one of said plurality of products located on the 

Internet，wherein said request includes information representative of 

the UPN assig^d to said product; and

(d) responding to said transmitted request and serving to said 

client subsystem，information related to one of said plurality of 

products specified by the URL symbolically linked to the UPN and 

included in said request made by said client subsystem.

6· The method of claim 5，wherein said UPN assigned to each said
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product is a unique Uniform Product Ude (UPC) number assig^d to 

said product.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein step (c) comprises:

5 selecting a on-screen product finder button displayed by an

Internet browser program running on said client subsystem, 

whereupon a dialogue box is displayed requesting that the UPN 

associated with the requested product be entered; ^d

entering said UPN into said dialogue box.

10

8. A system of finding and serving information pertaining to a 

particular product on the Internet, said system comprising:

URL/trademark information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of trademarks used in

1 5 connection with a plurality of products, and (ii) a plurality of URLs

symbolically linked to said plurality of trademarks, each said URL 

specifying the location of an information resource located on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said products;

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

20 client subsystem, for information about one of said plurality of 

products located on the Internet, wherein said request is transmitted 

to said Internet database server and includes information 

representative of the tidemark used in connection with said product; 

and

2 5 p^duct-related information storage means for storing

information related to said plurality of products; and

information delivery means, responsive to said request 

servicing means， for serving to said client subsystem, information 
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related to one of said plurality of products specifkd by the URL 

symbolically linked to the trademark inchded in said request made 

by said client subsystem.

5 9. The system of claim 8，wherein each said tidemark is registered

with the United States Patent and Tidemark Office in conjunction 

with said product .

10. A method of fhding and serving information pertaining to a 

10 particular product on the Internet，said method comprising the steps 

of:

(a) storing information representative of (i) a plurality of 

trademarks used in connection with a plurality of products，and (ii) a 

plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of trademarks,

15 each said URL specifying the location of an information resource 

located on the Internet related to a particular one of said products;

(b) storing information related to said plurality of products;

(c) transmitting from a client subsystem, a request for 

information about one of said plurality of products located on the

20 Internet, wherein said request includes information representative of 

the tidemark usea m connection With said product ; and

(d) responding to said transmitted request, and serving to said 

client subsystem, information related to one of said plurality of 

products specified by the URL symbolically linked to the trademark

25 Md in said request mMe by said client subsystem.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein each said tndemark is 

registered with the United States Patent and Trademark Office in
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conjunction with said product . -

12. The method of claim 10, wherein step (c) comprises:

selecting an on-screen product finder button displayed by an

5 Internet browser program running on said client subsystem, 

whereupon a dialogue box is displayed requesting that the trademark 

and/or company name associated with the requested product be 

entered; and

entering said trademark and/or company name into said 

1 ٥ dialogue box.

13. An Internet-based consumer product information delivery 

system comprising:

means for enabling manufacturers and their agents to link (i.e.

15 relate)，manage and update within a database，the UPC (or EAN) 

numbers on their products and the Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) 

of HTTP-encoded documents containing particular kinds of consumer 

product-related information published on the Internet by said 

manufacturers, their agents and/or third parties; and

20 means for enabling consumers，in retail shopping environments,

at home，in the office and on the road, to access said consumer 

product-related information from said database, using said UPC (or 

EAN) numbers and/or by scanning UPC (or EAN) bar code symbols 

encoded with said numbers.

25

14. A consumer product information finding system comprising:

at least one kiosk instaUed within a retail shopping environment

and each said kiosk includes
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a bar code symbol reader for reading the UPC (or 

UPC/ΕΑΝ) numbers on consumer products being offered for sale in 

the store, and

a LCD touch-type display screen for displaying product- 

5 related information accessed from hyper-linked Web-sites on the 

Internet.

15. The consumer product information finding system of claim 14, 

wherein said bar code symbol r^der projects a 3-D laser scanning

1 0 pattern over said LCD touch-screen panel.

16. The consumer product information finding system of claim 14, 

wherein said kiosk further comprises a telephone handset for

1 5 carrying out telephone calls.

17. The consumer product information finding system of claim 14, 

wherein said kiosk further comprises a credit card transaction 

terminal for conducting consumer purchase transactions and other

20 forms of electronic commerce while using said consumer product 

information finding system.

18. The consumer product information finding system of claim 14, 

wherein said bar code symbol reader has a cordless interface with

25 said kiosk so that it may be moved about within said retail 

environment in a portable manner.

19. A method of providing consumer product information to 
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consumers in retail stores，at home，in the office or on the road, said 

method comprising the steps of:

(a) enabling manufacturers and their agents to link (i.e. relate)， 

manage and update within a database, the UPC (and/or UPC/EAN)

5 numbers on their products and the Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) 

of HTTP-encoded documents containing particular kinds of consumer 

product-related information published on the Internet by said 

manufacturers, their agents and/or third parties; and

(b) enabling consumers，in retail stores，at home，in the office or

10 on the road, to access said consumer product-related information 

from said database, using said UPC (and/or UPC/ΕΑΝ) numbers 

and/or by scanning UPC (or UPC/ΕΑΝ) bar code symbols encoded with 

said numbers.

15 20. A consumer producing information finding and serving system

comprising:

a Manufacturer/Product Registration Mode, wherein 

manufacturers can register their companies and UPNs and URLs 

related to consumer products within the system;

2 0 an UPN-Dirccted Information Access Mode, wherein consumers

can access and display information menus containing UPC numbers 

linked to URLs pointing Web pages containing consumer product 

related information by scanning the UPC label on the consumer 

product or by entering the UPC number thereof into a data-entry

25 screen displawd by the system in this mode;

a Manufacturer Website Search Mode, wherein the home page 

of a manufacturer’s Web-site can be automatically accessed and 

displayed by scanning the UPC label on any consumer product of the 
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manufacturer or by entering the UPC number thereof into a data- 

entry screen displayed by the system in this mode;

a Tidemark-Directed Search Mode enabling consumers to use 

tmdemarks and/or t^denames associated with consumer products to

5 search for consumer-product related information registered within 

the system; and

a Product-Description Directed Search Mode enabling consumers 

to use product descriptors associated with particular consumer 

products to search for consumer-product related information 

1 0 registered within the system.

21. A consumer producing information finding and serving system 

comprising:

a first subsystem，wherein manufacturers can register their

1 5 companies and consumer products (e.g. UPC numbers and URLs) with 

the system; and

a secrad subsytem, wherein consumers can access and display 

information menus containing UPC numbers linked to URLs pointing 

Web pages containing consumer product related information by 

20 scanning the UPC label on the consumer p^duct or by entering the 

UPC number thereof into a data-entry screen displayed by the system 

in this mode.

22. The consumer producing information finding and serving system

25 of claim 21，which further comprises:

a third subsystem, wherein the home page of a manufacturer's 

Web-site can be automatically accessed and displayed by scanning 

the UPC label on any consumer product of the manufacturer or by 
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entering the UPC number thereof into a data-entry screen .displayed 

by the system in this mode.

23. The consumer producing information finding and serving system

5 of claim 22，which further comprises:

a fourth subsystem enabling consumers to use tidemarks 

and/or tndenames associated with consumer products to search for 

consumer-product related information registered within the system.

10 24. The consumer producing information fhding and serving system

of claim 23, which further comprises:

a fifth subsystem enabling consumers to use product descriptors 

associated with particular consumer products to search for consumer- 

product related information registered within the system.

15

25. The system of claim 21, wherein a predesignated information 

resource (e.g. advertisement， product information, etc.) pertaining to 

any commercial product registered with the system can be 

automatically accessed from the Internet ^d displayed from the

20 Internet browser by simplv entering the registered product’s UPN 

into the Internet browser manually or by bar code symbol scanning.

26. The system of claim 22, whe^in, a predesignated information 

resource (e.g. advertisement， product information, etc.) pertaining to

25 any commercial product registered with the system can be

automatically accessed from the Internet and displayed from the 

Internet browser by simply entering the registered product’s 

trademark(s) and/or associated company name into the Internet
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browser.

27. The system of claim 24，wherein a predesignated information 

resource (e.g. advertisement， product information， etc.) pertaining to 

5 any commercial product registered with the system can be 

automatically accessed from the Internet and displayed from the 

Internet browser by simply entering the registered product's product 

description into the Internet browser.

1 0 28. A consumer information management system enabling access to a

predesignated information resource linked to a product assigned a 

Universal Product Number (UPN) by entering said UPN into an 

Internet enabled browser.

15 29. A system of finding information pertaining to a particular

product on the Internet, comprising:

a database server connected to the Internet and including

URL/UPN information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of universal product 

20 numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of products, and (ii) a 

plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs，each 

said URL· specifying the location of an information resource located on 

the Internet related to a particular one of said products, and

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

25 client system, for information about one of said plurality of products 

located on the Internet，wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the UPN assigned to said product; and
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a plurality of product-information servers, each connected to 

the Internet and including

product-related information storage means for storing 

information related to said plurality of products, and

5 information delivery means, responsive to said request

servicing means, for delivering to said client system, information 

related to one of said plurality of products specified by the URL 

symbolically linked to the UPN included in said request made by said 

client system.

10

30. The system of claim 29 wherein said UPN assigned to each said 

product is a unique Uniform Product Code (UPC) number assigned to 

said product.

15 31. The system of claim 29, which further comprises said client

system, wherein said client system includes a Internet browser 

program having an on-screen product finder button which, when 

depresad, results in a dialogue box requesting that the UPN 

associated with said request be entered into said client system.

20

32. The system of claim 29, wherein said product related information 

is of a multi-media nature.

33. A method of finding information pertaining to a particular

25 product on the Internet, comprising the steps of:

(a) storing in a database server connected to the Internet, 

information representative of (i) a plurality of universal p^duct 

numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of products, and (ii) a 
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plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UP.Ns，each 

said URL specifying the location of an information resource located on 

the Internet related to a particular one of said products;

(b) storing in a plurality of product-information servers，

5 information related to said plurality of products;

(c) transmitting to said database server from a client system，a 

request for information about one of said plurality of products located 

on the Internet, wherein said request includes information 

representative of the UPN assigned to said product; and

10 (d) at least one said product information server responding to

said request transmitted to said database server, and delivering to 

said client system, information related to one of said plurality of 

products specified by the URL symbolically linked to the UPN and 

includd in said request made by said client system.

15

34. The method of claim 33, wherein said UPN assigMd to each said 

product is a unique Uniform Product Code (UPC) number assig^d to 

said product.

20 35. The metkd of claim 34，wherein step (c) comprises:

depressing a on-screen product finder button displayed by an 

Internet browser program running on said client system, whereupon 

a dialogue box is displayed requesting that the UPN associated with 

the requested product be entered; and

25 entering said UPN into said dialogue box.

36. A system of finding information pertaining to a particular 

product on the Internet，comprising:
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a database server connected to the Internet and including

URL/tmdemark information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of trademarks used in 

connection with a plurality of products，and (ii) a plurality of URLs 

5 symbolically linked to said plurality of trademarks, each said URL 

specifying the location of an information resource located on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said products, and

request servicing means for servicing' a request made by a 

client system, for information about one of said plurality of products 

10 located on the Internet，wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the trademark used in connection with said product; and

a plurality of product-information servers, each connected to 

the Internet ^d inchding

15 product-related information storage means for storing

information related to said plurality of products, and

information delivery means, responsive to said request 

servicing means, for delivering to said client system, information 

related to one of said plurality of products specified by the URL 

20 symbolically linked to the trademark inchded in said request тМе 

by said client system.

37. The system of claim 36, wherein each said trademark is 

registered with the United States Patent and Trademark Office in

25 conjunction with said product.

38. A method of finding information pertaining to a particular 

product on the Internet, comprising the steps of:
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(a) storing in a database server connected to the Internet， 

information representative of (i) a plurality of trademarks used in 

connection with a plurality of products, and (ii) a plurality of URLs 

symbolically linked to said plurality of tidemarks，each said URL

5 specifying the location of an information resource located on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said products;

(b) storing in a plurality of product-information servers， 

information related to said plurality of products;

(c) transmitting to said database server from a client system，a 

1 0 request for information about one of said plurality of products located

on the Internet, wherein said request includes information 

representative of the trademark used in connection with said product; 

and

(d) at least one said product information server responding to

15 said request transmitted to said database server, and delivering to 

said client system, information related to one of said plurality of 

products specified by the URL symbolically linked to the trademark 

and included in said request made by saia client system.

20 39. The method of claim 40, wherein each said trademark is

registered with the United States Patent and Trademark Office in 

conjunction with said product.

40. The method of claim 38, wherein step (c) comprises:

25 depressing a on-screen product finder button displayed by an

Internet browser program running on said client system, whereupon 

a dialogue box is displayed requesting that the trademark and/or 

company name associated with the requested product be entered; and
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entering said trademark and/or company name into said 

dialogue box.

41. A database server connected to the Internet comprising:

URL/UPN information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of universal product 

numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of products, and (ii) a 

plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs, each 

said URL specifying the location of an information resource located on 

the Internet related to a articular one of said products, and

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client system，for information about one of said plurality of products 

located on the Internet，wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the UPN assigned to said product.

42· The database server of claim 41，wherein said UPN assig^d to 

each said product is a unique Uniform Product Code (UPC) number 

assigned to said product.

43. The database server of claim 41, wherein said product related 

information is of a multi-medh nature.

44. A database server connected to the Internet comprising:

URL/trademark information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of trademarks used in 

connection with a plurality of products, and (ii) a plurality of URLs 

symbolically linked to said plurality of trademarks, each said URL 
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specifying the location of an information resource locate^ on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said products, and

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client system, for information about one of said plurality of products 

5 located on the Internet, wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the trademark used in connection with said product.

45. The database server of claim 44, wherein said product related 

1 0 information is of a multi-media nature.

4. A system of finding information pertaining to a particular service 

on the Internet, comprising:

a database server connected to the Internet and including

15 URL/UPN information storage means for storing

information representative of (i) a plurality of universal service 

numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of services, and (ii) a plurality 

of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs，each said URL 

specifying the location of an information resource located on the

20 Internet related to a particular one of said services, and

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client system，for information about one of said plurality of services 

located on the Internet，wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

25 the UPN assigned to said service; and

a plurality of service-information servers, each connected to the 

Internet and including

service-related information storage means for storing
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information related to said plurality of services, and

information delivery means, responsive to said request 

servicing means, for delivering to said client system，information 

related to one of said plurality of services specified by the URL 

symbolically linked to the UPN inchded in said request made by said 

client system.

47. The system of claim 46，wherein said UPN assigned to each said 

service is a unique Uniform Service Code (UPC) number assigned to 

said service.

48. The system of claim 46，which further comprises said client 

system, wherein said client system includes a Internet browser 

program having an on-screen service finder button which, when 

depressed, results in a dialogue box requesting that the UPN 

associated with said request be entered into said client system.

49. The system of claim 46, wherein said service related information 

is of a multi-media nature.

50. A method of finding information pertaining to a particular service 

on the Internet, comprising the steps of:

(a) storing in a database server connected to the Internet， 

information representative of (i) a plurality of universal service 

numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of services, and (ii) a plurality 

of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs，each said URL 

specifying the location of an information resource located on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said services;
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(b) storing in a plurality of service-information servers， 

information related to said plurality of services;

(c) transmitting to said database server from a client system, a 

request for information about one of said plurality of services located 

on the Internet, wherein said request includes information 

representative of the UPN assigned to said service; and

(d) at least one said service information server responding to 

said request transmitted to said database server, and delivering to 

said client system, information related to one of said plurality of 

services specified by the URL symbolically linked to the UPN and 

included in said request made by said client system.

51. The method of claim 50, wherein said UPN assigned to each said 

service is a unique uniform service number assigned to said service.

52· The methd of claim 50，wherein step (c) comprises:

depressing a on-screen service finder button displayd by an 

Internet browser program running on said client system, whereupon 

a dialogue box is displayed requesting that the UPN associated with 

the requested service be entered; and

entering said UPN into said dialogue box.

53. A system of finding information pertaining to a particular 

service on the Internet, comprising:

a database server connected to the Internet and including 

URL/servicemark information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of servicemarks used in 

connection with a plurality of services，and (ii) a plurality of URLs 
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symbolically linked to said plurality of servicemarks，each said URL 

specifying the location of an information resource located on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said services，and

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

5 client system，for information about one of said plurality of services 

located on the Internet, wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and inchdes information representative of 

the servicemark used in connection with said service; and

a plurality of service-information servers, each connected to the 

1 0 Internet ^d including

service-related information storage means for storing 

information related to said plurality of services, and

information delivery means, responsive to said request 

servicing means， for delivering to said client system, information 

15 related to one of said plurality of services specified by the URL 

symbolically linked to the servicemark inchded in said request made 

by said client system.

54. The system of claim 53, wherein each said servicemark is 

20 registered with the United States Patent and Trademark Office or its

foreign equivalent in conjunction with said service.

55. A method of finding information pertaining to a particular service 

on the Internet, comprising the steps of:

25 (a) storing in a database server connected to the Internet，

information representative of (i) a plurality of servicemarks used in 

connection with a plurality of services，and (ii) a plurality of URLs 

symbolically linked to said plurality of servicemarks, each said URL 
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Specifying the location of an information resource located on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said services;

(b) storing in a plurality of service-information servers, 

information related to said plurality of services;

5 (c) transmitting to said database server from a client system, a

request for information about one of said plurality of services located 

on the Internet, wherein said request includes information 

representative of the servicemark used in connection with said 

service; and

10 (d) at least one said service information server responding to

said request transmitted to said database server, and delivering to 

said client system, information related to one of said plurality of 

services specifkd by the URL symbolically linked to the servicemark 

and included in said request made by said client system.

15

56. The method of claim 55, wherein each said servicemark is 

registered with the United States Patent and Trademark Office or its 

foreign equivalent in conjunction with said service.

20 57. The method of claim 55，wherein step (c) comprises:

depressing a on-screen service finder button displayed by an 

Internet browser program running on said client system, whereupon 

a dialogue box is displayd requesting that the servicemark and/or 

company name associated with the requested service be entered; and

2 5 entering said servicemark and/or company name into said

dialogue box.

58. A database server connected to the Internet comprising:
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URL/UPN information ■storage means for. storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of universal service 

numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of services, and (ii) a plurality 

of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs，each said URL 

specifying the location of an information resource located on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said services，and

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client system，for information about one of said plurality of services 

located on the Internet, wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the UPN assigned to said service.

59. The database server of claim 58, wherein said UPN assigned to 

each said service is a unique uniform service number assigned to said 

service.

60. The database server of claim 58，wherein said service related 

information is of a multi-media nature.

61. A database server connected to the Internet comprising:

URL/servicemark information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of servicemarks used in 

connection with a plurality of services, and (ii) a plurality of URLs 

symbolically linked to said plurality of servicemarks，each said URL 

specifying the location of an information resource located on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said services, and

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client system, for information about one of said plurality of services
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located on the Internet, wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the servicemark used in connection with said service.

5 62. The database server of claim 61，wherein said service related

information is of a multi-media nature.

63. A system of finding information pertaining to a particular 

product on the Internet，comprising:

10 a database server connected to the Internet and including

URL/UPN information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of manufacturer 

identification numbers (MINs) assigned to a plurality of products 

made by a plurality of manufacturers, and (ii) a plurality of URLs 

1 5 symbolically linked to said plurality of MINs, each said URL specifying 

the location of an information resource located on the Internet related 

to a particular one of said products, and

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client system, for information about one of said plurality of products 

20 located on the Internet，wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the MIN assigned to said product; and

a plurality of product-information servers, each connected to 

the Internet and including

25 pmduct-related information storage means for storing

information related to said plurality of products, and

information delivery means, responsive to said request 

servicing means， for delivering to said client system, information 
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related to one of said plurality of products specified by the URL 

symbolically linked to the MIN included in said request made by said 

client system.

5 64. The system of claim 63，wherein said MIN assigned to each said

product is associated with an unique Uniform Product Code (UPC) 

number assigned to said product.

65. The system of claim 63, which further comprises said client

10 system, wherein said client system includes a Internet browser 

program having an on-screen product finder button which, when 

selected, results in a Input Box requesting that the MIN associated 

with said request be entered into said client system.

1 5 66. The system of claim 63, wherein said product related information

is of a multi-media nature.

67. A method of finding information pertaining to a particular 

product on the Internet, comprising the steps of:

20 (a) storing in a database server connected to the Internet，

information representative of (i) a plurality of manufacturer 

identification numbers (MINs) assigned to a plurality of 

manufacturers of a plurality of products, and (ii) a plurality of URLs 

symbolically linked to said plurality of MINs，each said URL specifying

25 the location of an information resource located on the Internet related 

to a particular one of said products;

(b) storing in a plurality of product-information servers， 

information related to said plurality of products;
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(c) transmitting to said database server from a client system, a 

request for information about one of said plu^lity of products located 

on the Internet， wherein said request includes information 

representative of the MIN assigned to said manufacturer of said 

product; and

(d) at least one said product information server resp^ding to 

said request transmitid to said database server, and delivering to 

said client system, information related to one of said plurality of 

products specified by the URL symbolically linked to the MIN and 

included in said request made by said client system.

68. The method of claim 67, wherein said MIN assig^d to each said 

manufacturer of a product is part of a unique Uniform Product Code 

(UPC) number assigned to said product.

69. The method of claim 67，wherein step (c) comprises:

selecting an on-screen product finder button displayed by an 

Internet browser program running on said client system，whereupon 

a Input Box is displayed requesting that the MIN associated with the 

requested product be entered; and

entering said MIN into said Input Box.

70. A service-related information material which comprises:

printed matter bearing information related to a particular 

service; and

a UPC (or EAN) number assigned to said particular service and 

printed on said printed matter.
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71. The service-related information material of claim 70, where n said 

printed matter comprises an admission ticket to a particular 

educational or entertainment event.

5 72. A productrelated information brochure which comprises:

printed matter bearing information related to a product; and 

a UPC (or EAN) number assigned to said particular product and 

printed on said printed matter.

1 0 73. A system installable within a store, comprising:

an optical scanner for reading the UPC symbols on products 

being offered for sale in the store;

means for accessing product-related information from Internet 

Web-sites hyper-linked to scanned UPC symbols; and

15 a display screen for visually displaying said product-related

information accessed from said hyper-linked Web-sites.

74. A system of finding information pertaining to a particular 

product on the Internet，comprising:

20 a database server connected to the Internet аМ inchding

URL/UPN information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of universal product 

numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of products，and (ii) a 

plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs，each 

25 said URL· specifying the location of an information resource located on 

the Internet rclated to a particular one of said products，and

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

cUent system，for information about one of said plurality of products
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located on the Internet，wherein said request is transmitted .to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the UPN assigned to said product; and

a plurality of product-information servers, each connected to 

the Internet and including

product-related information storage means for storing 

information related to said plurality of products, and

information delivery means, responsive to said request 

servicing means, for delivering to said client system, information 

related to one of said plurality of products specified by the URL 

symbolically iinKed to the UPN included in said request made by said 

client system.

75. The system of claim 74, wherein said UPN assigned to each said 

product is a unique Uniform Product Code (UPC) number assigned to 

said product.

76. The system of claim 74, which further comprises said client 

system, wherein said client system includes a Internet browser 

program having an on-screen product finder button which，when 

selected，results in an Input Box requesting that the UPN associated 

with said request be entered into said client system.

77. A consumer product information accessing system installable 

within a store, comprising:

an optical scanner for reading UPC (EAN or like) symbols on 

products being offered for sale in the store;

accessing means for accessing product-related information from 
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HTML documents whose location is specified by URLs and which are 

hyper-linked to said read UPC (EAN or like) symbols; and

a display screen for visually displaying said product-related 

information accessed from said hyper-linked HTML documents.

78. A system for collecting and transmitting product related 

information on the Internet，said system comprising:

a database management subsystem including

URL/UPN information storage means for storing product- 

related information representative of (i) a plurality of universal 

product numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of products，and (ii) a 

plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs, each 

said URL specifying the location of an information resource located on 

the Internet related to a particular one of said products; and

a database server connected to the Internet and said database 

management subsystem and including

product-related information receiving and storage means for 

receiving and storing said product-related information transited 

from said database management subsystem.

79. The system of claim 78, wherein said database server further 

comprises:

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client system，for information about one of said plurality of products 

located on the Internet, wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the UPN assigned to said product.
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80. The system of claim 78, which further comprises: .

a plurality of product-information servers，each connected to 

the Internet and including

product-related information storage means for storing 

information related to said plurality of products，and

information delivery means, responsive to said request 

servicing means， for delivering to said client system, information 

related to one of said plurality of products specified by the URL 

symbolically linked to the UPN included in said request made by said 

client system.

81. The system of claim 78, wherein said UPN assigned to each said 

product is a unique Uniform Product Code (UPC) number assigned to 

said product.

82. A database server connected to the Internet, comprising:

URL/UPN information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of universal product 

numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of products, and (ii) a 

plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs, each 

said URL specifying the location of an information resource located on 

the Internet related to a particular one of said products;

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client systóm，for information about one of said plurality of products 

located on the Internet，wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the UPN assigned to said product; and

information serving means for serving to the client system 
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making said request，said information representative of the UPN 

assigned to said product.

83. The database server of claim 82，wherein said UPN assigned to 

5 each said product is a unique Uniform Product Code (UPC) number

assigned to said product.

84. The database server of claim 82, wherein said product related 

information is of a multi-media nature.

10

85. A database server connected to the Internet comprising:

URL/trademark information storage means for storing 

information representative of (i) a plurality of trademarks used in 

connection with a plurality of products, and (ii) a plurality of URLs 

15 symbolically linked to said plurality of trademarks，each said URL 

specifying the location of an information resource located on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said products:

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client system, for information about one of said plurality of products 

2 0 located on the Internet，wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the tidemark used in connection with said product; and

information serving means for serving to the client system 

making said request, said information representative of the 

2 5 trademark u^d in connection with said product.

86. The database server of claim 85，wherein said product related 

information is of a multi-media nature.
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87. An Internet-supported kiosk for use by consumers within a retail 

shopping environment， said Internet-supported kiosk comprising:

an optical scanner for reading UPC symbols on consumer

5 products being offered for sale in said retail shopping environment;

Internet access means for accessing a plurality of Internet- 

based information servers containing product-related information 

resources that are hyper-linked to UPC symbols on said consumer 

products; and

10 a display screen for visually automatically displaying said

product-related information accessed from said Internet-based 

information servers in response to the reading of said UPC symbols by 

said optical scanner.

1 5 88. The Internet-supported kiosk of claim 87，wherein said optical

scanner has a 3-D scanning volume which projects upon and 

intersects at least a portion of said display screen during bar code 

symbol reading operations.

2 0 89. A system for collecting and transmitting product related

information on the Intórnet，said system comprising:

a database management subsystem including

URL/UPN information storage means for storing product- 

related information representative of (i) a plurality of universal 

25 product numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of products，and (ii) a 

plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs, each 

said URL specifying the location of an information resource located on 

the Internet related to a particular one of said products; and
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a database server connected to the Internet and said database 

management subsystem and including

product-related information receiving and storage means for 

receiving and storing said product-related information transitted 

from said database management subsystem.

90. The system of claim 89，wherein said database server further 

comprises:

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client system，for information about one of said plurality of products 

located on the Internet, wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of 

the UPN assigned to said product.

91. The systóm of claim 89，which further comprises:

a plurality of product-information servers，each connected to 

the Internet and including

product-related information storage means for storing 

information related to said plurality of products, and

information delivery means，responsive to said request 

servicing means， for delivering to said client system, information 

related to one of said plurality of products specified by the URL 

symbolically linked to the UPN inchded in said request made by said 

client system.

92. The system of claim 89, wherein said UPN assigned to each said 

product is a unique Uniform Product Ode (UPC) number assigned to 

said product.
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93. An information collection system for collecting consumer product 

related information from manufacturers over the Internet and 

transmitting said consumer product related information to an 

Internet-based consumer product information finding and serving 

system，said information collection system comprising:

an information collecting server connec^d to the Internet and 

inchding

(1) message transmitting means for transmitting a 

message over the Internet to a client system associated with a 

manufacturer， requesting that consumer product related information 

associated with each product of a manufacturer to be registered with 

said Internehbased consumer product information finding and 

serving system，be transmitted over the Internet to said information 

collecting server， said consumer product related information being 

representative of ⑴ a plurality of universal product numbers (UPNs) 

assigned to a plurality of consumer products，and (ii) a plurality of 

URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs，each said URL 

speciiying the location of an information resource located on the 

Internet related to a particular one of said consumer products, and

(2) information storage means for storing said 

consumer p^duct related information; and

⑶ information transmission means for transmitting 

said consumer product related information to said Internet-based 

consumer product information finding and serving system for 

subsequent storage therein.

94. The information collection system of claim 93，which furth^^ 
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comprises a computer system interconnected to said infçrmation 

collecting server，for administrating the registration of consumer 

p^ducts of manufacturers with said Internet-based consumer 

product information finding and serving system.

5

95. A methd of finding аМ serving information pertaining to a 

particular product on the Internet, said method comprising the .steps 

of:

(a) storing information representative of (i) a plurality of

1 0 universal product numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of 

products, and (ii) a plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said 

plurality of UPNs，each said URL specifying the location of an 

information resource located on the Internet related to a particular 

one of said products;

1 5 (b) storing information related to said plurality of products;

(c) transmitting a request from a client system, for information 

about one of said plurality of pmducts located on the Internet， 

wherein said request includes information representative of the UPN 

assigned to said product; and

2 0 (d) responding to said transmitted request and serving to said

client system，information related to one of said plurality of products 

specified by the URL symbolically linked to the UPN and includd in 

said request made by said client system.

25 96. The method of claim 95, wherein said UPN assigned to each said

product is a unique Uniform Product ade (UPC) number assigned to 

said product.
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97. A system of finding and serving information pertaining to а

particular product on the Internet，said system comprising:

URL/UPN information storage

information representative of (i) a plurality 

5 numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of 

means for storing

of universal product

products, and (ii) a

plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said plurality of UPNs，each 

said URL specifying the location of an information resource located on 

the Internet related to a particular one of said products;

request servicing means for servicing a request made by a 

client system, for information about one of said plurality of products 

located on the Internet，wherein said request is transmitted to said 

Internet database server and includes information representative of

the UPN assigned to said product;

product-related information storage means for storing

1 5 information related to said plurality of products; and

information delivery means, responsive to said request 

servicing means, for serving to said client system，information 

related to one of said plurality of products specified by the URL 

symbolically linked to the UPN included in said request made by said

2 0 client system.

98. The system of claim 97，wherein said UPN assigned to each said 

product is a unique Uniform Product Code (UPC) number assigned to 

said product.

25

99. The system of claim 97, which further comprises said client 

system, wherein said client system includes a Internet browser 

program having an on-screen product fhder button which，when 
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selected，results in an Input Box requesting that the UPN Associated 

with said request be entered into said client system.

100. The system of claim 97，wherein said product related 

5 information is of a mulh-media nature.

101. A method of finding and serving information pertaining to a 

particular product on the Internet，said method comprising the steps 

of:

1 0 (a) storing information representative of (i) a plurality of

universal product numbers (UPNs) assigned to a plurality of 

products, and (ii) a plurality of URLs symbolically linked to said 

plurality of UPNs, each said URL specifying the location of an 

information resource located on the Internet related to a particular

1 5 one of said products;

(b) storing information related to said plurality of products;

(c) transmitting a request from a client system, for information 

about one of said plurality of products located on the Internet， 

wherein said request includes information representative of the UPN

2 0 assigned to said product; and

(d) responding to said transmitted request and serving to said 

cUent system，information related to one of said plurality of products 

specifíed by the URL symbolically linked to the UPN and included in 

said request made by said client system.

25

102. The method of claim 101, wherein said UPN assigned to each 

said product is a unique Uniform Product Code (UPC) number 

assigned to said product.
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103. The method of claim 101，wherein step (c) comprises:

selecting a on-screen product finder button displayed by an 

Internet browser program running on said client system，whereupon 

5 an Input Box is displayed requesting that the UPN associated with the 

requested product be entered; and

entering said UPN into said Input Box.

105. An Internet-based consumer product information delivery 

1 0 system comprising:

means for enabling manufacturers and their agents to link (i.e. 

relate)，manage and update within a database，the UPC (and/or 

UPC/ΕΑΝ) numbers on their products and the Uniform Resource 

Locators (URLs) of HTTPtëncoded documents containing particular 

15 kinds of consumer product-related information published on the

Internet by said manufacturers, their agents and/or third parties; and

means for enabling consumers, in retail stores，at home，in the 

office and on the road, to access said consumer product-related 

information from said database, using said iJPC (and/or UPC/EAN) 

20 numbers and/or by scanning UPC (or UPC/ΕΑΝ) bar code symbols 

encoded with said numbers.

106. A consumer product information finding system comprising:

at least one kiosk installed within a retail shopping environment

25 and each said kiosk includes

a bar code symbol reader for reading the UPC (or 

UPC/ΕΑΝ) numbers on consumer products being offered for sale in 

the store, and
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a LCD touch-type display screen for displaying product- 

rela— information accessed from hyper-linked Web-sites on the 

Internet.

5 107. The consumer product information fading system of claim 106，

wherein said bar code symbol reader projects a 3-D laser scanning 

pattern over said LCD touch-screen panel.

1 0 108. The consumer product information finding system of claim 106,

wherein said kiosk further comprises a tekphone handset for 

carrying out telephone calls.

109. The consumer product information finding system of claim 106,

15 wherein said kiosk further comprises a credit card transaction 

terminal for conducting consumer purchase transactions ^d other 

forms of ekctronic commerce while using said consumer product 

information finding system.

20 110. The consumer product information fading system of claim 106,

wherein said bar code symbol reader has a cordless interface with 

said kiosk so that it may be moved about within said retail 

environment in a portable manner.

25 111. A method of providing consumer product information to

consumers in retail stores, at home，in the office or on the road, said 

method comprising the steps of:

(a) enabling manufacturers and their agents to link (i.e. relate)， 
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manage and update within a database，the UPC (and/or UPC/EAN) 

numbers on their products ^d the Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) 

of HTTP-encoded documents containing particular kinds of consumer 

product-related information published on the Internet by said 

manufacturers, their agents and/or third parties; and

(b) enabling consumers，in retail stores，at home，in the office or 

on the r^d, to access said consumer product-related information 

from said database, using said UPC (andor UPC/ΕΑΝ) numbers 

and/or by scanning UPC (or UPC/ΕΑΝ) bar code symbols encoded with 

said numbers.

112. An Internet-based product information database subsystem 

which, for each commercially available consumer-product, stores 

number of information elements comprising: the name of the 

manufacturer; the Universal Product Code (UPC) assigned to the 

product by the manufacturer; and one or more URLs specifying the 

location of information resources (e.g. Web-pages) on the Internet 

relating to the UPC-labelled consumer-product·.

113. The Internet-based product information database subsystem of 

claim 112, wherein the stored URLs are categorically arranged and 

displayed according to specific types of product information (e.g.， 

product specifications and operation manuals; product wholesalers 

and retailers; product advertisements and promotions; product 

endorsements; product updates and reviews; product 

warranty/servicing; related or complementary products; product 

incentives including rebates, discounts and/or coupons; etc.) that 

relates to the kind of information required, desired or otherwise 
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sought by consumers，wholesalers, retailers and/or trading partners; 

and product price at which the product is being offered for sale by a 

particular retailer.

5 114. An Internet-based product information database management

subsystem which comprises:

a manufacturer-defied consumer-product directory that can be 

u— by various persons along the retail supply and demand chain.

10 115. The Internet-based product information database management

subsystem of claim 114，wherein the manufacturers of consumer- 

products are linked to the retailers thereof in the middle of the 

supply ^d demand chain by allowing either tmding partner to access 

consumer-product information from the Internet-based product 

1 5 information database virtually 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

116. The Internet-based product information database management 

subsystem of claim 114, wherein consumer-product manufacturers, 

their advertisers, distributors and retailers are linked to the

20 consumers of such products at the end of the supply Md demand

chain, by allowing such parties access consumer-product information 

from the Internet-based product information database subsystem 

virtually 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

25

117. A system wherein any type of consumer product can be 

registered with the system by symbolically linking or relating (i) its 

preassigned Universal Product Number (e.g. UPC or EAN number) or 
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at least the Manufacture Identification Number (MIN) portion, thereof 

with (ii) the Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) of one or more 

information resources on the Internet (e.g. the home page of the 

manufacturer’s Web-site) related to such products.

5

118. A Web-based document transport subsystem, wherein 

manufacturers as well as their advertisers and agents can register, 

within an Internet-based database，the UPNs (e.g. UPC numbers) of 

their products and the URLs of the information resources related to

1 0 such products.

119. A consumer product information finding and sserving system 

comprising:

a Manufacturer/Product Registration Mode， wherein 

15 manufacturers can register their companies and consumer products 

(e.g. UPC numbers and URLs) with the system;

an UPN-Directed Information Access Mode, wherein consumers 

can access and display information menus containing UPC numbers 

linked to URLs pointing Web pages containing consumer product 

20 related information by scanning the UPC label on the consumer 

product or by entering the UPC number thereof into a data-entry 

screen displayed by the system in this mode;

a Manufacturer Website Search Mode, wherein the home page 

of a manufacturer's Web-site can be automatically accessed and 

25 displayed by scanning the UPC label on any consumer product of the 

manufacturer or by entering the UPC number thereof into a data- 

entry screen ^splayed by the system in this mode;

a Trademark-Directed Search Mode enabling consumers to use 
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trademarks and/or tradenames associated with consumer products to 

search for consumer-product related information registered within 

the system; ^d

a Product-Description Directed Search Mode enabling consumers

5 to use product descriptors associated with particular consumer 

products to search for consumer-product related information 

registered within the system.

120. The system of claim 119, wherein when the system is in its UPN-

1 0 Directed Information Menu Access Mode, a predesignated information 

resource (e.g. dvertisement，product information, etc.) pertaining to 

any commercial product registered with the system can be 

automatically accessed from the Internet ^d displayed from the 

Internet browser by simply entering the registered product’s UPN

1 5 into the Internet browser manually or by bar code symbol scanning.

121. The system of claim 19, wherein when the system is in its 

Trademark-Directed Search Mode, a predesignated information 

resource (e.g. advertisement， product information, etc.) pertaining to

20 any commercial product registered with the system can be 

automatically accessed from the Internet and displayd from the 

Internet browser by simply entering the registered product’s 

t^demark(s) and/or associated company name into the Internet 

browser.

25

122. The system of claim 119, wherein, wherein when the system is 

in its Product-Description-Directed Search Mode, a predesignated
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information resource (e.g. advertisement, product information, etc.) 

pertaining to any commercial product registered with the system can 

be automatically accessed from the Internet ^d displ—d from the 

Internet browser by simply entering the registered product’s product 

5 description into the Internet browser.

123. A consumer product information finding and sserving system 

comprising:

a relational database realized on one or more data-synchronized 

10 IPD Servers for the purpose of registering product related 

information, namely: (i) information representative of commercial 

product descriptions, the trademarks used in connection therewith, 

the company names providing and/or promoting such products, and 

the corresp^ding URLs on the Internet specifying current Internet 

15 Web-site locations providing product-related information relating to 

such products.

124. The system of claim 123, wherein the URLs symbolically linked 

to each registered product in sid IPD Servers thereof are categorized

20 as relating primarily to types of information elected from the grooup 

consisting of Product Advertisements，Product Specifications，Product 

Updates, Product Distributors, Product Warranty/Servicing, and/or 

Product Incentives (e.g. rebates, discounts and/or coupons)·

25 125. A consumer product information access terminal located at a

point-of-sale (POS) station, wherein the bar code symbol reader 

integrated with the POS station can be used to read the UPC numbers 

on consumer products being offered for sale in the store in order to 
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access consumer product related information from hyper-linked Web- 

sites on the Internet，for display on a display screen located at the 

POS station.

126. The consumer product information access terminal of claim 125, 

wherein said display screen is viewable from various viewing 

positions by the sales clerk as well as consumer shoppers.

127. A consumer product information access terminal located 

installed within retail shopping environments comprising:

a bar code symbol reader for riding the UPC numbers on 

consumer products being offered for sale in the store, and

a touch-type display screen for displaying product-related 

information accessed from hyper-linkd Web-sites on the Internet.

128. The consumer product information access terminal of claim 127, 

wherein the bar ^de symbol reader can be easily removed from its 

support st^d to scan large consumer products that might difficult to 

present within the scanning field while the bar code symbol r^der is 

supported above the LCD display panel.

129. The consumer product information access terminal of claim 127, 

wherein the laser scanning bar code symbol reader has a cordless 

interface with the terminal so that it may be moved about within a 

retail store in a portable manner to scan UPC (or EAN) labels and 

access consumer product related information from an Internet 

database.
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130. A relational database for use within the product information 

finding and serving subsystem, wherein said relational database is 

initially “seeded” with: (i) the Manufacturer Base UPC Numbers based 

on the six digit UPC Manufacturer Identification Numbers (MIN) 

5 assigned to the manufacturers by the ucc and incorporated into the 

first six characters of each UPC number applied to the products 

thereof; and (ii) the URLs of the Web-site home pages of such 

manufacturers.

1 0 131. The relational database of claim 130, wherein said “seeded”

relational database is then subsequently extended and refined with 

the participation of each registered manufacturer (and/or agents 

thereof) by adding to the “seeded” database (iii) the 12 digit UPC 

numbers assigned to each product sold thereby and the menu of URLs

1 5 symbolically linked to each such corresponding product.

132. A system for finding and serving consumer-product related 

information on the Internet， wherein consumer product related 

information links contained within a limited-version of the UPN/URL 

20 Database of each registered manufacturer (or retailer) can accessed

from the manufacturer’s (or retailer’s) company Website and served 

to consumers requesting such information by way of UPC (or EAN) 

number entry.

25 133. A system for finding and serving consumer-product related

information on the Internet，wherein at the time of registering each 

manufacturer (or retailer) with the system， an Internet-based 

registration server automatically transmits a computer program to
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the manufacturer’s (or retailer's) computer system for 

constructing and maintaining a limited-version UPN/URL 

related to the manufacturer’s (or retailer’s) products.

.use in 

database
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… ٠ … UPC Number • ٠٠· ل> ٠*&خه٠٠| |٠٠،*٠*>·*١τ٠١χ٠٠٧.االح ٦....همد٠ · A.:',? >
Company Nameه— .A:::

Manufacturer ID Number A ج
Manufacturer Product Number A
Manufacturer Website URL ١ A : '
Product Description ' r：：■：.

ه

ال ٢ InfQfmation Resoqrcasonjh^ww اثاج.
UPC Number . , ：

Manufacturer ID Number A
Manufacturer Product Number A
Company Name A
URL F^ Product Description .٠ ٠Η ٠طج٠ه«ا٠ ٠٠ ٠.م٠غا، w٠ü <٠ II ٠٠٠ ٠م ر .٠؛ ٠٠ه <1 ا س|—دط |٠ د A

سسثسطففئسئشهئئئهج^قائ」.
：Company Name

٠٠٠ I ، /ل*مه^تمس٠د٠\.،٠>> ٠ نم٠.>ف. ٠'٠
A

street Addressل»·ム丄 ٠—دآل! -‘-'- 一 . A
City 、 ٠·: : A
State A

إئل.٠ذلتدذا -.-. A
Country ..：حمد٦*مر،٠٠ ،م٠٠(.١ ص ٠١٠ه ١٠<й،о مالج />٠٠٠ '٠-

A
Manufacturer ID Number A

ii؛
A

!ϋϋ؛،ί；ϊ1؟٠ί|
أ-له٦ت：ب٦ت'٠

.ひر٠:ぐ, A
DomainName A
Website Creation Date D
Website Existence

，·*+.■■ ‘٥،·Λ··٠'.٠ أ '> .٠٠٠ل ٠| ا'..
A

Manufacturer Website URL A

F/< ٩. ءهه

ز۶١ب٠. ئسهآلئ٥и امساس
UPC Number
Manufacturer ID Number 

Manufacturer Product Numb〔「 
Company Name 
URL For Product Description 

URL For product Manu¿ 
URL For )Warranty Service I 
URL For WWW Advertisement 

١AZWW AdvertisemervF URL For ا
URL ForVVWW Advertisemen، ا
URL For Product Wholesaler،· ا URL For Product Wholesaler ا ١ URL For Product Wholesaler URL For Product Retailer No ■， ا

 URL For ProdiJCt ؟etailer No,■ا
URL For [raduc!Re؛ί aiter Νο٠ ا
URL Fo Direct Product Purc،٣ ا

URL For Complementary 
URL For Complementary Proa■!■،»* 

URL For Complementary Pro،M 
ompany Annual Re٣4؟ URL For 

кия[ For Compan؛ Stock ال₽٢اهدهدع

ذابع

¡Мй Ии م с>+ми ه

Company Name
Street Address
City
State
Posto، Code
Country
Manufacturer ID Number 
Contact Person
Phone Number
EMail
Domain Name
Wtósite Creation Date 
Website Existence 
Manufacturer Website URL

ةام٠٩ن

UPC Number
Company Name 
Manufacturer ID Number 
Manufacturer Product Numb، 
Manufacturer Website URL 
Product Description 
PrimaryTrademaik
Secondary Trademark
Packte type
UPC Svmbol Type 
Website Marking on Package 
800 Consumer Phone Numbe「 ة/م HCZ
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٢٦مهلم١1ائغ ١
Company Name 
Street Andese
City 
State
Postal Code 
Country 
Manufacturer ID Number 
Contact Person 
Phone Number 
EMail 
Dwain Name 
Website Creation Date 
Website Existence 

16 URLهم(٧4ج٠ه«٠مج٧٧6ه8ا 
\Η١٩٩٠٩٩نممل4<ه٣ ٠٠ 
 ٠м٠ци؛а١٥бг ٨ك٠أا
 اا4((٠١١٩ههذب٠بم<ا ٠٨ؤ.د

 ههأص4م(ب٧4ثمنم ادهاه
 |И^٠И٠/٠،А،٠ДСГ Μ٥ ٠ك

 م٠٠ء.ههمهبماههضيم«^
 م٠مراه٠رما،ج ب،ج

Г ٠ .حمحمfM٠٠٨>H٠٠٩ ̂
 مم٠٠ع«٠اب٠كم< رار٠أ

 خمجء٠ا،هم /س٠ا

كاه،ض^ رع٠الخ.

.ةاع 4ذًا
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1&Л
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 مئم١جي نمم<الهيجتجغ^،سم يءدمعم ئحلحمدموجتد
 • À الك لجبمو٠وتحاغ Α>Λ 4ببه٦نم٠مغض ميجح٠¿ كاله ر4

ΟΛ if ريجك٠غ م/ارح مه ص،； ي،نمكةهكمدكح> 
5م^بم، لم» ء٠م و۶η٠ι،كحتجذم٠6٦ وآلهغ٠٠آل ًاء۶اجبملم به ۶وا٠3ضا Угг?، ك٠بريمكجتم ج

В

حثم\٠

ههه
к ٥٦٠٦

ثم ء₽ز?ًا/€نمكثر

；حكدنم نم،مجل٠/، ٠ينمحل ¿بجييجر ه

 ،ه؟ك٠كرع۶ض كغح7ي٠ ببآلوموكيع صبحر ي٦موهت حه
ع د>رك ك4 ي م٠٠ عه٢ كثمغكركح كك٠د ٥' ى ويب/،

 ブん ء،<4م٠ج٠٠ كاهبا،م٠نمم* ئنمكك»انم· مرنم ك٠نم*احمنم*لي ئ اضرًا٧

حمريد نم نم مم٠٩ هص با بم خ ه оси ي١+
 厶,ヴردنمجا

^ةز٠نممك

تكآلررك
ر٠مس ض ح ٠فى هك

كك/ء ممريح
هاع(جإ هآخج

ام٠على
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И٠٦« م،ب٦٠،جك خ٠د٢لهحم ي<مط，ル ^بءئ 

هأنح٠ه ظ7 ومبهءرجل رضمغكارا،بم خكم*تجع
 هإلعر Λ؛/ς٠Λ ح/ こ利十心しيم，صم م،

٠そ ٢۶?4م；باب) جء٠با مؤ4مهلو٠\

 ；ونم ك(ج٦١ككم ررماخك み卜٣卞"し هحكر٠٠٠٠ نيار كل
 وع^4وخبرنم ،；Л₽и٨ مثمى>ر،محم٠ا4 7، ة* ٠امجم۶

 مح لجبر-سعد *م٠٠ثم ٠م
6تمي مه وجبرنمنح،الم عرمهحمغنم/ى

¿η/rr ئ كم ص مم،اضى(كثم

 ٠تج١بم ممرده ي هو ٠

 ر،منمجك 5ج٠رو٠/*٢ /مربي
*،اثت

 ءثمم٠7نح حني/ 7؛
 كا*ام

<ا رد ل١م٠ي نم٢ج غ

٠Α 6<$ Γ ٢ة<ليئ ١مهـ٠ني هاأ«ي٠ لخ) جيم

قل4٠ممنم ك/ هتك عك.۶٠لحجادجلج٠€ك،

و
ニニーーーーー푸二=ニー__一一

Ш mF Η,α٠١ بتاجه ء «，٥ ç،n*tz م ；ده

Пс هي بآس عهو حأو( ٢بماع، بكاصأة٠لبب

و٠آلم وضدإلل ى ء خم٠كم
۶ ئرك ÆO6r>7； لج ء ٢ك٠ سهؤ、

م

— _ __
 ء صمهرهك ي ومدك، وئ اج7يح ٦

 ء مبرًامىوم ج ثةاي ٠/ منم مم٠7 وإ

 موم/٠خ جك *ا·* ٠7بي6٠ح٩معيرنم ي عر دءهم م

 م٠وغتح ع نمم/، جكما 2؛Γ م م7/ج٤ءئم١ إ
ج_ ب ل~~

عدم [ع( ٠اي٦ء٠0ر€ ٩م ،ملم^ه مغ٢عج م ٠٠٦

ج/ء /)،Λ/6■ هيمر عهر نحءده
-—厂二ニニー- ز 

 طآ ع٠هه ٣ ブん ،٠ا٦٠١4م٠ي٠٠ه(وك ،م٧ما ملم٠٠ه ٦ي

 -عآلمم Zr ءمكةق۴：ي ج، مت٨أكمم في ثم 5رخع ا

ئلهه ٦د Z： ممرمر \يهاكنمًام

مب،¿٢مك رم(； ة ة

وحجك۴ىًا٠د ثس
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·ーん

ل

٠—:.”'؛،٠ ·，，，·؛, :٦ج؛ .٣! اآل4 ة١يهض€ة ٠هكءهمال ٠عيس I” ١ءعمح٠6٠و،
4 /Хе مهي دنم عهمحبمه٠ى 7يم>ه cUé<k تة7٠ًا٠ ٠كبمه 

ي 4ر ٠٨ ك۶7 ٠م۶محم تجع٠ك٠طيح
I

 ه ة٠ع٧٣م قًاهغك5 مثم٢غًا، حعم١ Д[ال

بًا*،مه **7 ك/٠حام ٠أنمه۶ك٠مث نم،7 مك٢متج جم هًاه٠م
/٠チ с0>и ；ب ي ي

 هما،ع 4جنم ه，、ة〜，스*恥٠ يءدهر هضيحك نمد٠ما ة١ئ 나 ا
I CL ،بh- ٥ خл ءمج٠ًانم ど ^eluT ^л£г^\тمم بنم٢،أج ۶دط
1 /٠ С6-Г 4كنم )سؤم لثة مك، ω/Λ ،،ةخم٨ك НмL 
هك ثمء0 خك٩١عهنم ثممج٦ عم 5غم<اه٩ص كهج٠ \

 f/rrp %7 جمم٣٠- ٠لم سمأك ; حكك ض4٧٩انم2- وعلرم٠ ا

ブみ _ خ مي $<ح； م'د هىت Ύ ئ

رددط Æ سبر，نمك٠ض7 كى م م٣ ًا

م，م ئتت ,سهة٠, ط دمء غامىمجو ا

€
كسقًا f ه fe ام ح4٠آلك وهم نمع ي€ت ٦ث عي٠ه،اا

عأت زكيهة/7ك ي٠ر<مم هر ٠حمئم 나 امائ5
爪 هجًام ج٠ا٠ض ،م0ل،لهي ٠٠ثم٦ 玄 اهم٦بأ١٠آلض 

٠يبم٢٠/نم۶ع 肀 رءم ضئ7،1وبكجك €ك ا*' "”ز
? هكك Cryifj^Ci /نتعاصر غ رج )نم نمجاب ر2م٩كعب۶ل م٠يه،م مك م٠ممؤ نم7هج هلم٠٦

مبهه٩ب ًابؤ٠١م١أ أج٢ {س٦ ج/

 النمو۶وعك ,ポ بك بم٠نج4م٠٠نيدمح٠ مب7 م عم مح
٠ممكايق CKLLx ها٠٠١ وهك مم٠كمو

ععاهجك ره ىككهءئ Г ٩—ي -—

 ة،； هكت٠ر<ي م ،7 <
م *برم بم ،/H عفي حل٠٠دء،م
—دلى "·-— ~

جز٠

 4<ط هدنم d اكم；رذ لت٠جآمم يح،م ب رزم
 هك٠٠٠و ج )بداآل ٣هع مليحمرهة لي٠ا

Мяч? ف<، ءي/٠٠م٩ غهنك ف٠نم تعنم رنم ئ/كعد1جمعه
U₽A/-٠٥iAr<Q٠٢١

 كاب ع، را/لمح٩ومد ،ممحم٦كمت
٠ ع٠ه
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رر مك
 واج؟ 'ح г،г،٠ سه٠اص ب —2هتج٠بجبه اءمجآل١ س١4مه وط

 ،ل؛ح(خفًا١لح١ آلجكه٠7بل<هب لح€مئح بة in ،ئ

 م٠٠ص ٠ي ζ\Αΐ ج، ملمنم عة،٩ا٠يابلم٩

هصحه7م خمتبكةك٣ححم١ م

I " ص

「ー---------------------------اال —

；وك/ 5ンづみ ガ广ゲム 7ث

 كبرمهدء/CÂt 7 سمبم7م دمسركهو نمهرر١و ما ي

(٠١ بد،٩٠٠٠٠نم٠تة أام?مه،صآل¿٠٠٠١* ٠介 бчг ا

L اه ئرنم يو(ال0ب ___نمه٠بحًا ٠هئتاجم٠ ل
ر

 >£٩٠نمهلم г٠л٠н٠и،е/7١ ٠- لذرآ2٠٠٩٠٠٠ى يحلهءتم د \

جآلاًجنحجى>$ص م٠رنمثث ؛صح يحتك /جءكجت صدع *٠/ ادع
 ه مك٢مت ع ،/；*٠٠/ رخبكعل ة١ئه4ا حطابى ع
 ه٩4 لع"ح؟ ًالم/٠٠٦ع ٠ابمبم٠أ ح يه٦نم٩ 7سه*ح"٠ذد١

Í يرا،ء ح6； ٥/ م 4٩وربم
I 5 ره عم م?Дс ك٩نم لجر

لئ
٢ئت Нгтр بهعومم ممرم هك 工۶٥ عثميجهة

C٩I اءليهكلح٠٠ح؛ه^أ 7ث ه e،<À+evزح;مم حتم ١ 
 دب عع دجئ٢ ٢كيمذ جث?ي٢هءع ئكثئ

بر ودع تضكك يصغ ،( /٣ععال٩و٧ر^نم امو
 /X/ وه همى٠٦ك ٠م ئبح- ووات ىاةئ٠٠نم

مك، هتثم مجر٠ب٠ني حلسعؤ

 アス・ لجقغيل صهرعه ۶ن٠،4تد ئ ء٠هج م (سخن

 جم ه٠رىح٠7ر م دع وهم
 ممه٧۶ءس٠٠م 〆 لم/٠ نمد رنمكع م/٧يك

 وص٠،يمهع٧ء١ر معرم وجلحرلجب يذاك رهتودلنم
 ه 丁｛、٤ خ٠غس مشخلنمه٠٠ب منمى٣لىتمر

فدنم A y بيج هم حتك

ج
دهم هع OfdeireJ ٠2ء：نح 7آل٠۶ز£٠/۶ميكحا ،¢1
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ريد

4حم٠جنم هك٦م

همًانمب عبمو٣
 حت رم غمضجنح ٠ممم ب

 ¿بينم رد١م خ وع؟بوءك*7 صغ
мне； ج/٠ طل٠جب٠٠٦٠إلهب (و٢٠ألئ

،جج ره

ك٠٠ب٠٩ا

: - ومصه
٠٠غ ئ4 كهمعغ 7ό"1 ك٢د،ءيم

ضصط ثمةءا

دنماه م٢هثمنم حسو
 نحمآل ج٩كحماه برتجار ج €ة ٠

ألليصخهئعمط

§ك
 Ufe حر سسج_حشء ح وئ٠م مج

 مغ7رئم غد رحئ م٠-ام منم جمح رك نمج
 نمك٢ نمهشأل/ ماضحشرجم٠ا٠٠7،؛ببمآعئ٠٠ي-

4دكم كء 7ثم٠٦ ؟м٥١л٠/ ممئ١
ЛГ د رد بل،مممم تم ب 

術灼しلح رمم -

يؤنم
 مم إلربهم م٣٠ ٠تم بجمر ；وك نمتماآلة /جربمحم

 هم مح7ل<>€نمهب هتد كانمحك5بمئعنمز/«ءكنمهابم /هما،
 صء٠١حم ر/>فيه ة/ كة¿/ ح6; رت د6

 ¿ى ء ?/،عجك جا٢رثمنجم مج ح«ج وطك
Ά ع ه م۴۶نمس٨و لهتمب

ع0كبءو : ٨ ى حهس للجدع

ا ءئعم ب ل

٠:الك

 م مآ٠تذممعوا مسمИ 3 ه% آل٠ع ه٠

 كبيهم Ã رج ج 5كج ص اغمك،
 يهالصعع ي٢ è زئي٠يه، امئةت€4 مم٠ه4٢ ج ال، دح

عدي ن١كمم .ط ء 8سطكا م حمابحأغ

جحتك ئ6ئ ذم'ءء هصمحح رمنجع٠ص» م ٠٦ك ش٠ها،لم دب
AUé دكا ي،!جج اجنمهحك ررحبز (
نمو ك۶7?7ث بيم，，٦ث ئتك رحيعتم7بمؤ۶ سقكحح ١
j أم*جبشكنح ،

г ئ دل
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S

 رمرككو ه
 هك يحم٢،٠¿ب مم٠ع

 €م*مم 4لم طنم
 ذصأدخء٢ه،آح٦

٦

L- - ر-

 او ٦ك 々٠ىي ء٠ ع٠دءثم ；；
그，\pft4j I ٥ كهك هو 7،م *，ضغمتمи 

هルئءد

し'
 "د. ب ةكم٢ س،دس

 م٧ص٠٠ ل د٠-لح م م٠م٣و بء٠ى^عي

 ي ١هحو7ي۶ حمه ،حمهمانمن،٠دكا٠٦ز نمنمك٤ه
ا*ه منمههل سج هممنمج-هًا/

·ع(بم قهحخ

>¿4fc4e/٠ 7٠7Ui،É*/WA،t 
auk؟
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٠منم
 تجء مو٠ثمس₽6هح١ًا)٠>مًا٩ ههى،،ؤء 3مج6لم ٤ج٠ه٠٠ وغ

 ۶ولحمعع، ゲス・ همووءم7د ٠يي غئم/،تئ ى٠/ م/ يق7م٠ر
 م٠١4ر ء٠ ية٠٢ ،・卜 ئك ضضام/،أ،م
مًاةنجحمم ومبحتبكةك١ و

—- اال
；ел٧۴а$ ۶٠ ًا٠·لد^ ئصًابم لعز

ربمهآل■/٩ c4f'e>it- دضهكهو وب?<ر م م
١ бмг لح، تم ي ذب4 ٠٠»٠|غاحبنم مال¿٠?مه م4٠ ٠٠١ * ٠م

Í ~كنم رعم4ل،٠6ض م؛/ء٠ب <مورتم^٠

برمى هج نم رنم١ضشم (kfCAip^¿ñ ع٠كم االدتك خم ٠٠٠ ?رع ام(لج اك
 ح¿٦ هيأ；ف رمد/١ج٠مدض ف/١دء٠خحمال مجخ ،/جنم(/نم كجتع /ع '

 م٠ ملم٢حم٠٠ ع ٠هم٠م١г ج/كغكج٠م ?4 جك٠ما رساه
 عنح٠ي ى ورجت ر، م٢نم7خ م ٠٠٠٢ تمع نمخ；ل€سكط،كمًاص٠هس

١ Я>1У<Л٠ةلح تهًا لمه م ههع ٠ >(،ν 
٠م١نم عثم م?ك بم رتي م٠ م ا

ل

دل
 fZo 什す丁؟ ٨٧٠٥٣٠٠٩ ممر- عك رحكات جةك٠مبنم

 رنحددم عكر صهدةك٠٠غحكجكنم۶ب٠م نم ه ۶تمؤ< ز
كيحز こ تدي ٢كاهة٦نم طمكسة ئتغ

fl جث Д ممم سآل” امو

 5حة٠وإاكد،?ي ۶نمًاب Alÿي٢ر٠٦ر م* ئرر مكل كميةاةل
م/ هر لمءمجر٠ني عه، ا

6
هبر لجذتئ،٠ك كهت، ئ ئ يجه م ممضسقد

 /HJ&2/9 م ؤم وهم
 وخ٩يمرتجم , بما٠ ش سمء7 مد٧ثم٠و

 عمهةبرع٧رج معم *He وعجره ككةذ رتهدنم
 ، ه مرءغهألم—كهيم'رج،كاح) - ,"صمى

فدنم ع بت ج ض آلنم 一 ح دم

 ءع ئأجكجك77اثمه مر / ؛ م م
 ٥؛'٠叫 نحفيآل 广( ٩٠ ج خ١

م٢عد٠
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 ح6 ء ب،ك وهسه ٠0٠حبم
٠٠د كرعدبش ؤفبهأك

 هه٠م*٩٠٠١ ٣ة٠ ،جممس،جو
٠٠د »بم ومع صح ت
 بمئيًاجآل；اك٨ بنم حمة م ر

، ضجءطخ٠-ملح ألخآللج-

/٥ مماهبألم٠م٠
 رهبرحئ ،٠ظبنمح غدى، ٠<مم ي

 ءهم نمء ٠ج و،نم٠٠ًاءمر/ لمهمإء
,هممصةدبتدنم٠7حهبم ٧ك۶مخ٠،٠م

وب٠حم٠أ ٦٠ * , /
ч٠٢г٠не،٢٠>4 غك٠ط٠٠١٠ب٠ا١ سم٠٠ه

 are ئك صب ع شااو ه

مغ7٠رئم غد لمدع ه م رحم ج

 ك；بم ア及戶べむ好づ٥ル // م٠٠٠س7نمًاماه،< م٠يا
 )صما ،uJ ۶ممة Й/ رثم>اآل ثممح٦

irr/ كم ه٣ل بل*مممم ممر محب ·م
 زص ه،م كهمرد 'د

/□ب ب

بإنم
 م٠ ورجم ممبر ٠م فهر ；ئم ٠с€،й الفالرمر

٠٠■ه ₽كه،اجرك٠ي هتد نمجك كا۶،خ/٠كام ئض
 هنمم٠٧رثم7ه تج ه6; م6

ى٠ءض مااألل ء гл； بل
ض ه ر۴ مسًا7 ٠ئه٤جس ئك
ع0كجو م< يب نمء>، ،٠٠٠٠ هيم خس

،م١٠م

٣-

■I ٠ ر ٢١1ζ_ /٠■ ب- ر ٦

 هكر ;؛¿،رهي بهكم7 ق، ربرنمك نحدسحآلذكر ئيك
 ك?وهر 숙 رجل ئم 5مج ر،مكالت

 لؤالغعع ☆ هعص ي；زى٠يغ، ه (السع N طاح٢ دحك；ؤ، يد

■ددتي ر۶يك u٠· ئتآل ل€فطكو هنم ه٩مئ

جعثم ى6٠ء وتمكعع٠ هتعح ثج»رمم م ٠٠ق،ردنمت
 ئضخمعع/ كك٠٠٠١ يل٠ح1عء te f；A/ûr٠ ；ب عئ٠رداا

 زؤر لمؤك٢نم7ث مم٠7 ٦ك ء عك٠همذنمم،٠7 سقمع
ه٠سىمضءم ر

هلخعحالمرحؤوكج١مح م٩ه ك٠خ£

مبءيف ئءبرع
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 ك?كو م او ي ءير؛مه ح٠4نموش；
ئك مم٠ع جه ئك كبحو١م٠ لمتم ٠د ۴ج
 دم هك/، ء； ي Л ك٢مهؤحر7 محسب

・「一―_一一一一___—一一—ーー جءهحءذطء _

 ء١-حمءط٢ <ءكهجتبمذع¿
ظ دح ۶طل
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urc request™ manufacturer^ 
PRODUCT REGISTRATION SUBSYSTEM 
FOR ACCESSING UPCZURL LINKS FROM 
MANUFACTURERS AND UPDATING THE 
UPC request™ database

INTENT
INFRASTRUCTURE

قطف

urc REQUEST™ DATABASE MANAGEMENT 
SUBSYSTEM FOR MANAGING THE UPC 
REQUEST™ DATABASE AND SERVING UPC 
REQUEST^ RCTAILER WEBOTES AND THE UPC
RJEQUESTT^CENTRALWEBSITETO consumers 
IN RETAIL STORE^ATHOME，INTHE OFFICE 
^ND ON THE ROAD

ا3

驅枷새咖 COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
roR ENABLING MANUFACTURERS TO 
MAINTAIN，UPDATE AND TRANSFER 
CURRENT UPCTURL LINKS TO THE 
UPC REQUEST™ MANUFACTURER 
PRODUCT REGISTRATION SUBSYSTEM

ه!

ن؛
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آلم

(3

وهم
UPC request™ kiosks or 
ENUNG CONSUMER ACCESS 
TO UPC request™ RETAILER 
WEBSITES IN RETAIL STORES 
SUBSCRffilNGTOTHE UPC 
REQUEST™ SERVICE

WEB-ENABLED COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR ENABLING CONSUMER ACŒSS 
TO UPC REQUESTAM RETAILER WEBSITES AND THE urc REQUEST™ 
CENTRAL WEBSITE AT HOME，IN THE OFFICE OR ON THE ROAD
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